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What is the FDC-2010-K5C?
The FDC-2010-K5C is a Dry Kiln and/or Pallet Heat-Treat controller combined with an operator interface color touch
screen. The color touch screen is a 5.7”, 28-oz, industrial PC (Windows CE) with embedded Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) software. No external PC software is required for configuration or operation. All Kiln/Pallet
Heat Treat data variables are saved to FDC-2010-K5C’s internal memory (1GB CF Card).
The base FDC-2010-K5C has 4-temperature inputs (RTD or Type J T/C) with up to 6 additional temperature inputs
available (10 temperature inputs total).
The FDC-2010-K5C controls all Dry Kiln and Pallet Heat-Treat functions and can be configured in one of three ways:
•

Dry Kiln control: 4 sensor inputs for DB1, DB2, Wet Bulb +1 temperature input for monitor and/or core logic
control. Optional hardware allows up to 6 additional temperature sensors for use as monitor only and/or for use
in Core logic control to advance a stage within a schedule and whose values can also be data logged.

•

Pallet Heat-Treat control: 4 sensor inputs, 1 main chamber and 3 pallet probes. Optional hardware allows up to
6 additional temperature sensors for use as monitor only (the optional monitor only sensors are VIEW only, their
values are not data logged).

•

Combination Dry Kiln and Pallet Heat-Treat Control: Provides temperature inputs and control functions for
traditional Dry Kiln, Pallet Heat-Treat and ability to automatically begin a traditional Dry Kiln Schedule at the end
of a Heat-Treat cycle. The combination unit requires optional temperature inputs (quantity four – 2 input
modules); during the Heat-Treat cycle the Kiln’s Dry Bulb #1 is the Heat-Treat chamber temperature sensor with
specific temperature sensors assigned as the Heat-Treat Core sensors. During Dry Kiln the Core sensors used
in Heat-Treat may be used as Monitor and/or as components in Core logic control.

The FDC-2010-K5C Configuration: The FDC-2010-K5C is typically configured by the Kiln or Pallet Heat Treat chamber
manufacturer specific to their system design & control needs. A separate configuration manual is provided to these
manufactures; FDC-2010-K5C_Kiln_Config_Manual_Rev_x.x_m-d-y.pdf (Rev level & date stamp may change).
Operator Interface Screen Views: The FDC-2010-K5C provides a rich set of tools for control interaction and data
analysis. Views include Kiln/Pallet Heat-Treat overview, trends, alarms, schedules as well as historical data, alarm
history and audit trail views. The menu driven Interface eliminates screen “clutter” by providing an easy to use “Windows”
interface for interaction between the operator and FDC-2010-K5C system.
Control Outputs: The FDC-2010-K5C comes equipped with 24 relay outputs for the control of heat, vents, spray and fans
as well as alarm and customer programmable relay outputs. Two analog outputs are standard on the device and can be
configured by the OEM to control output(s) for Heat, Spray, Vents, Fans or Dry Bulb and Wet Bulb retransmitted
temperature or setpoint values when used as kiln or as a combo unit only. When temperature input cards are added,
additional OEM configurable analog outputs are included with a maximum of 5 configurable analog outputs.
Digital Inputs: Sixteen 24VDC digital inputs come standard on the FDC-2010-K5C controller. Digital inputs are used for
fan “sync” input, schedule hold, schedule end (abort) stage advance/previous and digital input alarm functions. Five of
the digital alarm inputs are configurable to defeat a combination of event/control outputs if the alarm input is energized.
All digital inputs have programmable time delays before the input is activated at the system level.
Dry Kiln Operation: The FDC-2010-K5C when configured for a kiln can be run in manual or automatic schedule control
mode. Schedule entry is made easy by the use of copy, paste and delete menu selections; hundreds of Schedules with
up to 99 Stages/Schedule. Schedules can be copied to the external “USB” memory stick and then imported to any FDC2010-K5C controller eliminating the need to enter duplicate schedules into multiple kiln controllers.
When running in automatic schedule mode, the operator can put the unit into hold and change any control parameters
without modifying the saved schedule. This gives the operator maximum flexibility over all kiln control parameters.
Data logging can be enabled manually or automatically during automatic schedule run.
Pallet Heat-Treat Operation: When run as a Pallet heat-treat, the simple start/stop selection by the operator allows for
ease of use in running the system. The system allows for inputting a file name, batch and lot number of pallets if needed.
Once run is selected the system automatically begins datalogging the heat-treat cycle. If connected to a printer (HP
model 6540 or equivalent) the FDC-2010-K5C may be configured at the end of the Heat-Treat cycle to automatically print
out the beginning of the cycle and the sterilization temperatures of the cycle in one-minute increments. No additional
operator interface is required.
Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat: When configured as a combination unit, the Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat functions act
as described above but also allows a schedule to be selected and automatically run at the end of the heat-treat cycle to
better dry the load if needed; in this case the system is configurable to automatically start a separate historical file
specific to the Schedule running.
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Data Logging (Historical Files), Alarm and Audit Trail Files
Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat operations offer the following:
•

Historical Data Files (data logging):
o Kiln: Data logging can be enabled manually or automatically at the start of a Schedule.
o Data log manually (on-demand): system will name the file based upon time & date the log is
started: “mm-dd-yyyy-hr-mn-ss”
o
o

Data Log on Schedule Start: system allows inputting a batch & lot number with the saved file
auto assigned: “ScheduleName_LotDate_date-time.csv”

Pallet Heat-Treat: Once run is selected the system automatically begins datalogging the heat-treat
cycle. The system allows for inputting a file name, batch and lot number of pallets if needed and
appends the file with a time date stamp as part of the file name.

•

Alarm Files: The System creates an alarm file every day that an alarm occurs. The file name is the date of the
first alarm and is saved in a .csv format.

•

Audit Trail Files: If Security is enabled the system will create an audit trail file of every operator action every day
there is an operator action. The file name is the date the file is created.

Historical Data Files & Analysis Tools:
The FDC-2010-K5C can store multiple years of data on its 1GB internal compact flash card. Data backup is provided with
the 1GB USB memory card for “plug and play” transfer of files to any PC running Microsoft Windows XP® or by utilizing
the embedded FTP Client historical files may be transferred automatically or on-demand to an FTP Server.
Data Analysis (auto-trend) makes looking at historical data a simple task. Any control variable saved to the FDC-2010K5C flash card can be plotted on the embedded historical data trend, for any time frame within the data files’ total time
range. Full “USB” print capabilities from the FDC-2010-K5C interface to a standard HP Model 6540(or equivalent) inkjet
printer eliminates the need for a PC, strip or circular chart-recording device. Graphics trends, historical and report print
functions are standard. The historical data, whether printed locally or not, is saved to the 1GB CF Card.
Local Area Network (LAN) Features:
The LAN features described utilize an Ethernet connection to the color touch screen from a network router.
The features described can be made available on a LAN (intranet) and if so configured (network & router) access via the
Internet.
•

Web Page Server: An embedded “Web Server” provides access to all Kiln/Pallet Heat-Treat data (view only)
using Microsoft’s Internet Explorer or equivalent from a PC, PDA, etc.

•

Email / SMS: Email and/or SMS configuration to allow automatic notification of alarm conditions to up to 30
email addresses. Historical Data, Alarm & Audit Trail files may be emailed on-demand.

•

Remote Access: An embedded Remote Access Server is included allowing full access to the color touch screen
as though standing in front of it from a remote PC or PDA utilizing VNC View software.

•

File Transfer Protocol (FTP): Embedded FTP Client software is included allowing automatic or on-demand
transfer of Historical Data files to an FTP Server PC. This feature allows an easy manner to view, archive, etc.
historical data files from a remote location without the need to physically copy the files via USB flash drive and
move to a remote PC.

The FDC-2010-K5C control system includes the following interface features:
•
Overview screen; displays all kiln/pallet “runtime” information.
•
Schedule run and schedule monitor views.
•
Pallet View screen
•
Current alarm view and alarm history view (alarm history for multiple years).
•
Real time trends (with adjustable X & Y limits) for all inputs.
•
Monitor probes view for additional (optional) temperature sensors connected to system.
•
Schedule entry, open, save and download interface screens.
•
System setup that includes kiln setup (fans direction/timing, control tuning etc.)
•
Data logging interface screens to include log point’s selection and historical viewing.
•
“Plug and Play” memory stick functionality for data transfer/backup.
•
Full USB print capabilities and on-line help screens
•
Web server for intranet/internet access (view only)
•
E-mail settings for e-mail on alarm or text message on alarms
•
FTP/WAN setup screen (FTP embedded Client)
•
IP Address/VNC active screen (Web Server and Remote Access)
•
Help Text & Audio Views & Audio Files per Screen
FDC-2010-K5C_Kiln_Heat-Treat_Manual_Rev_2.1_06-03-08.doc
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Software Usage Note:
The selection, application or use of Future Design products or software is the purchaser or user's responsibility.
No claims will be allowed for any damages or losses, whether direct, indirect, incidental, special or
consequential.
In addition, Future Design reserves the right to make changes without notification to purchaser or user to
materials or processing that do not affect compliance with any applicable specification. Future Design Controls
makes no warranties when using Future Design’s FDC-2010-K5C system for Dry Kiln and/or Pallet Heat-Treat
application
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FDC-2010-K5C display interface installation:
Location Considerations
Care should be taken when locating equipment behind the FDC-2010-K5C display to ensure that AC power wiring, PLC
output modules, contactors, starters and relays, and any other source of electrical interference are located away from the
back of the unit. Particular note should be taken to the position of variable speed drives and switching power supplies.
Their input and load cables should be screened to a central star earth point.

Making a NEMA-4 Mounting
The FDC-2010-K5C display can be mounted into panels with a depth of 4”(105mm). It is recommended that the unit be
mounted on the front panel of a steel enclosure, through an appropriate opening. Allow a clearance of 1”(25mm) around
the sides of the unit for mounting hardware. Allow clearance for cable connections to the back of the unit. Unit depth may
vary according to cable type used. Typically, plan a depth to accommodate at least 4”(105mm) behind the panel.

NEMA-4 Mounting
Put the unit through the panel cut out. Slide the clamps into the 6 holes provided around the case. Tighten the clamping
screws in an even pattern until the unit is secured in the panel.
Caution! Do not over tighten mounting clamps!
Note: To seal to NEMA-4 specifications, all supplied mounting clamps must be used and panel cannot flex more
than 0.010”.

Environmental Considerations
The FDC-2010-K5C display is to be used indoors. Make sure that the display is installed correctly and that the operating
limits are followed (See Specifications). Do not operate the unit in areas subject to explosion hazards due to flammable
gases, vapors or dusts. The unit should not be installed where fast temperature variations and/or high humidity are
present. This will cause condensation of water in the device. Do not install these terminals in environments where have
inflammable gases.

Power Connections
Make sure that all local and national electrical standards are met when the installing the unit. Contact your local
authorities to determine which codes apply.

Power Requirements
The FDC-2010-K5C can be powered by DC power only. The specified voltage range is +21 to 25 Volts DC. This insures
compatibility with most controller DC systems. The power conditioning circuitry inside the unit is accomplished by a
switching power supply. The peak starting current can be as high as 700mA.

Fusing Requirements
If the FDC-2010-K5C display does not come on within 30 seconds of power up, remove power. An internal fuse will
prevent damage if the polarity of the DC power is incorrect. Check wiring to insure proper connections and try to power
up again. An Internal fuse will prevent damage for over voltage condition however it isn’t guaranteed. DC voltage sources
should provide proper isolation from main AC power and similar hazards.
Do not power the FDC-2010-K5C display and inductive DC loads, or input circuitry to other controllers, with the same
power supply. Note: FDC recommends only using the power supply that is included with the Orion kiln controller.

Wire Routing
Wire lengths should be minimized (Maximum 1600’ (500 m) shielded, 1000’ (300 m) unshielded). Wires should be run in
pairs with a neutral or common paired with a hot or signal line. If wiring is to be exposed to lightning or surges, use
appropriate surge suppression devices. Keep AC, high energy, and rapidly switching DC wiring separate from signal
wires. Equip ungrounded DC supplies with a resistor and capacitor in parallel to earth ground. This provides a path for
static and high frequency dissipation. Typical values to use are 1Mohm and 4700pF.
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Connections:
To make a connection, strip about 3/8” of insulation off the end of the wire, turn the connector screw counterclockwise
until the gap is wide open, insert the wire all the way in, and turn the screw clockwise until it’s tight. Connect positive DC
line to the ‘+24V’ terminal and the DC ground to the ‘0V‘ terminal.

Grounding Requirements
Chassis ground must be used. DC ground is not directly coupled to Earth ground internally. It is preferable not to ground
DC negative return to chassis ground as poor site earth’s can introduce noise into a system, but if necessary an earth
connection should be made, from the power supply return point to the central star earth point. Ground conductors should
be as short and as large in size as possible. The conductors must always be large enough to carry the maximum short
circuit current of the path being considered. Ground conductors should be connected to a tree from a central star earth
ground point. This ensures that no ground conductor carries current from any other branch.

CE Requirements
To make the FDC-2010-K5C interface comply with EMC directives and to reduce susceptibility to electrical interference,
a separate #14 AWG ground wire should be taken to the chassis ground terminal of the power connector. This ground
connection should be run directly to the central star earth connection point. (recommended in most Installation
Instructions).

Safety Guidelines
This section presents recommended installation practices, and procedures. Since no two applications are identical, these
recommendations should be considered as guidelines. The system designer should be aware that devices in Controller
systems could fail and thereby create an unsafe condition. Furthermore, electrical Interference in an operator interface
can lead to equipment start-up, which could result in property damage and/or physical injury to the equipment operator.
If you, or your company, use any programmable control systems that require an operator or attendant, you should be
aware that this potential safety hazard exists and take appropriate precautions. Although the specific design steps
depend on your particular application, the following precautions generally apply to installation of solid-state
programmable control devices. In addition, these precautions conform to the guidelines for installation of Controllers as
recommended in the NEMA ICS 3-304 Control Standards.

Installing the “FDC-2010-K5C” compact flash card (Important!)
The FDC-2010-K5C will not run without the compact flash card (provided by the manufacturer with the display unit)
installed properly into the compact flash card slot on the display interface. The FDC-2010-K5C compact flash card has
all software required, loaded onto the card for “Auto-Boot” operation. The compact flash card slot on the display interface
is “keyed” so the card can only be installed in one direction. Take care when installing the FDC-2010-K5C compact flash
card and do not force it in the slot. The card MUST be installed before power up of the unit.

Installing the “FDC-2010-K5C” USB Memory device (Important!)
The FDC-2010-K5C does not require the USB Memory device (I-Stick) to operate. This device is a small “plug and play”
memory stick that holds 1GB of storage data. The FDC-2010-K5C I-Stick is required to transfer/backup data from the
internal compact flash card so files can be moved, backed-up or viewed on a PC. If the I-stick is not plugged into the
display (USB host port on back of display unit or front panel adapter kit), the display will alert the user that the USB I-stick
is not attached to the system when file utilities are operated. This USB Memory I-stick does not need to be attached to
the system until data transfer is required (when CF card is full or at user requirement intervals). Data is in a standard
format that can be viewed by Excel or the FDC-2010-K5C Data Viewer Software. This data should be backed up
regularly to a PC for data protection. No drivers are required to view the data when running Microsoft’s WindowsXP
Professional operating system.

Printing from the FDC-2010-K5C Interface
A standard HP color inkjet printer (Model 6540,6940,6980 with USB interface) can be connected directly to the FDC2010-K5C for report and graphic print generation. No drivers are required. Simply plug the printer into FDC-2010-K5C’s
host USB port and press the print icon while on any screen. If using the Future Design USB panel mount adapter kit, this
single USB port can be used for USB Memory data transfer as well as printing (devices can be “Hot Swapped” during
operation but not used at the same time). If you would like to connect the I-Stick and USB printer at the same time, the
FDC-2010-K5C interface comes standard with two USB Host interface ports that can be run to the front of user panel.
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FDC-2010-K5C display Interface connection to PLC
The FDC-2010-K5C color touch display interface is connected to the kiln controller via a single cable with a 9pin
connection on the display end and an 8pin “mini-din” connection at the PLC end. This cable is supplied by Future Design
with every FDC-2010-K5C system and requires no installation or service. Replacement cables are available from Future
Design if required.

PC connection to FDC-2010-K5C and FDC 300 series controllers
RS485 Communications:
The FDC-2010-K5C has a built in Serial RS485 communications port allowing the FDC-2010-K5C to communicate to
other Serial based network PLC’s or PC based Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition software (SCADA) provided by
Future Design Controls, KilnView or other 3rd party software packages.
Serial RS485 communications provides an architecture that allows many controllers to be connected to one 2-wire link.
These controllers are usually wired in a parallel arrangement and each FDC-2010-K5C or FDC 300 series controller must
have a unique address. Up to sixteen FDC-2010-K5C controllers and forty-eight FDC 300 series controllers can be
connected to the PC link. Max distance for the 2-wire link is 4000 ft. Addresses for the FDC-2010-K5C can be set via
System Setup screen. Default setting is address 1. The FDC 300 series control addresses can be set via the front
keypad of the 300 series control.

PC wiring to FDC-2010-K5C and FDC 300 series controllers:
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KilnView PC based supervisory software
KilnView PC Based supervisory software is a separate product with its’ own manual.
Below is a brief overview that in combination to the preceding hardware connections may qualify if further information is
appropriate.
Contact Future Design Controls or your supplier for more information on KilnView.

What is KilnView?
KilnView is a SCADA and configuration package for FDC 300 series digital backup controllers and up to a quantity of 16
FDC-2010-K5C Kiln control systems
(Note: KilnView v1.1 is only compatible with FDC-2010-K5C when configured as a Kiln only control system with
the limitations shown at bottom of this page.)
KilnView v1.1 is not compatible with the FDC-2010-K5C v2.x when configured as a Pallet Heat-Treat or
Combination Kiln Pallet Heat-Treat control system while operating n the Pallet Heat-Treat mode.)
Data from each device (FDC 300 Series digital backup controls and/or FDC-2010-K5C Kiln control) can be viewed and
changed from the Windows® base KilnView package. Connection to controllers is accomplished via an RS485 (one to
many) connection.
KilnView provides a rich set of tools for control interaction and data analysis. View Control data in Kiln Faceplate, digital,
trend or bargraph format. Change setpoint, tuning parameters, alarm setpoints or units for any controller on the link.
The KilnView software can monitor up to 64 devices [maximum of 16 FDC-2010-K5C Kiln Controls]. Any of these 64
devices can have their data saved to the hard disk at user-defined rates. Data file analysis tools (digital and auto-trend)
make looking at schedule run data a simple task.
The project based approach to the software make setup for different product runs a “snap” and easy for operators to
work with.

Important:
KilnView Limitations when used with FDC-2010-K5C version 2.x or greater
KilnView version v1.1 is current as of April 2008.
The FDC-2010-K5C v2.x was released April 2008 that includes features that are not compatible with KilnView v1.1

KilnView and FDC-2010-K5C configured in Pallet Heat-Treat Mode
KilnView v1.1 should NOT be used in applications where the FDC-2010-K5C is configured as a Pallet Heat-Treat
only or as a Combination Kiln and Pallet Heat-Treat control system while in the Pallet Heat-Treat mode.
KilnView v1.1 will NOT accurately communicate with the FDC-2010-K5C v2.x while running in the Pallet Heat-Treat
Mode. KilnView will NOT generate communication error logs AND the operator may not be aware that the temperature
values shown on KilnView’s display DO NOT reflect the Kiln’s temperature values & control action depicted while the
FDC-2010-K5C is running in the Pallet Heat-Treat mode.

KilnView and FDC-2010-K5C configured in Dry Kiln Mode
KilnView v1.1 will communicate with the FDC-2010-K5C v2.x while in the Kiln Mode.
KilnView may only be used with the FDC-2010-K5C v2.x when configured in the Kiln only mode with end user
understanding the limitation below.
•

KilnView Limitations when communicating with FDC-2010-K5C v2.x in Kiln mode:

•

KilnView must not have optional temperature inputs configured as MC sensors – all optional sensors must be
configured within KilnView to be temperature.

•

EMC: KilnView does not display nor can it configure Schedules logic based on EMC value shown on the
FDC-2010-K5C color touch screen display.
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FDC-2010-K5C Print Features:
The FDC-2010-K5C interface will print a variety of graphic, trend and textual reports.
The FDC-2010-K5C can be connected to a standard “USB” inkjet printer (HP model 6540,6940,6980)
via one of the standard USB host ports on the back of the FDC-2010-K5C interface. No drivers are
necessary; operation is “plug and play”.
A single USB port can be used for the USB Memory device for data backup and printing; either device can be “Hot
Swapped” at any time during the FDC-2010-K5C’s operation. When using this configuration, the USB Memory device
and printer cannot be connected at the same time. If you would like to leave the USB Memory device and the printer
connected at the same time, the FDC-2010-K5C comes equipped with two USB host ports for simultaneous operation of
USB Memory device and printer functions.
The FDC-2010-K5C will alert the user to any problems during print operation. After a print error (printer not connected or
bad cable), the FDC-2010-K5C will return to its normal operation after alerting the user. The FDC-2010-K5C interface
might change colors during printing to prolong ink cartridge life (blue backgrounds require more ink than white
backgrounds). The FDC-2010-K5C interface will be “locked” until the print function is complete and then return to normal
operation.
Note: The print icon at the bottom right corner of each screen will activate the current screens print function. If
there is not a print function associated to the screen that is active, the FDC-2010-K5C will not print a report or
graphic.
Printer Notes: When using the HP 6940 or 6980 DeskJet printers, the printers USB cable must be plugged into the
FDC-2010-K5C interface after the FDC-2010-K5C is powered up and in “runtime” mode; and the printer is powered up
and ready for printing (neither device should be in startup mode when connecting printer cable to display’s USB port).
When the USB cable is connected to the FDC-2010-K5C interface (or an “USB” panel mount adapter connector), the
following dialog will appear on the Orion display (each time the printer cable is plugged in).
Dialog box shown on Pallet Heat-Treat main view

Press the “X” at the top right of the dialog box and the dialog will disappear (do not press the “OK”, press the “X”). The
printer is now ready for printing text or graphics from the FDC-2010-K5C interface. This dialog will not appear again
unless the printer cable is disconnected and then re-inserted into the “USB” interface connection.
The print driver in the FDC-2010-K5C interface provides standard “USB” printing using “PCL 3” language support. Since
printer models change so often, many manufactures add features to new models of printers. To take advantage of these
new features (Ethernet connectivity, etc.), each manufacturer supplies driver disks for different Windows “OS” versions.
Since the FDC-2010-K5C is an embedded device (no hard disk or moving parts), installation of these drivers is not
required. The dialog box appears due to the additional functionality the USB printer is transmitting to the FDC-2010-K5C
interface. Pressing the “X” at the top of the dialog instructs the FDC-2010-K5C interface to ignore the advanced printed
features and skip the installation of any print drivers.
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FDC-2010-K5C Wiring:
Note:
The following wiring covers the “standard” FDC-2010-K5C system. System input and output configurations will
change based on specific Kiln and/or Pallet Heat-Treat system requirements.
The wiring for the Main CPU module is as follows:

Main CPU Digital Input Assignments (24VDC inputs):
(I0)
Fans input – N.0. Heat and spray control is defeated unless input is closed. If heat/spray control is required when
fans are in dwell condition or off, wire the input so it is always closed. Performs as indicated for ALL systems.
(I1)
Schedule Hold. – N.O. contact, SOT input or momentary switch. (Hold only active if schedule in run).
(I2)
Programmable alarm input – N.O. contact, contact closed = alarm condition. Any of the kiln events/outputs can be
defeated when the input is energized. Event/output defeat is completely configurable.
(I3)
Programmable alarm input – N.O. contact, contact closed = alarm condition. Same type as I2
(I4)
Programmable alarm input – N.O. contact, contact closed = alarm condition. Same type as I2
(I5)
Programmable alarm input – N.O. contact, contact closed = alarm condition. Same type as I2
(I6)
Programmable alarm input – N.O. contact, contact closed = alarm condition. Same type as I2
(I7)
Indication Alarm 1 Input Only– N.O. contact, contact closed = alarm condition. (Performs in ALL modes)
Com(S) - signal of VDC supply (Sink)
NOTE: I1 - !6 are applicable for Kiln Only or Combination system when running in Kiln mode.
Standard additional digital inputs are located on #FC4A-N08B1 card (SEE PAGE 13)
Note: During any alarm condition triggered by the above digital inputs, output Q10 (16 pt. relay card) will be
energized. Alarm acknowledgement/silence is performed from the Orion display interface.
Main CPU Digital Output Assignments: [Outputs Q0 & Q1 are transistor source outputs; others are relay outputs
Note: Additional 16 relay outputs are referenced on page 14 describing the 16-relay output module
Q0
Dry Bulb deviation hi/low alarm - Only.
Q1
Wet Bulb deviation hi/low alarm - Only.
Q2
Stage Burner # 2 (Performs in Heat Treat Only or Combination when running in Heat Treat mode only)
Q3
Stage Burner # 3 (Performs in Heat Treat Only or Combination when running in Heat Treat mode only)
Q4
Stage Burner # 4 (Performs in Heat Treat Only or Combination when running in Heat Treat mode only)
Q5
Vent 1 Closed (Performs in ALL modes)
Q6
Vent 2 Closed (Performs in ALL modes)
Q7
Vent 3 Closed (Performs in ALL modes)
NOTE: Q0 – Q1 are applicable for Kiln Only or Combination system when running in Kiln mode.
Note: 3-position vent control is programmable via the Orion display interface. Deadband for each vent “open”
position is programmable. Deadband is “safe sided” which means the output will energize at the deviation
setpoint and de-energize when the temperature falls outside of the deviation setpoint + deadband setting.
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The FDC-2010-K5C uses one 8-point 24VDC digital input card with 4 of the 8 digital inputs utilized by the kiln
control ONLY. Wiring for the card is as follows for standard kiln systems.

24VDC Digital Input Assignments (8 point input card with 3 inputs active):
(I0)
Indication Alarm 2 Input Only– N.O. contact, contact closed = alarm condition. (Performs in ALL modes)
(I1)
Indication Alarm 3 Input Only– N.O. contact, contact closed = alarm condition. (Performs in ALL modes)
(I2)
Indication Alarm 4 Input Only– N.O. contact, contact closed = alarm condition. (Performs in ALL modes)
(I3)
Schedule Start– N.O. contact, SOT input or momentary switch.
(I4)
Schedule Advance Next Stage– N.O. contact, SOT input or momentary switch.
(I5)
Schedule Advance Prev Stage– N.O. contact, SOT input or momentary switch
(I6)
Schedule Stop Input– N.O. contact, SOT input or momentary switch
(I7)
not used
COM - signal of VDC supply (Sink)
COM - signal of VDC supply (Sink)
NOTE: I3 – I6 are applicable to Kiln Only or when used as Kiln in combination systems.
Note1: See Page 12 for CPU mounted digital inputs
Note2: When using Schedule Start input (I3), a schedule must first be downloaded to the PLC from the Orion
interface. The schedule loaded into the PLC from the Orion interface is the schedule that will run when the
Schedule Start input is activated.

Note: The FDC-2010-K5C is equipped with RS485 communications. This module allows the FDC-2010-K5C to
communicate with a PC using Future Design’s “KilnView” Software or with other 3rd party software. Please see
page 9 for wiring of the communications link.
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The FDC-2010-K5C uses one 16-point AC relay output card;
Wiring for the card is as follows for Kiln ONLY and Heat Treat ONLY Sterilization control systems.
Refer to the following page for Relay Output Assignments for unit configuration as a Combination Kiln Control and Heat
Treat Sterilizer configuration.
For information on System Configuration refer to “FDC-2010-K5C_Configuration_Manual_v2.x”.

Relay Outputs Assignments (16 point relay card) based upon Control System Configuration:
Kiln Control and Heat Treat Sterilizer Control shown separately directly below
Kiln ONLY Control Outputs
Q0
Main Relay Heat output(PID or On-Off if PB=0)
Q1
Spray output
Q2
Fans Forward
Q3
Fans Reverse
Q4
Hi Temp Dry Bulb/Wet Bulb Output
Q5
Stage Alarm
Q6
End Of Schedule relay
Q7
Call for Heat/Blower Active Relay
Com 0 Common connection for relays Q0-Q7
Com 0 Common connection for relays Q0-Q7
Q10 Main Alarm Relay active on alarm condition
Q11 Not used
Q12 Customer Programmable Event 1 Output
Q13 Customer Programmable Event 2 Output
Q14 Customer Programmable Event 3 Output
Q15 Customer Programmable Event 4 Output
Q16 Customer Programmable Event 5 Output
Q17 Customer Programmable Event 5 Output
Com 1 Common connection for relays Q10-Q17
Com 1 Common connection for relays Q10-Q17

Heat Treat ONLY Sterilizer Control Outputs
Q0
Main Relay Heat output (PID or On-Off if PB=0)
Q1
Not Used
Q2
Blower/Fan On (Active during ALL Heat Treat Cycles)
Q3
Not Used
Q4
Hi Temp Chamber Temperature
Q5
Not Used
Q6
End Of Sterilization Cycle –Energized after Cooldown
Q7
Call for Heat/Blower active Relay (Active during ALL cycles)
Com 0 Common connection for relays Q0-Q7
Com 0 Common connection for relays Q0-Q7
Q10 Main Alarm Relay active on alarm condition
Q11 Cool Down Relay On during Cooldown ONLY
Q12 Not Used
Q13 Not Used
Q14 Not Used
Q15 Not Used
Q16 Not Used
Q17 Not Used
Com 1 Common connection for relays Q10-Q17
Com 1 Common connection for relays Q10-Q17

Note: Q10 Alarm output energizes on any Digital input alarm OR Process / Deviation Alarm condition.
Note: Refer to page 12 for description of 6 relays located on CPU
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The FDC-2010-K5C uses one 16-point AC relay output card; (Continued)
Wiring for the card is as follows for Combination Kiln and Heat Treat Sterilization control systems.
Refer to the previous page for Relay Output Assignments for unit configuration as a Kiln Control or as a Heat Treat
Sterilization Control.
For information on System Configuration refer to “FDC-2010-K5C_Configuration_Manual_v2.x”.

Relay Outputs Assignments (16 point relay card) based upon Control System Configuration:
Combination Kiln Control & Heat Treat Sterilizer Control
Control Outputs
Q0
Kiln & Heat Treat:
Main Heat output (PID or On/Off if PB=0)
Q1
Kiln:
Spray output (PID or On/Off if PB=0)
Q2
Kiln & Heat Treat:
Fans Forward
Q3
Kiln & Heat Treat
Fans Reverse
Q4
Kiln & Heat Treat:
Hi Temperature Alarm: Kiln Dry Bulb & Wet Bulb / Heat Treat Sterilizer Chamber
Q5
Kiln:
Stage Alarm
Q6
Kiln & Heat Treat:
End Of Schedule/Cycle Relay
Q7
Kiln & Heat Treat:
Call for Heat (Kiln-Active when Heat selected in Stage, Heat Treat- Active during ALL Cycles)
Com 0 Common connection for relays Q0-Q7
Com 0 Common connection for relays Q0-Q7
Q10 Kiln & Heat Treat:
Main Alarm Relay (Digital Input or Process/Deviation alarm condition)
Q11 Heat Treat:
Cool Down Relay (Active when in Cool Down ONLY)
Q12 Kiln:
Customer Programmable Event 1 Output
Q13 Kiln:
Customer Programmable Event 2 Output
Q14 Kiln:
Customer Programmable Event 3 Output
Q15 Kiln:
Customer Programmable Event 4 Output
Q16 Kiln:
Customer Programmable Event 5 Output
Q17 Kiln:
Customer Programmable Event 5 Output
Com 1 Common connection for relays Q0-Q7
Com 1 Common connection for relays Q0-Q7
Note: Refer to page 12 for description of 6 relays located on CPU
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The Standard FDC-2010-K5C Kiln Control is equipped with two analog input cards as standard; each card
accepts two RTD or Type J T/C inputs and one configurable 4-20mA output. Up to 3 additional analog input
cards can be added to monitor up to six additional temperature sensors.
Note: Number of analog input card will vary based on Kiln or Heat Treat application requirements.

Wiring & function for the analog input cards are dependent upon the FDC-2010-K5C configuration; Kiln Control,
Heat Treat Sterilizer or combination Kiln and Heat Treat Sterilizer. Analog inputs are configurable as RTD or
Type J T/C.
For information on System Configuration refer to “FDC-2010-K5C_Configuration_Manual_v2.x”.
Below are descriptions for each configuration.
Dry Kiln ONLY Configuration
Input #1 Card assignments (Dry Kiln): (Standard)
Input #1
Dry Bulb #1 Input (Forward)
Input #2
Dry Bulb #2 Input (Reverse)
Output #1
4-20mA OEM configurable: control output for Heat, Spray, Vent, Fan or retransmission of Dry Bulb or Wet
bulb process variable or setpoint. (Default - Heat)
Input #2 Card assignments (Dry Kiln): (Standard)
Input#1
Wet Bulb Input
Input#2
Core Temperature Probe
Output #1
4-20mA OEM configurable: control output for Heat, Spray, Vent, Fan or retransmission of Dry Bulb or Wet
bulb process variable or setpoint. (Default - Vent)
Input #3 Card assignments (Dry Kiln): (Optional)
Input #1
Monitor/Core #1 Temperature Input with Core logic if selected; temperature value is datalogged.
Input #2
Monitor/Core #2 Temperature Input with Core logic if selected; temperature value is datalogged.
Output #1
4-20mA OEM configurable: control output for Heat, Spray, Vent, Fan or retransmission of Dry Bulb or Wet
bulb process variable or setpoint. (Default – Fan)
Input #4 Card assignments (Dry Kiln): (Optional)
Input #1
Monitor/Core #3 Temperature Input with Core logic if selected; temperature value is datalogged.
Input #2
Monitor/Core #4 Temperature Input with Core logic if selected; temperature value is datalogged.
Output #1
4-20mA OEM configurable: control output for Heat, Spray, Vent, Fan or retransmission of Dry Bulb or Wet
bulb process variable or setpoint. (Default – Spray)
Input #5 Card assignments (Dry Kiln): (Optional)
Input #1
Monitor/Core #5 Temperature Input with Core logic if selected; temperature value is datalogged.
Input #2
Monitor/Core #6 Temperature Input with Core logic if selected; temperature value is datalogged.
Output #1
4-20mA OEM configurable: control output for Heat, Spray, Vent, Fan or retransmission of Dry Bulb or Wet
bulb process variable or setpoint. (Default – DB PV)
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Heat Treat Sterilizer ONLY Configuration

Input #1 Card assignments (Heat Treat Sterilizer): (Standard)
Input #1
Chamber Temperature
Input #2
Pallet Probe #1
Output #1
4-20mA (Default - Heat)
Input #2 Card assignments (Heat Treat Sterilizer): (Standard)
Input #1
Pallet Probe #2
Input #2
Pallet Probe #3
Output #1
4-20mA Not Used
Input #3 Card assignments (Heat Treat Sterilizer): (Optional)
Input #1
Monitor #1 Temperature Input with no control/Core logic; temperature value is VIEW only.
Input #2
Monitor #2 Temperature Input with no control/Core logic; temperature value is VIEW only.
Output #1
4-20mA Not Used
Input #4 Card assignments (Heat Treat Sterilizer): (Optional)
Input #1
Monitor #3 Temperature Input with no control/Core logic; temperature value is VIEW only.
Input #2
Monitor #4 Temperature Input with no control/Core logic; temperature value is VIEW Only.
Output #1
4-20mA Not Used
Input #5 Card assignments (Heat Treat Sterilizer): (Optional)
Input #1
Monitor #5 Temperature Input with no control/Core logic; temperature value is VIEW only.
Input #2
Monitor #6 Temperature Input with no control/Core logic; temperature value is VIEW only.
Output #1
4-20mA Not Used
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Combination Dry Kiln and Heat Treat Sterilization Configuration

Input #1 Card assignments (Combination Dry Kiln Heat Treat Sterilizer):
Input #1
Dry Kiln function:
Kiln Dry Bulb #1 Input (Forward)
Heat Treat Sterilize function:
Heat Treat Chamber Temperature (Forward)
Input #2
Dry Kiln Function:
Dry Bulb #2 Input (Reverse)
Heat Treat Sterilize function:
Heat Treat Chamber Temperature (Reverse)
Output #1
4-20mA OEM configurable: control output for Heat, Spray, Vent, Fan or retransmission of Dry Bulb or Wet
bulb process variable or setpoint. (Default - Heat)
Input #2 Card assignments (Combination Dry Kiln Heat Treat Sterilizer):
Input #1
Dry Kiln function:
Kiln Wet Bulb Input
Heat Treat function:
None
Input #2
Dry Kiln function:
Kiln Monitor/Core Sensor
Heat Treat function:
None
Output #1
4-20mA OEM configurable: control output for Heat, Spray, Vent, Fan or retransmission of Dry Bulb or Wet
bulb process variable or setpoint. (Default - Vent)
Input #3 Card assignments (Combination Dry Kiln Heat Treat Sterilizer):
Input #1
Dry Kiln function:
Kiln Monitor/Core #1 Temperature Input
Heat Treat function:
Heat Treat Core Sensor #1
Input #2
Output #1

Dry Kiln function:
Kiln Monitor/Core #2 Temperature Input
Heat Treat function:
Heat Treat Core Sensor #2
4-20mA OEM configurable: control output for Heat, Spray, Vent, Fan or retransmission of Dry Bulb or Wet
bulb process variable or setpoint. (Default – Fan)

Input #4 Card assignments (Combination Dry Kiln Heat Treat Sterilizer):
Input #1
Dry Kiln function:
Kiln Monitor/Core #3 Temperature Input
Heat Treat function:
Heat Treat Core Sensor #3
Input #2
Dry Kiln function:
Kiln Monitor/Core #4 Temperature Input
Heat Treat function:
Heat Treat Monitor #4 Temperature Input
Output #1
4-20mA OEM configurable: control output for Heat, Spray, Vent, Fan or retransmission of Dry Bulb or Wet
bulb process variable or setpoint. (Default – Spray)
Input #5 Card assignments (Combination Dry Kiln Heat Treat Sterilizer)
Input #1
Dry Kiln function:
Kiln Monitor/Core #5 Temperature Input
Heat Treat function:
Heat Treat Monitor #5 Temperature Input
Input #2
Dry Kiln function:
Kiln Monitor/Core #6 Temperature Input
Heat Treat function:
Heat Treat Monitor #6 Temperature Input
Output #1
4-20mA OEM configurable: control output for Heat, Spray, Vent, Fan or retransmission of Dry Bulb or Wet
bulb process variable or setpoint. (Default – DB PV)
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The FDC-2010-K5C is supplied with a DIN rail mounted power supply [part # PS5R-SD24] accepting 85-264VAC
power input and provides a 24VDC 60-Watt power for the FDC-2010-K5C PLC and color touch screen.
Note: When used with the Time Delay Relay described below, input line voltage must be 100-120VAC; note input
specifications on the Time Delay Relay.

Time Delay Relay and DIN Rail Mount Wiring Module

[GE1A-C10MA110 / SR2P-06]

A Time Delay Relay [TDR] is supplied to provide power to the PS5R-SD24 power supply described above after the TDR
has been powered for approximately 20-seconds. The TDR is a “Delay On” device whose purpose is to insure that under
brown out conditions [power interruptions typically less than 1 second] that the FDC-2010-K5C system is allowed to fully
power down and all components power up at the same time.
Front switches on the front bezel on the TDR should be set to “M” for minutes and X1 for “times 1”; both switches
should be positioned to the left.
Time Delay Relay LED Status Lights:
The TTR has two LED status lights on the lower left & right of the dial face.
The bottom left LED indicates there is power to the TTR while the indicator on the bottom right indicates when the output
relay is closed [power to the PS5R-SD24 24VDC power supply].
Time Delay Relay Setpoint:
The TTR setpoint value of a minimum of 18 seconds is required to properly allow Module to respond to short power cycle
conditions.
The TTR Setpoint dial should be set at approximately .3 setting to reflect -second time delay. [0.3 x 60 = 18 seconds] If
system powered down for less than 18 seconds the Help Voice Commands will not function. The overall TTR system is
setup to eliminate short cycle power up conditions that can effect overall system performance.

Input Power (100 to 120 VAC ONLY) should be wired to:
#7 terminal [hot] L1. Install a jumper wire from terminal 7 to terminal 8
#2 terminal [common] L2 Install a jumper wire from terminal 2 to terminal 1
Output from the Time Delay Relay to the # PS5R-SD24 24 VDC power supply should be wired from:
Terminal # 6 [hot] to terminal “L” on PS5R-SD24 power supply
Terminal # 3 [neutral] to terminal “N” on PS5R-SD24 power supply
The Earth ground should go from equipment ground to the ground terminal found on the PS5R-SD24 24 VDC supply. NO
earth ground connection is required at the Time Delay Relay terminal block.
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Order of “PLC” I/0 modules when mounting in panel:
The order of arrangement for PLC I/0 modules is important, and should be installed (from left to right)
in the following order.
1.) GE1A-C10MA110:
2.) PS5R-SD24:
3.) FC4A-HPC3:
4.) FC5A-D16RS1:
5.) FC4A-R161:
6.) FC4A-N08B1:
7.) FC4A-L03AP1:
8.) FC4A-L03AP1:

Time Delay Relay and mounting socket part # SR2P-06
Power Supply; 85-264VAC input with 24 VDC 60-watt power output
RS485 Card
Main CPU
16-point relay output module
8-point 24 VDC input module
Analog Input Card; two temperature inputs [RTD or Type J T/C] and one configurable
Analog Output.
Analog Input Card; two temperature inputs [RTD or Type J T/C] and one configurable
Analog Output.

Optional Analog Input Cards – up to three cards may be installed
9.) FC4A-L03AP1:
Analog Input Card; two temperature inputs [RTD or Type J T/C] and one configurable
Analog Output.
For description on functionality of the Analog Inputs refer to previous manual section on wiring the Analog Input cards
starting on page 16.
A total of 3 Optional Analog Input Cards may be added, each having two temperature inputs and one 4-20mA output.
The Ma output on each card is configurable for control or retransmission type outputs.

FDC-2010-K5C Control Module Layout
NOTE: Module shown with all option cards installed

On Delay
Timer

PS5R-SD24
AC Input
L NG

Card 2

Optional

Card 3

Card 4 Card 5

Standard
8-Point 24 VDC
Digital Input
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FC4A-L03AP1

FC4A-L03AP1

FC4A-L03AP1

FC4A-L03AP1
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FC4A-L03AP1

DC Output

FC4A-N03B1

-V +V

Analog Input Cards

Card 1

FC4A-R161

GE1A C10MA110

FC5A-D16RS1

Timer
Switch
settings

7 8 1 2

RS 485 Main PLC

FC4A-HPC3

6 5 4 3

Standard
16 Relay
Output

Ferrite Bead used when Analog inputs have long wire runs
Ferrite Beads: Part #: “LowFreqBead”, (300Khz to 30Mhz) and optional “HiFreqBead”(30Mhz-800Mhz).
A Low Frequency ferrite bead has been included for each analog input to provide additional protection for electrical
“Noise” that long runs of sensor signal wires may pick up.
Low Frequency Beads (P/N LFBEAD-240-2282-ND) provide protection from electrical noise common to Variable Speed
Drives while the optional High Frequency Beads (HFBEAD-240-4279-ND) provide protection for other high frequency
electrical noise
See drawing below for correct installation of the ferrite bead(s) on the sensor input wiring. To be effective the Ferrite
beads should be installed inside the electrical panel as close to the PLC analog input card terminal block as possible;
ideal installation would provide approx. 12” of sensor wire from where the wire is coiled through the ferrite bead to the
input terminal block.
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FDC-2010-K5C Kiln Control Operation (Kiln only configuration)
This section does not apply to Combination Kiln Pallet Heat-Treat or Heat- Treat only configurations;
refer to documentation provided by your vendor on the configuration of your FDC-2010-K5C control.

FDC-2010-K5C (Main View) Runtime Menus:
(Kiln only configuration)

The FDC-2010-K5C runtime menu system provides a familiar, easy to use interface while reducing screen “clutter” by
eliminating extra buttons required for navigation. Each series of interface screens will have their own series of menus
specifically focused on the tasks for the specific screen.
Shown above are the “top” level menus when the FDC-2010-K5C runtime first loads. A Help menu exist for
every screen but is not shown in the menu items above.
View Menu:
The “Views” menu provides navigation to all standard view screens. These include Main Kiln view, Drying Schedules,
Monitor Probes, Set Manual Outputs, Real Time Trends, Alarm Monitor, Alarm History and Audit Trail information.
Schedule Menu:
The Schedule menu provides access to schedule actions, edit and runtime views. From these screens a user can open,
save, edit or delete as well as download schedules to the FDC-2010-K5C series controller. The Run, Hold and Stop
drying schedule menu items will allow quick access to these functions if a schedule is already downloaded to the FDC2010-K5C controller.
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Setup Menu:
The setup menu provides access to system and controller setup options. These options include LAN settings, control
tuning, fan setup, temperature alarm settings, schedule recovery options, etc., as well as offline settings for date/time and
other configurable items.
Log Menu:
The log menu provides access to data log functions and the historical data viewer.
Security Menu:
The Security menu provides access security and user settings for the FDC-2010-K5C system.
The “print” Icon at the bottom right of the FDC-2010-K5C screen (taskbar) is used to initiate the print
function when connected to a USB printer (HP model 6540, 6940,6980 or equivalent). If there is a print
function for the screen being viewed, the FDC-2010-K5C will prompt the user before printing the graphic,
trend or report. The FDC-2010-K5C interface might change colors during printing to prolong ink cartridge life
(blue backgrounds require more ink than white backgrounds). The Orion interface will be “locked” until the print function
is complete. If the printer is not connected or there is an error during printing, the FDC-2010-K5C will return the screen
to it’s original state and alert the user of the print problem. For additional information on print function refer to page 11.
Sample Menu Drop Down View
Shown below are sample Main View menu drop downs from both the Kiln only operational mode.
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Data Views (View Menu from FDC-2010-K5C startup screen)
Main Kiln View:
(Kiln only configuration)
The Kiln View displays all important kiln information. Actual values for both dry bulbs and wet bulb are displayed as well
as the setpoints for each of these variables. Calculated values for EMC and %RH are shown; these values are derived
from the wet bulb and active dry bulb temperatures. (EMC = Equilibrium Moisture Content).
Information for schedule running, stage time information as well as options/events active will be listed at the bottom of the
display screen. Pressing the dry bulb or wet bulb setpoint fields will allow the user to change the current setpoint during
manual operation or when running a schedule a window will pop displaying the end Stage setpoint. Pressing the text line
to the right of the “Stage” field will allow the user to add time to a current schedule if the schedule is active and has been
put in hold. Vent and fans positions are also displayed. Text color for the fans will match the color of the current dry bulb
active (fans fwd/rev) and depressing the text “Fans” a window pops showing the time remaining for the Fan direction or
dwell. If the system is setup for analog vent/fan operation, pressing the fields allows the user to change the values during
manual or automated schedule operations. During an alarm condition the screen background will turn red to indicate to
the user that an alarm exists in the system.
The output values to the right of the setpoint fields are variable based on the percent output of heat or spray. When the
system configured for on/off control, these values will read 0 or 100% and correspond to the output relays being
energized or de-energized. When the system is configured for time proportioning or analog output control, these fields
will read the variable %output for both heat and spray control.
Ramping Setpoint Control:
When running in automatic schedule mode, the kiln controller will “ramp” dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures to the target
setpoints entered in the automatic schedule. During automatic schedule run, pressing the dry bulb and wet bulb setpoint
fields will display the target setpoint for the user. Whenever a Schedule is put into hold new target setpoints can be
entered by pressing the dry bulb/wet bulb setpoint fields and entering a new setpoint for each. The system will
recalculate the new ramp rate based on time remaining in the stage. Any time schedule time is added or subtracted
(while the schedule is in hold), new ramp rates will also be calculated based on the time adjustments made to the stage.
If the automated schedule is in a “soak” stage (current stage setpoints = last stage setpoints), changing the setpoints for
dry bulb and wet bulb will result in an immediate setpoint change (no ramp to setpoint). This is done so “soak” stages
can be modified without waiting for the complete stage to “ time out” before reaching the final setpoint. This offers
maximum flexibility for an operator since soak stages can be “long” and require several setpoint changes to maintain kiln
“load” requirements.

Note:
1.

When running an automatic schedule, changes to dry bulb/wet bulb, manual events and add/remove
time, can only be accessed when the schedule is put into HOLD. The schedule can then be “continued”
with manual changes remaining active until the next schedule stage is entered.
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Main Kiln View: EMC / %RH:
(Kiln only configuration)
The Main Kiln View graphic on the preceding page also displays the values for EMC and %RH.
EMC refers to Equilibrium Moisture Content and is a measurement for the moisture content in wood. %RH refers to
Relative Humidity Percent. EMC and %RH displayed values are derived from the wet bulb and active dry bulb
temperatures.
For further detail on configuration refer to information provided by your vendor. Specific to EMC the FDC-2010-K5C may
be configured to offer control logic based upon EMC value. When so configured an EMC setpoint may be entered and
selected to be active within each stage of a Schedule; the EMC selection box to enable EMC setpoint is entered in the
schedule’s stage option screen. With EMC active for a specific stage, EMC control logic (global setting) allows either a
Stage alarm output or Advance to the next stage once EMC setpoint is achieved (falling below setpoint). For further
information on EMC control logic refer to this manual’s section on Schedules.

Monitor Probes View:
(Kiln only configuration)
The monitor probes view allows the operator to view 1 core probe (standard with system) and up to 6 additional
temperature sensors attached to the FDC-2010-K5C system. Temperature values will only be shown in the appropriate
Monitor Views when so configured; fields shown that have not been configured for sensors will read “N/A” to indicate “Not
Available”. The standard “Core” and optional Monitor temperature as configured are included in any historical data file.
For further detail on configuration refer to information provided by your vendor.
Shown below is a brief summary of how Monitor Probes may be used in Schedule control logic (when running automatic
schedules).
A “core” setpoint field is available on every stage. When a “core” sensor & any additional “monitor” temperature inputs
are configured within a system, and a “core” setpoint value is entered, a Stage Advance will occur when the “Core” and
configured monitor sensors achieve the Core setpoint. Note: the monitor sensors to be included in the control logic are
user selectable per stage.)
The Stage Advance logic is selectable on achieving Core setpoint; on a temperature rise or cool down to Core Setpoint.
An automatic Stage Advance on Temperature Rise is useful during “sterilization” processes that require all temperature
probes be above a specific temperature before sterilization “time down” is allowed to begin/continue.
When the "Cool Down" stage option is selected the schedule will automatically advance to the next "stage" when all
probes (probes activated per stage are user selectable) are <= the "core" setpoint programmed for the stage. This is
useful during processes that require that all temperature probes be below a specific temperature before the schedule
automatically continues to the next stage.
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Add/Subtract Time View:
(Kiln only configuration)
The “Add/Subtract Time” view allows an operator to add or subtract time to an existing stage within a running schedule
without changing the original schedule programmed into the system. Pressing the text to the right of the “Stage” field on
the main Kiln View accesses this screen (see Main Kiln View graphic page 24). This dialog can only be accessed if a
schedule is active and in hold. Enter the desired time by pressing the HH and MM fields and then press the “Done”
button. Any time the add/remove time feature is used a new ramp rate will be calculated (for dry bulb/wet bulb) for the
new time entered.
Adding Time - enter from 0-99 hours and 0-59 minutes.
Subtract Time - system limits maximum negative entry to the time remaining in the current stage with maximum of -99
hours and -59 minutes for each field. Example: if 35 minutes left in current stage the system would not allow hour entry
with an allowable range in minutes of -1 to -35 minutes.

Set Manual Outputs:
(Kiln only configuration)
The Set Manual Outputs view allows an operator to manually control all system events/outputs while running in manual
or automatic schedule mode. Any combination of events can be selected as well as 6 customer designated event
outputs for custom use. Select the event to enable by checking the box and pressing the “Done Key” to enable the
output. Output changes made while in automatic schedule mode will not change the original schedule programmed into
the system.
Option screen #1

Option screen #2

The More Options button will display the remaining options (screen #2) allowed for selection in manual mode.
Note that MON1 – MON6, EMC Active, Stage Alarm and Cool Down are shaded out. This is because when used in the
manual mode these options are not applicable
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Real Time Trend:
(Kiln only configuration)
The real time trend view displays temperatures for dry bulb 1 and 2, wet bulb and set points for both. Actual value and
setpoint can be viewed on the trend screen depending on selections made by the user in the trend setup. Trend zero,
span and time are adjustable for each trend. Dragging across the trend provides real time “zoom in” capability with
multiple zooms. After zooming, clicking on the X or Y-axis will display a menu to zoom back to normal or zoom out one
level at a time. Note: Monitor Probes cannot be viewed on the Real Time Trend.

Trend Setup:
(Kiln only configuration)
The real time trend is adjustable for zero, span and trend time in minutes. Each trend stores up to 12 hours of data so
trend times can range from 4 minutes to 720 minutes (12 hours). The trend data is updated once a minute. Each time a
trend setup is changed, the FDC-2010-K5C will fill the trend with previous history and then operate in “real time” mode
with the current time settings. Specific process variables are also selectable for viewing by selecting the checkbox
associated with the process variable.

Alarm View:
(Kiln only configuration)
The Alarm view displays all current alarms. Any time an alarm activates the background on all view screens will turn red
until the alarm is acknowledged. When an alarm is acknowledged, the backgrounds will return to their normal color but
the alarm will stay in the alarm grid. The alarm will only leave the grid when cleared by an operator. Only alarms that are
not currently active in the system can be cleared from the alarm grid.
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Alarm History:
(Kiln only configuration)
The Alarm history view displays all alarms for any daily period for a year or longer (time based on storage usage for data
history). Each time an alarm is active in FDC-2010-K5C system, the alarm is written to a history file. History filenames
are listed as month_day_year. The history alarm grid displays alarm type, date and time for each alarm.
The “Open File” button will display an “open” dialog box where the user can select any alarm history file to
view.

Audit Trail View:
(Kiln only configuration)
The Audit trail view allows the operator to view operator changes that have been made to the system. This function will
only operate if the security for the FDC-2010-K5C is enabled properly with users and their appropriate rights assigned to
the system. Pressing the “Open” button allows an operator to select an audit trail file for viewing. Audit trail filenames are
listed as month_day_year.

Email Audit and Alarm Files:
(Kiln only configuration)
Clicking on the Envelope on the top of the Alarm History and Audit Trail Viewer opens the email address book allowing
selection of up to 30 number of email addresses to send a copy of the opened Alarm or Audit file.

Note: Email on Alarm condition is also configurable; refer to Page 58 Set Up / Email.
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FDC-2010-K5C Kiln Schedules:
(Kiln only configuration)
The “Schedules” menu from FDC-2010-K5C main menu structure provides access to the automated schedule
section of the FDC-2010-K5C (hundreds of Schedules with up to 99 Stages/Schedule).
Select “Edit/Run” to enter the schedule entry section of the software. The Run, Hold and Stop drying schedule
menu items at the main kiln view screen allows quick access to these functions if a schedule is already
downloaded to the FDC-2010-K5C controller.

The Schedule “Views” menu provides the following functions:

Main View:
Drying Schedule View:
Drying Schedule Entry:
Plot Drying Schedule:
Guar Soak Limits:

Returns user to Main Kiln view.
Display schedule view screen.
Display schedule entry screen.
Display schedule plot.
Display the global setpoints for DB/WB guaranteed soak.

The schedule “Edit” menu provides the following functions:

New Drying Schedule:
Insert Stage:
Delete Stage:
Copy Stage:
Paste Stage:
Open Drying Schedule:
Save Drying Schedule:
Save Drying Schedule As:
Delete Drying Schedule:

Clear all entries for new schedule generation.
Insert a stage to current schedule.
Delete the current stage from schedule.
Copy current stage data.
Paste current stage data.
Open drying schedule from compact flash.
Save drying schedule to compact flash.
Save drying schedule as different name.
Delete current drying schedule.
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The schedule “Run” menu provides the following functions:

Run Drying Schedule:
Hold Drying Schedule:
Stop Drying Schedule:
Stop to Edit Schedule:
Advance Next Stage:
Advance Prev Stage:

Start currently loaded drying schedule.
Hold drying schedule that is running; control & option outputs remain active.
Stop drying schedule that is running; all control & option outputs go to off.
Stop drying schedule to edit Schedule; all control & option outputs go to off.
Advance to next stage in currently running schedule.
Advance to previous stage in currently running schedule.

Advance to Next/Previous Stage with a Schedule Running: To Advance Next or Previous Stage with a Schedule
running you must first select “Stop to Edit Schedule” then the appropriate Advance to Next or Prev Stage menu selection.
Once the appropriate Stage is viewed select the “Run” Menu then “Run Drying Schedule” to Resume from the selected
Stage.
Advance to Next/Previous Stage with Schedule Loaded but not yet Started: The Advance Next or Prev menu
selections can be used as well as the Schedule Entry View [Schedule/Views/Drying Schedule Entry] to select the
appropriate Stage.
Schedule Control Using External Digital Inputs: Schedule start, stop, hold, advance next/previous stage can be
controlled via the 24VDC digital input referenced in he wiring section of this manual (Pg. 13). All of these inputs are
“momentary or single shot” which means when the input is energized, the function will be carried out and will not be
carried out again until the input is de-energized and then energized again. The best type of switch or button to use with
these inputs is designated as “momentary buttons”. Momentary buttons will automatically “de-energize” their contacts
when released by the operator.
Schedules operation may be initiated either by the operator using the above referenced menus or if so configured by the
Kiln OEM’s, by using a digital input from an external device(s) or event(s) from the FDC-2010-K5C. Refer to
documentation the Kiln OEM provided as to what external device(s) and/or event(s) will cause a schedule to be
controlled with remote contacts. Typically these external events could be lack of combustion fan ON, temperature alarms,
remote Manual Hold switch and/or an assortment of other variables or events. If FDC-2010-K5C Alarm conditions are
configured for remote schedule control these alarms may be viewed in the Alarm Monitor View (Pg. 27).
See Pages 12 and 13 for external inputs used for remote schedule control.
Adding / Subtracting Time from a Stage is possible from the “Drying Schedule Entry” view OR from the main Kiln View
– refer to graphic on page 26 – text shown below.
The “Add/Subtract Time” view allows an operator to add or subtract time to an existing schedule without changing the
original schedule programmed into the system. Pressing the text to the right of the “Stage” field on the main Kiln View
accesses this screen. This dialog can only be accessed if a schedule is running and in hold. Enter the desired time by
pressing the HH and MM fields and then press the “Done” button. Any time the add/remove time feature is used a new
ramp rate will be calculated (for dry bulb/wet bulb) for the new time entered.
Print
The “print” Icon at the bottom right of the FDC-2010-K5C screen (taskbar) is used to initiate the print
function when connected to USB printer (HP model 6540 or equivalent). The FDC-2010-K5C Kiln
controller supports printing of schedules in text and graphic format. This offers maximum flexibility by
allowing an operator to store schedules to internal memory (embedded with no moving parts) as well as
print copies to meet archiving requirements.
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Drying Schedule View:
(Kiln only configuration)
The drying schedule view is the default view once a Schedule is started and provides the operator with all current data
related to the drying schedule that is currently running. This is a view only screen and does not allow the operator to
change parameters to the schedule that is running (setpoints, time etc.). To change parameters for the currently running
schedule, press the “views” menu and return to the main kiln screen. The schedule run info screen also displays the
current schedule running as well as the schedule loaded into the controller.

Schedule Entry Screen:
(Kiln only configuration)
The schedule entry screen allows the user to enter, open and save schedules. Hundreds of schedules can be stored.
Each schedule allows up to 99 stages. Press the desired field to enter schedule data for dry bulb, wet bulb, core and
EMC (if so configured) set points for each stage. Core, EMC, vent and fan speed setpoint fields will only be displayed if
the kiln is so equipped and configured with these hardware options. If relay operation is configured for fans and vents,
settings for these options are available under the “Options” section for each stage.
Pressing the “Options” button provides the operator with all event selections for each stage of the schedule as well as
guaranteed soak options for dry bulb and wet bulb for each stage. The “Edit” menu provides copy, paste, insert and
delete functions to simplify schedule entry.
EMC Control Logic: When so configured an EMC setpoint may be entered and selected to be active within each stage of
a Schedule; the EMC selection box to enable EMC setpoint is entered in the schedule’s stage option screen. With EMC
active for a specific stage, EMC control logic (global setting) allows either a Stage alarm output or Advance to the next
stage once EMC setpoint is achieved (falling below setpoint).
Monitor Probe Control Logic options (when running automatic schedules):
A “core” setpoint field is available on every stage. When a “core” sensor & any additional “monitor” temperature inputs
are configured within a system, and a “core” setpoint value is entered, a Stage Advance will occur when the “Core” and
configured monitor sensors achieve the Core setpoint. Note: the monitor sensors to be included in the control logic are
user selectable per stage.)
The Stage Advance logic is selectable on achieving Core setpoint; on a temperature rise or cool down to Core Setpoint.
An automatic Stage Advance on Temperature Rise is useful during “sterilization” processes that require all temperature
probes be above a specific temperature before sterilization “time down” is allowed to begin/continue.
When the "Cool Down" stage option is selected the schedule will automatically advance to the next "stage" when all
probes (probes activated per stage are user selectable) are <= the "core" setpoint programmed for the stage. This is
useful during processes that require that all temperature probes be below a specific temperature before the schedule
automatically continues to the next stage.
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Stage Options:
(Kiln only configuration)
Stage options allow the user to select which options (control/event outputs) are required for each stage of the schedule.
The built in intelligence on the FDC-2010-K5C will automatically select or deselect options that are not allowed for certain
kiln options. This reduces errors when entering a schedule and makes it easier for a new operator to get familiar with the
FDC-2010-K5C system.
When the "Cool Down" stage option (shown on 2nd options page - not sample below) is selected and additional probes
are configured for temperature probes with a "core" setpoint programmed into an automatic schedule, the schedule will
automatically advance to the next "stage" when all probes (probes activated per stage are user selectable) are <= the
"core" setpoint programmed for the stage. This is useful during processes that require that all temperature probes be
below a specific temperature before the schedule automatically continues to the next stage. Probe usage combinations
are selectable per stage when entering an automatic schedule.
Note: Do not select the “Cool Down” option if you want the stage to advance when using a core setpoint and the
stage is required to advance when all core probes are >= to the core setpoint.
For additional information on Stage Advance based upon Options “Cool Down” and/or achieving Core temperature on
“Heat Increase”, refer to preceding section Schedule Entry Screen page 31 and/or to “Monitor Probe Review” page 25.
When the system is configured to allow EMC control logic the EMC setpoint is entered in the Schedule Entry screen AND
the “EMC Active” stage option (shown on 2nd options page – not sample below) must be selected.
Below are sample views of the two default Option screens. Note that option description names are configurable; refer to
documentation provided by your vendor on your system’s Option names.
Schedule Options Screen #1

Schedule Options Screen #2

Notes:
DB Gar Soak and WB Gar Soak shown on sample Screen #2 refer to “Dry Bulb Guaranteed Soak” and “Wet Bulb
Guaranteed Soak”; for more information refer to page 34.
MON2 – MON6 shown on sample Screens #1 & #2 are shaded out. This is due to OEM configuration of the options.
OEM Configuration may not only change the option names but also if they are active; MON2 – MON6 are not active.
(MON = Monitor Temperature Sensor)
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Stage Recycle Settings:
(Kiln only configuration)
The stage recycle settings screen allows the user to jump between different stages within the schedule. It can also be
referred to as a "looping" function. This is useful for repeating the same sequence of stages over and over again without
having to enter them into a schedule multiple times. It is valuable for providing the functionality to loop or repeat stages
based on user schedule requirements.
Notes:
Stage Recycle Count: Number of times to jump
Recycle To Stage Number: Number of step to jump to once current stage is complete
The primary use for a recycle is to jump back to the beginning of a schedule and repeat the same steps over again for a
predetermined number of times. If a schedule needs to be repeated 20 times (for example), the recycle function would
be use to accomplish this. To repeat the schedule 20 times, set up the recycle on the last stage for a "Recycle To Stage
Number" of 1 and a "Stage Recycle Count" of 19. The recycle stage tells the schedule to jump back to stage 1 upon the
completion of the last stage. The "Recycle Count" tells the schedule to jump back to stage 1 for a total number of 19
times. This means that upon the completion of the last stage, it will jump back to stage one 19 times. The reason the
"Stage Recycle Count" is one less than the desired 20 times is because it already completed the schedule once upon the
first jump from the last stage. Since it was done once in order to make the first jump, you only need to repeat the
schedule 19 times in order to get 20 cycles.
The schedule also has the ability to do nested looping. It has the ability to set up recycles on every stage throughout the
schedule. It even has the ability to jump forward, skipping stages, only to allow them later by other recycle stage
returning to the skipped steps. However, this can become confusing. Use caution with nested loops to prevent product
loss. The schedule may not operate as expected due to multiple jump paths within the schedule.
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Guaranteed Soak:
(Kiln only configuration)
The Guaranteed Soak option allows the user to set a band for dry bulb and wet bulb. If during schedule run, the active
dry bulb temperature or wet bulb temperature falls outside of this band, the schedule will hold until the active dry bulb
temperature or wet bulb temperature is back within the band. The value entered for guaranteed soak is an "even sided"
band above and below the current schedule setpoint for dry bulb and wet bulb (IE: DB Guar Soak = 10 band is 10
degrees above and 10 degrees below selected DB or WB SP). The guaranteed soak values are "global" and apply to all
schedule stages where Guar Soak option was selected.
Guaranteed Soak may be useful during “sterilization” processes that require specific Soak time when temperatures are
above a specific temperature; any time the Dry or Wet bulbs are below the guaranteed soak limit the hold time would
stop until the temperatures were within specified range of setpoint.
The operation for guaranteed soak is enabled or disabled for dry bulb and wet bulb on a "per stage" basis by selecting or
de-selecting the option when configuring the stage options for each stage of the schedule.
The Guaranteed Soak values may be set from 0 to 100 units.

Drying Schedule Plot Screen:
(Kiln only configuration)
The schedule plot screen will trend the current schedule (schedule that is currently open or being edited). Both X and Yaxis values will auto-scale to the highest values for each axis. The time axis will plot the total time in minutes for the
complete schedule.
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Schedule Start Screen:
(Kiln only configuration)
The schedule start screen allows the user to enter batch, operator and lot number as well as select the stage the
schedule will start on. Up to 16 characters may be used for each field, Batch & Lot # and Operator. The Batch, Operator
and Lot # can be left empty if non-applicable and will not be included in the data file.
The Lot # text will be included as part of the saved history file name [data log file].
As example a Schedule named “Four Oak Cherry” with Lot# 1222AD88D (sample graphic below) the historical data file
shown below would be saved as: “FourOakCherry_1222AD88D_month-date-year-time.csv”
The Batch # text will be saved in a top row field within the saved Historical Data File (historical files are saved as .csv
format); once exported the historical data file may be viewed using Microsoft Excel or equivalent.
The delayed start fields allow an operator to delay to start of the schedule by entering “HH: MM” values; values may be
set from 0-99 hours and from 0-59 minutes.
Press the “Start Schedule” button to start the schedule or the “Cancel” button to cancel schedule start.
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FDC-2010-K5C Kiln Data Logging (Historical Data Files):
(Kiln only configuration)
The “Data” menu from FDC-2010-K5C main menu structure provides access to the data logging section of the
FDC-2010-K5C.

The Datalog “Edit” menu provides the following functions:

Open History File:
Delete History File:
File Utilities:
FTP \ WAN Setup:

Open a history file for review and/or to email.
Allows the user to delete the currently loaded history file.
Allows the user to access file utility functions (copy, erase files).
Allows FTP file transfer of Historical Data files Detail via LAN; refer to page 42.

The “Delete History File” function does not affect data from a schedule file that is running, only the current
history file loaded for review.

The Datalog “DataLogging” menu provides the following functions:

Data Log Information:
History Plot Time Setup:
History Plot Channel Setup:
Plot History Data:
View Averages Report:

Display main data log screen with status of logger.
Selection of time frame for history review.
Selection of data file points for history review.
Plots historical data after time and point are selected.
Displays time weighted average report for all sensors selected.
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Main Data log screen:
(Kiln only configuration)
The FDC-2010-K5C will log data to its internal CF card for a period of 1 year or more. Current data for each kiln variable
is written to the log at a fixed interval based on the setting entered in the “Days before new file is started” field (1440
readings max per file). A new file will be generated automatically when the file time frame is completed. “Data log to disk
rates” are determined by the total length of the file entered by the user, configurable from 1 to 31 days. “Data log to disk”
rates are equal in minutes to the number of days entered in the field “Days before a new file is started”: i.e. 1 day = data
log to disk at one minute intervals, 31 days = data log rates to disk at 31 minutes intervals.
The operator can select to automatically log on startup, which automates the data logging process when the unit is
powered up. In this mode the unit is always logging data when powered. “Log On Sched Run” can also be selected
which starts and stops the logger automatically whenever a schedule is started. Logging will be stopped when the
schedule is completed. “Log on Startup” and “Log On Sched Run” cannot be selected at the same time.
File names are automatically generated using the following protocol:
“Log on Startup”: Files are automatically named with the “m_d_y_h_m_s.csv” format (date-time stamp).
“Log On Sched Run”: Files are automatically named the “Schedule name_Lot text (if entered)_m_d_y_h_m_s.csv”
The main logging screen will display the current data file name if system logging is enabled as well as the currently
loaded file name if a historical file is loaded. To start the log, press the “Logging On” button. Any time logging is enabled,
the “Logging On” button will be green. To stop the logger, press the “Logging Off” button.

There is a separate section in this manual for FDC-2010-K5C configuration as a Combination Kiln and Pallet Heat-Treat
control system. This section details how the “Days before new file is started” is applicable to both Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat
data logging operations. If you have a FDC-2010-K5C configured as a Combination unit refer to the correct section of this
manual to insure appropriate configuration to comply with Pallet Heat-Treat data logging requirements.
Email Historical Data Files:
(Kiln only configuration)
Clicking on the Envelope on the top of the System Data Logging screen opens the email address book allowing selection
of up to 30 number of email addresses to send a copy of the opened Historical Data file.
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History Plot Time Setup:
(Kiln only configuration)
The History Plot Setup allows the user to select any time frame (zoom in/out) to view historical data. A historical data file
must be loaded (using the Edit\Open History File menu item) before data can be plotted. The History Plot Setup screen
displays the start and end time for the currently loaded file in hours and minutes (24-hour clock). Use the start/end
sliders to select a time span for historical viewing. The FDC-2010-K5C will alert the user if the selected time frame is
outside of the data file limits or if end plot time is before the start plot time. The minimum time for plotting data is 5
minutes.

History Plot Channel Setup:
(Kiln only configuration)
The History Plot Channel Setup allows the user to plot up to 8 channels of data simultaneously. Any point from the data
file can be selected along with the color for each channel to be plotted. Use the drop down boxes to select a channel for
the plot and the color for the channel. Press the “Add Point” button to add the point to the current list of historical plot
channels. The “Clear All” button will clear the list of all points so a new group can be added for plotting.
th
Note: The standard 4 temperature input, “Core” and any optional Monitor sensors configured to be active in the Kiln will
automatically be included in all Historical Data files.

The Drop Down box shown on the lower left corner allows selection of decimal point for the Plot History Data x-axis.
Decimal point selection offers: None, 1, 2 and 3 with the default being 1 decimal point.
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Plot History Data:
(Kiln only configuration)
The “Plot History Data” screen plots the data from the currently opened history file. If a file has not been opened or data
points have not been assigned to a plot, the FDC-2010-K5C will alert the user to correct the problem. X and Y-axis
scales are set to “auto-scale” based on current values for each plot so no user interface is required.
The “cursor” Icon (small trend icon with vertical bars) displays a vertical data cursor that can be dragged (from the bottom
of the cursor) from left to right in the trend area. When this vertical cursor is dragged, the trend labels at the top of the
screen change to the actual values that correspond to the point the vertical cursor line is positioned. This feature makes
it very easy to “zero in” on any actual value within the trend plot. Press the “cursor” icon again will make the trend cursor
disappear. The icon acts as a “toggle” button to show/hide the data cursor.

View Averages Report:
(Kiln only configuration)
The “View Average Report” provides a text report that displays the average, min and max value over time for each
channel selected in the “History Plot Channel Setup” screen. Averages are calculated for the period of time selected
in the “History Plot Time Setup” screen. The report supplies the average, min and max value for each channel over
time as well as the combined average for all channels selected.
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File Utilities:
(Kiln only configuration)
A quick note about data and setup files: Data and setup files (Schedules, Alarm History and Audit files) need some
maintenance every now and then. After a period of time, storage devices fill up and files require backup or file deletion
when no longer needed. The “File Utilities” section of the FDC-2010-K5C interface provides all the functionality required
for maintaining the internal compact flash card. The internal compact flash card should not be removed from the FDC2010-K5C interface. Any change to compact flash directory structure (moving or deleting files with a PC) will cause the
FDC-2010-K5C interface to stop operating and a new compact flash card will need to be ordered. Never move or delete
the directories unless using the internal FDC-2010-K5C file utilities.
The Data Log Files, Schedules, Alarm History and Audit directories are saved to the internal compact flash card (not the
USB I-Stick device) plugged into the back of the FDC-2010-K5C interface. Never unplug the compact flash card when
the FDC-2010-K5C is powered up.
The “File Utilities” screen allows the user to copy or erase files from the internal compact flash card. Complete file
directories for all FDC-2010-K5C file types can be copied to the USB “I-Stick” or erased from the internal compact flash
card. Complete status for file functions as well as progress bar status is displayed for the operator during copy/erase
operations. The FDC-2010-K5C also allows schedules to be imported from the “I-Stick” device. Schedules must be
exported from an FDC-2010-K5C device to I-stick first, before this function can be used. The software will look for
“Schedule” directories for import and alert the user if none exist on the “I-Stick” inserted into the FDC-2010-K5C
Note: “File Utilities” can be accessed while data logging is running. If the operator needs to back up or delete
files from the system, a large number of files could take considerable time to backup to I-Stick, and then deleted
from the internal storage card. The file utilities screen will be “locked” during file transfer so plan the timing
appropriately when access to other screen functions is not required. When data logging is running, the current
data log file will not be copied or deleted while using the file utility functions. This protects the current file and
makes sure that the data file is complete before being copied or erased from internal memory.
1) To copy files to the USB I-Stick:
1.1) Check the checkbox next to “Copy To I-Stick”.
1.2) Press the specific button that represents the file type to copy (Schedules, etc.).
1.3) All files from directory will be copied with progress status displayed to user.
2) To erase files from internal compact flash:
2.1) Check the checkbox next to “Delete From Internal Storage”.
2.2) Press the specific button that represents the file type to erase (Schedules, etc.).
2.3) All files from directory will be erased with progress status displayed to user.
3) To copy files to I-Stick and then erase files from internal compact flash:
3.1) Check “Delete From Internal Storage” and “Copy To I-Stick” checkboxes.
3.2) Press the specific button that represents the file type to copy/erase (Schedules, etc.).
3.3) All files from directory will be copied and then erased with progress status displayed to user.
4) To import schedules from the USB I-Stick:
4.1) Press the “Import Schedules” button
4.2) The user will be prompted for schedule transfer and then a dialog box will appear listing the schedule directories for
transfer. If no schedule directories exist, the user will be alerted that the I-Stick does not contain schedule directories
with an “empty” dialog box. If the user selects a directory that does not contain schedules, the user will be prompted
that the directory does not contain schedules. Schedule directory names exported from the FDC-2010-K5C are in the
format “Schedules_mm_dd_yyyy-hh_mm_ss”. Schedules exported from the KilnView PC software are in the format
“PcSched_ mm_dd_yyyy-hh_mm_ss”.
NOTE: Schedules created with KilnView Software MUST be compatible with Orion Version CF build for proper upload of
schedules.
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When files are being copied to the I-Stick storage device, a directory for each file type will be created to store the copied
files. The directory structure is as follows:
Schedule files directory:
Alarm files directory:
Audit files directory:
Data files directory:

Schedules_mm_dd_yyyy-hh_mm_ss
Alarm Files_mm_dd_yyyy-hh_mm_ss
Audit Files_mm_dd_yyyy-hh_mm_ss
Data Files_mm_dd_yyyy-hh_mm_ss

The reason for using the date and time as part of the directory name is to make sure the user can track the date and time
of the file transfer. If a user transfers a file type more than once in a single day the files will be grouped logically by time.
The “Plug and Play” I-Stick USB memory device holds all of FDC-2010-K5C data files. These data files are in a directory
named “Data Files” and are in a “.csv” format. These files can be opened directly with Microsoft Excel or any program
that opens a comma separated file format. You can copy or empty the “Data Files” directory by simply plugging in the
USB “I-Stick” in a PC’s USB host port. This device then becomes like any removable disk attached to the computer and
can be manipulated as once while plugged into the PC. The I-Stick requires no drivers when using Windows XP
operating system. The FDC-2010-K5C Data Viewer program is a free Windows accessory program that allows users to
view, plot and print data files and is available from Future Design or any manufacturer that markets the FDC-2010-K5C
product.
Note: Data, Alarm and Audit files are written in a “.csv” format and can be opened directly with excel after the “IStick” is inserted into the PC (after files are copied from internal compact flash to “I-Stick” memory device). No
additional software is required to view alarm or audit files.
Warning: Once files are deleted from FDC-2010-K5C storage devices, they are gone and cannot be retrieved.
Once again, do not edit, move or delete any other files from the internal compact flash card unless using the
FDC-2010-K5C “File Utilities”. The FDC-2010-K5C will not operate properly if you do so.
“Windows XP” and “Excel” are trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation.
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FTP \ WAN Setup:
(Kiln only configuration)
The FDC-2010-K5C has an embedded FTP Client application (File Transfer Protocol) allowing Historical Data File
transfer to an FTP Server via Local Area Network (LAN) (wireless or wired network).
When utilizing FTP all the saved Historical Data files (data log files or as described above under File Utilities “Data Files”)
may be transferred to the target FTP Server on demand (Backup Now) and/or automatically when selecting “Auto
Backup (2:00AM). If the FTP transfer fails an alarm log will be created; if “Delete Internal Data Files After FTP” is
selected the files will NOT be deleted until they are successfully transferred.
The setup fields require entry of the target FTP Server’s IP address (remote FTP server machine) and the Server
Directory (target directory on the Server) to transfer files. User name and password are required if the FTP server
requires same (typical) or left blank if the FTP server is setup for anonymous log ins; when used the User Name &
Password characters are entered with appropriate text characters but displayed on setup screen with asterisks (*).
When an FTP Server will be the target for more than one FDC-2010-K5C a directory for each FDC-2010-K5C must be
set up at the FTP server so each specific control system transfers Historical files to the appropriate directory at the FTP
remote Server.

The LAN may be local only (intranet) or world-wide-web (internet) if so configured.
Details on FTP \ WAN (Wide Area Network) LAN setup are outside the scope of this manual; end users should review
with their respective Network Administrator to configure the appropriate network hardware & software to utilize the FDC2010-K5C embedded FTP Client functions.

When depressing the "Backup Now" or when an Auto Backup is begun the FTP transfer screen with progress bar will be
shown.
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Kiln Setup:
(Kiln only configuration)
The “Setup” described below DOES NOT describe the OEM configuration of the FDC-2010-K5C.
Refer to documentation provided by the Kiln Manufacturer as to the FDC-2010-K5C configuration relative to the features
shown directly below and/or request a copy of the “FDC-2010-K5C_Kiln_Heat-Treat_Config_Manual_Rev_2.1.doc”.
•
•
•

Heat & Spray control outputs: Relay/Analog Setup
Control Cycle Times [used with relay PID time proportioning output for Heat and/or Spray]
Edit Option Names [selectable outputs/events for each Stage or Manual control; i.e. Heat, Spray, Fans Reverse,
Fans Forward, Fans Auto, Vent Auto, etc.]
•
Edit Digital Inputs/Alarm Names: [Combustion Fan ON, Schedule Hold, Shutdown Kiln]
•
Edit Output Names [Heat, Fan Output 1, Equalize, Alarm1, etc.]
•
Options Enable/Disable [enable Options – those disabled are grayed out in selection Views]
•
Alarm Delays/Outputs Disable [time delay (seconds) for an alarm condition before system registers an alarm to
minimize momentary alarm conditions that may not have really occurred.]
•
EMC, Core and optional Monitor Sensor Setup: [configure the number of Core and/or Monitor Temperature
sensors]
Core Temperature Advance Delay: [time delay in seconds the Core Temperature values must achieve their respective
setpoints before allowing a Stage Advance.]
The “Setup” menu from FDC-2010-K5C main menu structure provides access to the setup section of the FDC2010-K5C.

The Setup Screen “Views” menu returns the user to the main kiln view:

The Setup Screen “Settings” menu provides the following functions:

Settings:
Web Server / Modbus / VNC:

Settings for Modbus Slave Address (1-31), VNC Address, VNC password
enable/disable, VNC Device name, VNC device password, System IP address
(router defined) and enable/disable Web Server and VNC Server.
Fan Direction Setup:
Settings for fan direction time and dwell timing.
Temperature Alarm Settings:
Settings for Temperature alarms.
PC Remote/Local Mode:
Settings PC control or Orion local control of schedules, setpoints, etc.
Schedule Recovery:
Settings Schedule recovery during power loss.
Control Tuning:
Loop tuning for temp, vents and spray.
IO Monitor:
IO monitor for system inputs.
Temp Input Alarm Delays:
Delay settings for each temperature input before probe failure alarm occurs.
Offline System Setup:
Access to offline system settings (Temp Units C/F, Setpoint Limits,
Force System Outputs, Data/Time, Help\Voice Assistance configuration, etc.)
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Web Server / Modbus / VNC System Settings:
(Kiln only configuration)
This screen is used to view the device IP address and to configure the following; Serial Modbus communications
address, VNC information, (Virtual Network Computing), enable/disable the embedded Web and VNC Servers.
The proprietary embedded VNC Server allows Remote Access to the system from PC type devices running standard
VNC Viewer software (freeware).
Device IP Address: If the FDC-2010-K5C is plugged into an Ethernet connection (FDC-2010-K5C ships configured for
“DHCP”), the IP address of the unit will be displayed. DHCP means “Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol”. This is a
term used when a device (FDC-2010-K5C) is connected to an Ethernet connection and the main system (router)
automatically assigns the IP address when the device (FDC-2010-K5C) is powered up. Review with your Network
Administrator IP addressing via DHCP or assigning a permanent IP address. The display MAC address may be viewed
from menu within the Touch Screen Calibration section; see page 55.
The Modbus Slave Address allows system address configuration when connecting more than one FDC-2010-K5C to a
PC supervisory software package; address changes are immediate. Data entry is between 1 and a maximum of 31.
The VNC Protect, VNC Add/Pwd, Device Name & Device Password are used to configure the proprietary embedded
VNC Server for Remote Access on a local area network (LAN) (wired or wireless). The LAN may be limited to the local
network environment (intranet) or if so configured by your Network Administrator access via the Internet. A standard
VNC Viewer (client) running on any PC may be remotely used for monitor and/or control of the system touch screen.
Viewer software offered by “RealVNC v4.x “and later versions work with our embedded proprietary VNC Server
(http://www.RealVNC.com)
VNC Protect is used to enable or disable VNC Security. If enabled the Device Password field must have a password
entered; from 1 to 20 password alphanumeric characters may be entered; the text characters are displayed during setup
but shown as asterisks (*) on screen view below.
Device Name is used to easily identify specific FDC-2010-K5C systems when viewing the device remotely. The Device
name is shown on the top of the displays window frame; leaving this field blank will result in the default name of “Device”
when the system is viewed utilizing VNC. Device name may have from 0 to 35 alphanumeric characters.
The VNC address is used to separate each FDC-2010-K5C or other computer(s) having a VNC Server on the network.
Each FDC-2010-K5C should have a unique VNC display address (1 through 255). The FDC-2010-K5C configures the
two digit codes to the VNC addressing protocol starting at port 5900; 0 = port 5900 through 255 = port 6155. For
additional information on VNC your Network Administrator should visit http://www.RealVNC.com
The “Web Server On” and “VNC Server On” buttons turns on or off the FDC-2010-K5C’s embedded Web and VNC
Servers; the Server’s are “on” when the button color is green. The Web Server page is Read Only and provides current
process values with alarm & event status while the VNC Server provides Remote Access capability utilizing a VNC
Viewer (RealVNC version 4.x and above). Both Servers are accessible via a local Intranet or Internet (World Wide Web)
wired or wireless routers and/or switches.
The "Save" button must be pressed any time changes are made to the fields on this screen.
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Sample Remote Access via a PC’s VNC Viewer (client) is accomplished by launching the remote PC’s VNC Viewer
and entering the FDC-2010-K5C’s IP address and configured password (if used). The addressing protocol will be
different if accessing via an Intranet or Internet.
Intranet Example: If the IP address assigned is 192.168.1.100 and the configured VNC Address is 0, from the PC’s VNC
Viewer address field enter “192.168.1.100:0” to access the device (5900 relates to address 0, 5901 to address 2, etc.
and note the single colon vs. double colon for internet access.)
Internet Example: Internet connection requires a qualified network System Administrator typically assign a permanent IP
address and specific port address to the FDC-2010-K5C; support on this action is beyond the scope of this manual.
If the IP address of the LAN Server is 192.168.1.100 and the configured VNC Address is 0 (port 5900 has been opened
& assigned to this specific FDC-2010-K5C) from the remote PC (outside of the site Servers LAN) in the VNC Viewer
address field enter “192.168.1.100::5900” to access the device (5900 relates to address 0, 5901 to address 2, etc. and
note the double colon). If you want access from within the same Server LAN follow the Intranet example above.

Graphic above depicts Internet connection with the double colon and full 5900 address vs single digit for Intranet
addressing
Shown below is a screen capture of how the VNC Viewer will display the FDC-2010-K5C on 19” PC screen.
The Views Menu header had just been clicked with the mouse causing the View menu to drop down.
The graphic below taken with XP Pro, PC’s running Vista can size the remote display to any size fitting the screen.
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To connect to the FDC-2010-K5C using Microsoft’s Internet Explorer:
(Kiln only configuration)
Local (Intranet) Connection: After the FDC-2010-K5C is connected to an Ethernet connection and the IP address is
assigned by the system, write down the IP address shown on the previous screen (page 44); use actual address show on
FDC-2010-K5C display).
Internet Connection: The network System Administrator may configure the appropriate network hardware (network
router) and software to assign appropriate router ports to allow Internet access to a specific FDC-2010-K5C web page.
The LAN setup is outside of the scope of this manual. After completing the appropriate network settings the System
Administrator would advise the IP address to access the appropriate web page.
Microsoft Internet Explorer or equivalent:
Start Internet Explorer from any PC on the local network. In the “Address” toolbar of Internet Explorer type:
Intranet: http://198.122.6.101/Orion.html (use actual IP address shown on your FDC-2010-K5C screen).
Internet: IP Address as provided by your Network Administrator appended by “/Orion.html” as shown above; i.e.
http://xxx.xxx.xx.xxx/Orion.html.
The following page will be displayed and updated every 30 seconds automatically with new data from the FDC-2010-K5C
system. All kiln data is provided for “view only” access.
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Fan Direction Setup:
(Kiln only configuration)
The fan direction setup screen allows an operator to set the forward/reverse and dwell time for the fans. Press the
desired field to make a change to the value.
Fan Time may be set between 0 and 999 minutes.
Dwell Time between 0 and 32,700 seconds [545 minutes / 9.08 hours].

Temperature Alarm Settings: (Kiln only configuration)
The temperature alarm settings screen allows an operator to set alarm points for both dry bulb and wet bulb. The Dry
Bulb alarm function applies to whichever Dry Bulb is active with the active Dry Bulb dependent upon Fan Direction.
Process high and deviation hi/low alarms are supported as well as a common Deadband setting for all alarm setpoints.
Deadband settings are “safe sided” which means the alarm will energize at the alarm setpoint and de-energize when the
temperature falls outside of the alarm setpoint + Deadband setting. Press the desired field to make a change to the
value.
Alarm Setpoint Limits
Process High Alarm settings maybe set between 0 and 999 degrees C or F.
Deviation High and Low Alarm settings may be set between 0 and 999 degrees C or F.
Alarm Deadband may be set between 1 and 100 degrees C or F. Deadband is “Safe-Sided” from alarm point
Decimal point is always active for these settings.
Q10 activates on any below alarm conditions.
Q0 (on Control Module) activates on Dry Bulb Dev. Hi.Lo alarm.
Q1 (on Control Module) activates on Wet Bulb Dev. Hi.Lo alarm.
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PC Remote/Local Mode:
(Kiln only configuration)
The FDC-2010-K5C control system can operate in local or PC remote mode. When running in PC remote mode, the
remote PC can control the setpoints for dry bulb, wet bulb, fans, vents and all kiln manual output events through PC
based SCADA software (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition). Future Design Controls offers a SCADA package
rd
KilnView and with other 3 party software packages available from other sources.
While in remote mode, the Orion interface will not allow the operator to change any of these parameters from the front
touch screen since the remote PC is in control of all manual/schedule operations.
While in local mode, the operator has control over all setpoints as well as automatic schedule operations from the front
touch screen interface, based on Security settings.
When using the FDC “KilnView” PC software, the FDC-2010-K5C Kiln control mode can operate in local mode as well as
connect to the remote PC since “KilnView” has been designed specifically for the FDC-2010-K5C Kiln controller.

Note: The Pallet Heat-Treat control mode is not accessible from “KilnView or other 3rd party PC Supervisory
software.

Schedule Recovery:
(Kiln only configuration)
The schedule recovery screen allows the user to set the startup state of the kiln in the event of a power failure while a
schedule is running. When programmed for “Continue”, if the power out time value has not been exceeded, the schedule
will continue upon power up. If the time has been exceeded, the kiln will power up in the “Off” state with all control
outputs off. Select the desired state (checkbox) and press the “Set” button to enter the value into memory. Press the
time field to change the time exceeded value.
Note: When a schedule is NOT running and a power down/up sequence occurs the Kiln Control will return with the same
setpoints and output/events active as when the power was lost.
Note: If a schedule stays in Hold regardless of power recovery configuration, refer to OEM configuration provided by the
installer. Digital inputs may be used to place a Schedule in Hold; i.e. combustion blower must be “on” for Schedule to
Run.
Time exceed value for schedule may be set between 0 and 1800 minutes [30 hours]
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Control Tuning:
(Kiln only configuration)
Whether Control Tuning is used is dependent upon FDC-2010-K5C configuration. Refer to documentation provided by
the Kiln Manufacturer as to the FDC-2010-K5C configuration and/or request a copy of the “FDC-2010-K5C_Kiln_HeatTreat_Config_Manual_Rev_2.1.doc”.
Control tuning values for temperature, vents and spray are displayed. The Kiln control can be equipped and configured to
control each of these process variables using relay or analog outputs.
Relay Output for Temperature and Vent Control: When configured for relay output as On/Off control, the PID values for
temperature and spray should set at values of "0".
Relay Output(s) for Vent Control: When configured with one or more relay outputs for the Vent setpoints (1 through 3)
can be adjusted as a deviation from wet bulb value. As the wet bulb temperature increase above each of the 3 setpoints,
relay outputs for vent 1, 2 and 3 will be energized.
Analog Outputs for Temperature, Spray and/or Vents: When configured for analog 4-20mA output (non-relay control),
PID tuning values for temperature, vents and spray can be adjusted.
If variable vent control is configured in the system, the setpoint deviations for relay vent control [as shown in graphic
below] will dynamically change to PID settings for vents. When using on/off control for heat and spray, PID values should
be left at 0 so the relay outputs do not proportion based on the entered PID settings.
The "Offset" field for heat and spray is a dual function field dependent upon OEM control output configuration.
•

With proportional control this field will adjust the position of the proportional band above or below setpoint. This
offset action will only take place until the reset circuit repositions the proportional band. If Reset and Rate have
values of zero, the offset value will maintain the configured proportional band Offset position around setpoint.

•

With relay on/off control for heat or spray the offset field will position the on/off output up to +- 80 degrees. This
is useful to stop overshoot by putting a negative number into the offset field.

Example - Offset with on/off control: Dry bulb set point is set for 100 degrees.
A value of -10 [negative 10] inserted in the offset field will turn the heat output off at 90 degrees allowing the temperature
to rise slowly up to set point and reduce overshoot. The heat output will turn back on at 90 degrees + the dead-band
setting set by the OEM in the Kiln’s Configuration relay output dead-band field.
Proportional Band, Reset, Rate, Offset, Deadband & Vent deviation setpoint ranges shown below.
Proportional Band [PB]:
PB:
0.00 to 100.00 percent of scale (1,080F span)
Integral / Automatic Reset:
Reset: 0.00 to 2000.00 seconds
Derivative / Rate:
Rate: 0.00 to 300.00 seconds
Offset: Manual Reset for Proportional Heat, Spray & Vent:
–80.0 to 80.0 degrees C or F
Offset: on/off control; Heat and Spray:
–80.0 to 80.0 degrees C or F
Deadband for heating/vents and Spray:
0.0 to 50.0 degrees C or F.
Vent [Relay outputs] Setpoint Deviation:
0.0 to 300.0 degrees C or F
See Addendum A for additional information on PID and Offset settings.
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IO Monitor:
(Kiln only configuration)
The IO monitor screen displays digital output status as well as additional kiln data. The output status section displays the
current position of all outputs/events in the system. The green LED indicates on/off status for each relay output. Variable
output values; heat, fan, vent and spray will only be displayed if configured in the system for variable type output control.
N/A appears if these type outputs are not set for analog.

Analog Input Alarm Delays:
(Kiln only configuration)
The analog input alarm delay screen allows a user to enter the time delay before a probe failure alarm will indicate at the
FDC-2010-K5C alarm monitor. This delay is adjustable to allow the system to ignore probe alarm conditions as long as
they are less than the delay time entered in the delay time field.
Delay settings may be set between 0 and 100 seconds.
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Offline System Setup:
(Kiln only configuration)
The Offline system setup mode allows the user to access the date\time functions, configure temperature
units\decimal point, setpoint limits, input offsets, force system outputs, configure Help language, enable/disable
Help voice and calibration of the touch screen.
This is an offline mode, which means it cannot be entered while a Kiln schedule is running. Real time data for
the Kiln is not collected while in the offline mode. All Kiln functions and control outputs are non-operational
while in the “offline mode”

The “Offline System Setup” menu item from FDC-2010-K5C setup menu structure provides access to the offline
setup section of the FDC-2010-K5C.
The Setup Screen “Views” menu returns the user to the main kiln online setup view:

The Offline Setup Screen “Setup” menu provides the following functions:

Settings:
Temp Units \Decimal Select:
Setpoint Limits:
Input Offsets:
Force System Outputs:
Set Date/Time:
Touch Screen Calibration:
Help\Voice Assistance:
Exit Application:

Settings for temperature units and decimal point
Settings for min/max setpoint limits.
Settings for input offset calibration (DB, WB, Core, Mon probes).
Allows operator to force system outputs for troubleshooting.
Settings for system date and time
Calibrate touch screen.
Select Language for Help and enable\disable audio Help output (voice help)
Exit the Orion Kiln software and return to CE desktop.
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Temperature Units:
(Kiln only configuration)
The Temperature Units display allows an operator to change the system temperature units between degrees “C” and
degrees “F” AND to assign a decimal position for all temperature values. The Factory default value is Deg F [Fahrenheit]
with no decimal point. Press the appropriate button to change to the desired units, F or C; the button for the current unit
setting will be illuminated green with the changes taking effect immediately.
When changing from C/F or F/C the system automatically converts temperature values to the appropriate F/C with the
exception of Setpoint Limits described directly below. Setpoint Limits are set to default values of 0 and 500 whenever
temperature units are changed F/C or C/F.
Decimal Point selection allows for entry of “0” or “1”
After completing the decimal point selection hit the “Set” key to save and have the changes take effect.

Setpoint Limits:
(Kiln only configuration)
The setpoint point limits display allows the operator to set the minimum and maximum setpoint limits for temperature
setpoints in the system; values from 0 to 500 may be entered. After entry of desired values press the “Set” button to
enter the values into internal memory.
These limits apply to all manual settings for dry bulb and wet bulb setpoints; these limits do NOT effect setpoints entered
and run within a Schedule.
Note: Changing temperature units from F/C or C/F the system sets the Setpoint Limits to default value of 0 and 500.
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Input Offset:
(Kiln only configuration)
The Input Offset screen allows the user to enter a calibration offset for each sensor attached to the FDC-2010-K5C.
Enter the appropriate sensor number to be reviewed and the screen will display the probe description and provide the
current temperature values and offset. Refer to temperature sensor wiring on page 16 to confirm sensor number &
function.
The actual sensor temperature and offset for each sensor is displayed.
Each time an offset value is entered, the updated temperature value (with offset) will be displayed.
Each system is calibrated at the factory and requires no offset. Only factory authorized personnel should access the
calibration screen. Input Offset’s may be set between –30 to +30.

Force System Outputs:
(Kiln only configuration)
The force output screen is an offline function that provides factory personnel or maintenance the ability to manually
enable/disable outputs on the FDC-2010-K5C system. This feature is used only for trouble shooting during system
maintenance.
Analog output values for Heat, RH, Dmp [damper] & Fans are adjusted by pressing the field and entering a value.
Analog testing is only applicable if this type of analog control is used in the system.
Relay outputs are energized/de-energized by clicking on the “check box” next to the output.
Pressing the “Update Relay Outputs Force” button will energize or de-energize the selected outputs.

Note: The appropriate Relay output description would be shown as configured by the OEM.
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Set Date\Time:
(Set Date/Time, Time Zone, DST Settings and enable National Time Service)
(Kiln only configuration)
All data files as well as other functions in the system require the correct date and time for proper operation.
The set date\time menu selection provides three different screen tabs, Set Time, Time Options & DST Settings. Each of
these settings should be completed before any operations are initiated from the FDC-2010-K5C display system.
Set Time Tab:
Use the appropriate fields to set the date, time and day of the week; press the “Set Time” button to enter the data to
internal memory.

Time Options Tab: (Kiln only configuration)
Time Zone: Select the Local Time Zone from the drop down menu.
NTS Server: The NTS (USA National Time Service) hosts several Servers providing the current time and date. If the
FDC-2010-K5C is connected to a LAN (Ethernet connection) with Internet access it can be configured to access the
selected NST server every day at 2:00AM to update its’ system time & date. To enable this feature select a NTS Server
from the drop down menu (13 different USA government sites) and check the “Enable NTS Clock”.
DO NOT enable the “Enable NTS Clock” if the FDC-2010-K5C is NOT connected via Ethernet to the Internet; if
configured and not connected to the Internet errors will occur and be logged.
Press the “Save” button to save & enter the data to internal memory.
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DST Settings Tab:
(Kiln only configuration)
The "DST" tab provides the ability to set the start/end of daylight savings, as well as enable daylight savings operation for
the device. If you have selected a time zone that uses daylight savings under the "Time Options" tab, the daylight
savings option must be used for the correct time to be displayed.
Press the “Save” button to save & enter the data to internal memory.

Touch Calibration: (Kiln only configuration)
The FDC-2010-K5C provides the ability to calibrate the touch screen directly from the display interface.

To calibrate the touch screen:
Press the “Calibrate Touch” button. A “System Settings” dialog will appear with several tabs on the Windows dialog box.
Press the “Calibrate” button on the first tab. Follow the onscreen instruction to calibrate the touch screen by holding a
stylus or finger on the crosshair, until the cross hair moves to the new position. After all positions have been cycled, the
directions on the screen will display the following: “New calibration settings have been measured. Press enter key
or touch screen to accept the new settings”. Press the screen to finalize the calibration.
There are other tabs on the “System Settings” dialog. Pressing the right arrow will scroll through the tabs. The tabs are
as follows:
“LCD Settings” Allows the user the turn off the backlight after a predetermined number of minutes. This acts as a
screen saver and will prolong the display life of the FDC-2010-K5C (30,000 hours under normal conditions).
“MAC Address” Do not make changes or modify this tab.
“Save” Since the FDC-2010-K5C is an embedded device (no hard disk or moving parts); changes to touch screen
calibration and LCD settings need to be saved to the Windows registry. Press the “Save Registry” button under the
“Save” tab after touch screen and LCD setting have been made.
“System Version” Displays the current system version.
“Set Serial Port” Do not make changes or modify this tab. Changes to this tab will stop the FDC-2010-K5C from
communicating to controllers on the FDC-2010-K5C link.
“Home Directory Change” Do not make changes or modify this tab.
“Contrast” The user can use the sliding bar to make adjustment s to the contrast of the display.
Important Note: Make sure to close the “System Settings” dialog by pressing the “OK” or “X”. The FDC-2010K5C will not restart runtime operations until the “System Settings” dialog box is closed. After the “System
Settings” dialog closes, the FDC-2010-K5C will display a message that the interface will resume normal
operations. Press Ok to resume normal operation.
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Help\Voice Assistance:
(Kiln only configuration)
The FDC-2010-K5C offers content sensitive Help screens for virtually every screen view configurable to be displayed in a
choice of languages; English, Espanol (Spanish) or Francais (French). The system may also be configured to provide an
audio output of the Help screens played on external PC type speaker(s).

The Help\Voice Assistance screen allows the user to configure the displayed language (English, Spanish or French) and
to enable/disable Voice Assist. Voice Assist, when enabled, will automatically play and allow the operator to view the
appropriate screen while listening. The Voice Assist may be stopped prior to completion by selecting “Stop Play”.
Select the appropriate language button (default is English); the selected button will be illuminated green with the changes
taking effect immediately. To Activate/De-Activate Voice Assist depress the speaker icon; a Red X means the system is
De-Activated while no Red X means the system is activated.

Note on Voice Assist: System must be powered down for a minimum of 18 seconds prior to system power-up for Voice
Assist audio drivers to load properly. Refer to page 19 on Time Delay Relay time settings.
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Exit Application:
(Kiln only configuration)
The Exit application screen allows the user to quit the FDC-2010-K5C runtime software and return to the CE.Net
operating system. This operation is not recommend with the exception of users who are in charge of configuration of the
system due to the danger of editing or removing files by accident.
Refer to the Security section, page 60 for information on security configurations to limit access to Operator, Supervisor
and/or Administrator level users.

If an operator or authorized user is allowed to exit the Kiln Application the default screen is shown below.
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Email Settings
(Kiln only configuration)

Email settings allow the administrator or user to enter up to 30 user accounts to receive email/text message alarms. The
message sent will include the Alarm name as configured by your vendor.
The Email settings are entered and maintained within three different tabs as shown below.
Address Entry Tab: Provides manner to create email & SMS text message address file and configure for email and/or
SMS message upon alarm. A Contact Name, email address and text message address, (phone number and carrier), can
be entered.

Email Addresses Tab: Provides listing of email address’s and manner to delete Contact file information.

Email Settings: Provides fields for the main email server information. The network administrator will typically provide the
email server information. Only enter a user name and password if your email account requires it to send emails. The
"Subject" field will be the email header to the recipient when the email/text message is sent from the system so each
FDC-2010-K5C on a network can be identified.

A complete list of "SMS/cell" phone carrier addresses is available from the factory or on-line from multiple websites,
Google “SMS_gateways” or other combinations.
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Software Version
(Kiln only configuration)
The software version level can be viewed in the Setup Section, Help Drop down menu; select “About Orion Kiln”
Both the HMI (Human Machine Interface – color touch screen) and PLC (Control Module) firmware software versions will
be displayed.

Software Usage Note:
The selection, application or use of Future Design products or software is the purchaser or user's responsibility.
No claims will be allowed for any damages or losses, whether direct, indirect, incidental, special or
consequential.
In addition, Future Design reserves the right to make changes without notification to purchaser or user to
materials or processing that do not affect compliance with any applicable specification. Future Design Controls
makes no warranties when using Future Design’s FDC-2010-K5C system for Dry Kiln and/or Pallet Heat-Treat
application.
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System Security:
(Kiln only System)
The “Security” menu from the FDC-2010-K5C main menu structure provides access to the security section of the
FDC-2010-K5C.

The “Security” menu provides the following functions:
Setup:
Log On:
Log Off
Current User:
Change Password:

Provides access to security setup to add users, rights and options.
Log on a user if security is enabled.
Log off a user if security is enabled.
View the current user logged into the system.
Allows current user to change their password.

The FDC-2010-K5C security model provides an administrator with the tools to add up to 30 users to the system. Each
user must have a unique ID, full name and password. 3 levels of users are provided to include operator, supervisor and
administrator levels. Specific access rights can be assigned to each user level as well as password aging for each user.
Re-authentication is provided (if enabled) for any parameters that will change a control parameter, which could upset the
process (i.e. setpoint, tuning, etc).
Re-authentication requires that the logged in user must log in again before the process value (at the controller) will
actually be changed. This feature is provided for extra security. The following example will make re-authentication
clearer:
A supervisor logs on the system. The supervisor then steps away from the system to take a phone call but does
not log out before leaving. If another user tries to change the control setpoint on any loop the system will
require another login (by an authorized user for that level) before the control setpoint is actually changed. This
provides an extra level of protection to make the system more “tamper proof”.
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Add Users:
(Kiln only configuration)
The “Add User” tab provides the ability to add up to 30 users to the system. Select the type of user from the drop down
list (Operator, Supervisor or Administrator). Press each field to add the user ID, full name and password (no spaces
allowed, 4-character minimum & 10 characters maximum). If the passwords do not match or the user ID is already used,
the FDC-2010-K5C will alert the user and not accept the entry. Click on the password aging checkbox if you wish to
enable password aging for this user. If password aging is enabled and the password has expired, a new password must
be entered by the user before that user can log into the system again.
Note: When using password aging and aging expires for a user, the user will be required to change their
password before access to the system is permitted. A user can change their password at any time (even if
aging is not used) by selecting “Change Password” from the main security menu.

View Users:
(Kiln only configuration)
The “Users” tab provides the administrator the ability to view information on each user entered into the system.
Password information is not available. The user can be deleted from this tab and a new password for each user can also
be entered from this area.
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User Rights:
(Kiln only configuration)
The “User Rights” tab provides the administrator the ability to assign rights to each user level (User, Supervisor and
Administrator). Select the user type from the drop down box and then enable or disable specific program functions
(rights) by selecting the checkbox next to the function. If the checkbox is selected, the user right will be enabled for the
user level currently being edited. The “Select All” and “Clear All” buttons will select or clear all rights in the “user rights”
list view. You must press the “Accept” button for each user level to save the selections for that user type, before
selecting another user type from the drop down list, or entries made will not be saved.
The FDC-2010-K5C is configurable as a Kiln only, Pallet Heat-Treat only and combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat
control system. When configured as either a Kiln or Pallet Heat-Treat only system the User Rights will include functions
that are unique to both the Kiln or Pallet Heat-Treat operation. Assigning rights to specific program functions that do not
exist in your configuration will have no effect. If uncertain refer back to the documentation provided by your vendor on
unit configuration and other appropriate sections of this manual.
Important Note: the user right for “Access Security” cannot be disabled for the administrator group. This is a
safety feature to make sure that any administrator with the proper userID and password can access security. If
the administrator losses his/her ID or password, there is no “back door” to the system and a new compact flash
card is required to resume normal system operation.
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Security Options:
(Kiln only configuration)
The “Security Options” tab provides the administrator the ability to set the global security options.
Enter Number Of Days Before Password Renewal Is Required:
This is a global setting for all users. Password aging starts from the day the user is entered into the system.
Re-authenticate user during process changes:
This feature requires that the logged in user must log in again before the process value (at the controller) will actually be
changed.
Enable/Disable Audit Trail:
This is a global setting that turns the audit trail on or off. When the audit trail is turned on, all operator actions are written
to a daily log.
Enable/Disable Security:
This is the global setting that turns the FDC-2010-K5C security system on or off.
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FDC-2010-K5C Pallet Heat-Treat Control Operation
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
This section does not apply to Kiln only or Combination Kiln Pallet Heat-Treat configurations; refer to
documentation provided by your vendor on the configuration of your FDC-2010-K5C control.

FDC-2010-K5C Pallet Heat-Treat Runtime Menus:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only)

The FDC-2010-K5C runtime menu system provides a familiar, easy to use interface while reducing screen “clutter” by
eliminating extra buttons required for navigation. Each series of interface screens will have their own series of menus
specifically focused on the tasks for the specific screen. For a sample Main View screen display with drop down menu
see page 99 in the Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat configuration – difference being the View listings.
Shown above are the “top” level menus when the FDC-2010-K5C runtime first loads. A Help menu exist for
every screen but is not shown in the menu items above.
View Menu:
The “Views” menu provides navigation to all standard view screens. These include main sterilize view, monitor probes
view, alarm monitor/history and audit trail.
Setup Menu:
The setup menu provides access to system and controller setup options. These options include LAN settings, control
tuning, temperature alarm settings, etc., as well as offline settings for date/time and other configurable items.
Log Menu:
The log menu provides access to data log functions and the historical data viewer.
Security Menu:
The Security menu provides access security and user settings for the FDC-2010-K5C system.
The “print” Icon at the bottom right of the FDC-2010-K5C screen (taskbar) is used to initiate the print
function when connected to a USB printer (HP model 6540 or equivalent). If there is a print function for the
screen being viewed, the FDC-2010-K5C will prompt the user before printing the graphic, trend or report.
The FDC-2010-K5C interface might change colors during printing to prolong ink cartridge life (blue
backgrounds require more ink than white backgrounds). The Orion interface will be “locked” until the print function is
complete. If the printer is not connected or there is an error during printing, the FDC-2010-K5C will return the screen to
it’s original state and alert the user of the print problem. For additional information on print function refer to page 11.
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Pallet Heat-Treat Data Views:
Main View: (Pallet Heat-Treat only)
The main sterilizer view provides the user with all data regarding each sterilization cycle. Chamber temperature set
point, sterilize temperature setpoint, sterilize time and cool time are all adjustable before the sterilization cycle is started.
By pressing any of these fields, a numeric keypad will be displayed to allow the user to enter the appropriate set point.
Start/Stop buttons are used to start or stop the sterilization cycle. Sterilizer status and time remaining for sterilization and
cool are also displayed during the cycle. Sterilize and Cool time may be set from 0-999 minutes.
End Cycle Mode: In the Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration this field is not used and has a default of N/A.
The End Cycle Mode is used ONLY in the Combination Kiln and Pallet Heat-Treat configuration; refer to page 101.
NOTE: If E-stop inputs are energized (inputs 10-11) or main chamber input probe is broken or not connected, the
sterilizer will not run and the appropriate alarm will be displayed in the Alarm Monitor of the FDC-2010-K5C.

Temperature Control: Chamber or Lowest Probe Temperature
(Pallet Heat-Treat only)
The chamber manufacturer can configure the FDC-2010-K5C to control Chamber temperature by comparing SP
(Chamber Setpoint) to the Main Temp sensor (chamber sensor) or to the Lowest of all system temperature sensors.
Refer to documentation provided by your vendor on to the FDC-2010-K5C configuration and/or request a copy of the
“FDC-2010-K5C_Kiln_Heat-Treat_Config_Manual_Rev_2.1.doc”.
Temperature Control off Chamber Temperature Sensor: Typically the FDC-2010-K5C temperature control output is
based upon the SP (Chamber Setpoint) compared to the Main Temp sensor (chamber sensor); the core Pallet 1 - Pallet
3 are monitor only and do not influence temperature control output. In the graphic above the green arrow to the left of
the Main Temp field is used to show that the Main Temp sensor, by default in this configuration, is used for chamber
temperature control.
Temperature Control off Lowest Probe: The FDC-2010-K5C may be configured by the OEM for the temperature control
output to be based upon the lowest temperature sensor wired to the system. In this configuration the sensor used for
Main Temp is seen by the FDC-2010-K5C as a Pallet sensor with the same Sterilization logic as Pallet 1 - 3.
The screen graphic below the green arrow shows which temperature sensor is currently being used for temperature
control output; in this example pallet 2.
Main View when configured as Temperature Control off Lowest Probe
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Pallet Heat-Treat Cycle Information:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only)
When the “Start” button is pressed, the cycle information screen will be displayed. The user can enter information
regarding the sterilization cycle. This information will be saved to the internal data file stored in internal memory as well
as printed when the sterilization cycle is complete (if “USB” printing is enabled in setup). The information on this screen
can be left blank if not required by the user. Pressing the “Run” key will start the sterilization cycle; the File Name and/or
Lot# will be saved as Historical Data file appended by a time/date stamp. If a File Name nor Lot# is entered the Historical
Data file will be named with a time/date stamp; for more information refer to Data Log section page 69.
Up to 10 characters may be used for File Name, Batch & Lot # and Operator.

Monitor Probes View:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The Monitor probes view provides temperature data for all additional monitor probes configured in the system. These
probes must be enabled/disabled using the FDC-2010-K5C configuration on startup. Note, the Monitor Probes are view
only and are not saved to the Historical Data file nor part of any control logic for sterilization.
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Alarm Monitor Screen:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The FDC-2010-K5C monitors all T/C or RTD inputs (main and monitor) for input errors as well as up to 9 discreet 24
VDC contact closure inputs for digital alarm indication/shutdown
.
I2-I6 on PLC can be used to shutdown heat and fan outputs upon the input active. Shutdown conditions remain as long
as alarm input is active. The proper setting of alarm condition shutdown is done by “activating” options in the
Configuration of the select options menu in Configuration mode. Options allowed to work with shutdown when using
Pallet Heat Treater are Heat, Fans, Vent outputs only. See Configuration manual for details. Output Q10 also energizes
upon any alarm input condition for these inputs.
Inputs I7 (on PLC) and I0-I2 (on 8-point DI card) are also standard N.0. input contacts (24VDC) used for alarm display
indication on the FDC-2010-S4C interface. These alarm inputs will write to alarm log and also energize Q10 upon input
activating.
Any time a digital alarm occurs, Q10 output on the PLC will be energized until the silence button is pressed on the Alarm
Monitor screen and the background color on the FDC-2010-S4C interface turns Red. The FDC-2010-K5C display
interface will remain “Red” until the “Silence” button is pressed. Alarms can only be cleared if the alarm condition no
longer exists. If the alarm condition still exists when the “Clear” button is pressed, the alarm will re-write to the alarm log
as well as the alarm logger.
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Alarm History Screen:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The Alarm history view displays all alarms for any daily period for a year or longer (time based on storage usage for data
history). Each time an alarm is active in FDC-2010-K5C system, the alarm is written to a history file. History filenames
are listed as month_day_year. The history alarm grid displays alarm type, date and time for each alarm.
The “Open File” button will display an “open” dialog box where the user can select any alarm history file to
view.

Audit Trail Screen:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The Audit trail view allows the operator to view operator changes that have been made to the system. This function will
only operate if the security for the FDC-2010-K5C is enabled properly with users and their appropriate rights assigned to
the system. Pressing the “Open” button allows an operator to select an audit trail file for viewing. Audit trail filenames are
listed as month_day_year.
The “Open Audit Trail” button will display an “open” dialog box where the user can select any audit trail file to view.
Below is an opened Audit Trail file with the User name slider minimizing the User Name allowing view of Event
description.

Email Audit and Alarm Files:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
Clicking on the Envelope on the top of the Alarm History and Audit Trail Viewer opens the email address book allowing
selection of up to 30 number of email addresses to send a copy of the opened Alarm or Audit file.

Note: Email on Alarm condition is also configurable; refer to page 92 Set Up / Email.
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FDC-2010-K5C Pallet Heat-Treat Data Logging (Historical Data Files):
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The “Data” menu from FDC-2010-K5C main menu structure provides access to the data logging section of the
FDC-2010-K5C.

The Datalog “Edit” menu provides the following functions:

Open History File:
Delete History File:
File Utilities:
FTP \ WAN Setup:

Open a history file for review and/or to email.
Allows the user to delete the currently loaded history file.
Allows the user to access file utility functions (copy, erase files).
Allows FTP file transfer of Historical Data files Detail via LAN; refer to page 75.

The “Delete History File” function does not affect data from a schedule file that is running, only the current
history file loaded for review.

The Datalog “DataLogging” menu provides the following functions:

Data Log Information:
History Plot Time Setup:
History Plot Channel Setup:
Plot History Data:
View Averages Report:

Display main data log screen with status of logger.
Selection of time frame for history review.
Selection of data file points for history review.
Plots historical data after time and point are selected.
Displays time weighted average report for all sensors selected.
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Main Data log screen:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The FDC-2010-K5C will log data to its internal CF card for 5+ years or more (calculated using a 4-hour cycle with 5
cycles/day). Sterilization cycle data for the Chamber and pallet sensors 1 through 3 are written to the log at a fixed
interval of once every minute (1-minute interval).
The main logging screen will display the current data file name if system logging is enabled as well as the currently
loaded file name (Data File Loaded is:), if a historical file is loaded. Filename, batch and lot number will be displayed if
entered by an operator during the start of a sterilization cycle.

There are separate sections in this manual for FDC-2010-K5C configuration as a Kiln only and Combination Kiln and
Pallet Heat-Treat control system. If a different System Data Logging screen that shown above is seen and has a field
“Days before new file is started” your control system is NOT configured as a Pallet Heat-Treat only control system.

Email Historical Data Files:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
Clicking on the Envelope on the top of the System Data Logging screen opens the email address book allowing selection
of up to 30 number of email addresses to send a copy of the Historical Data file shown.
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History Plot Time Setup:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The History Plot Setup allows the user to select any time frame (zoom in/out) to view historical data. A historical data file
must be loaded (using the Edit\Open History File menu item) before data can be plotted. The History Plot Setup screen
displays the start and end time for the currently loaded file in hours and minutes (24-hour clock). Use the start/end
sliders to select a time span for historical viewing. The FDC-2010-K5C will alert the user if the selected time frame is
outside of the data file limits or if end plot time is before the start plot time. The minimum time for plotting data is 5
minutes.

History Plot Channel Setup:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The History Plot Channel Setup allows the user to plot up to 6 channels of data simultaneously. Any point from the data
file can be selected along with the color for each channel to be plotted. Use the drop down boxes to select a channel for
the plot and the color for the channel. Press the “Add Point” button to add the point to the current list of historical plot
channels. The “Clear All” button will clear the list of all points so a new group can be added for plotting.
Note: The Historical Data files will NOT include any of the Monitor temperature values.
The Drop Down box shown on the lower left corner allows selection of decimal point for the Plot History Data x-axis.
Decimal point selection offers: None, 1, 2 and 3 with the default being 1 decimal point.
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Plot History Data:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The “Plot History Data” screen plots the data from the currently opened history file. If a file has not been opened or data
points have not been assigned to a plot, the FDC-2010-K5C will alert the user to correct the problem. X and Y-axis
scales are set to “auto-scale” based on current values for each plot so no user interface is required.
The “cursor” Icon (small trend icon with vertical bars) displays a vertical data cursor that can be dragged (from the bottom
of the cursor) from left to right in the trend area. When this vertical cursor is dragged, the trend labels at the top of the
screen change to the actual values that correspond to the point the vertical cursor line is positioned. This feature makes
it very easy to “zero in” on any actual value within the trend plot. Press the “cursor” icon again will make the trend cursor
disappear. The icon acts as a “toggle” button to show/hide the data cursor.

View Averages Report:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The “View Average Report” provides a text report that displays the average, min and max value over time for each
channel selected in the “History Plot Channel Setup” screen. Averages are calculated for the period of time selected
in the “History Plot Time Setup” screen. The report supplies the average, min and max value for each channel over
time as well as the combined average for all channels selected.
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File Utilities:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
A quick note about data and setup files: Data and setup files (Schedules, Alarm History and Audit files) need some
maintenance every now and then. After a period of time, storage devices fill up and files require backup or file deletion
when no longer needed. The “File Utilities” section of the FDC-2010-K5C interface provides all the functionality required
for maintaining the internal compact flash card. The internal compact flash card should not be removed from the FDC2010-K5C interface. Any change to compact flash directory structure (moving or deleting files with a PC) will cause the
FDC-2010-K5C interface to stop operating and a new compact flash card will need to be ordered. Never move or delete
the directories unless using the internal FDC-2010-K5C file utilities.
The Data Log Files, Alarm History and Audit directories are saved to the internal compact flash card (not the USB I-Stick
device) plugged into the back of the FDC-2010-K5C interface. Never unplug the compact flash card when the FDC2010-K5C is powered up.
The “File Utilities” screen allows the user to copy or erase files from the internal compact flash card. Complete file
directories for all FDC-2010-K5C file types can be copied to the USB “I-Stick” or erased from the internal compact flash
card. Complete status for file functions as well as progress bar status is displayed for the operator during copy/erase
operations.
1.) Note: “File Utilities” can be accessed while data logging is running. If the operator needs to back up or
delete files from the system, a large number of files could take considerable time to backup to I-Stick, and
then deleted from the internal storage card. The file utilities screen will be “locked” during file transfer so
plan the timing appropriately when access to other screen functions is not required. When data logging is
running, the current data log file will not be copied or deleted while using the file utility functions. This
protects the current file and makes sure that the data file is complete before being copied or erased from
internal memory.
1) To delete (erase) files from internal compact flash:
1.1) Check the checkbox next to “Delete From Internal Storage”.
1.2) Press the specific button that represents the file type to erase (Audit Trail Files, Alarm Files or Data Files).
1.3) All files from directory will be erased with progress status displayed to user.
2) To copy files to I-Stick and then erase files from internal compact flash:
2.1) Check “Delete From Internal Storage” and “Copy To I-Stick” checkboxes.
2.2) Press the specific button that represents the file type to copy/erase (Audit Trail Files, Alarm Files or Data Files).
2.3) All files from directory will be copied and then erased with progress status displayed to user.

When files are being copied to the I-Stick storage device, a directory for each file type will be created to store the copied
files. The directory structure is as follows:
Alarm files directory:
Audit files directory:
Data files directory:

Alarm Files_mm_dd_yyyy-hh_mm_ss
Audit Files_mm_dd_yyyy-hh_mm_ss
Data Files_mm_dd_yyyy-hh_mm_ss

The reason for using the date and time as part of the directory name is to make sure the user can track the date and time
of the file transfer. If a user transfers a file type more than once in a single day the files will be grouped logically by time.
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The “Plug and Play” I-Stick USB memory device holds all of FDC-2010-K5C data files. These data files are in a directory
named “Data Files” and are in a “.csv” format. These files can be opened directly with Microsoft Excel or any program
that opens a comma separated file format. You can copy or empty the “Data Files” directory by simply plugging in the
USB “I-Stick” in a PC’s USB host port. This device then becomes like any removable disk attached to the computer and
can be manipulated as once while plugged into the PC. The I-Stick requires no drivers when using Windows XP
operating system. The FDC-2010-K5C Data Viewer program is a free Windows accessory program that allows users to
view, plot and print data files and is available from Future Design or any manufacturer that markets the FDC-2010-K5C
product.
Note: Data, Alarm and Audit files are written in a “.csv” format and can be opened directly with excel after the “IStick” is inserted into the PC (after files are copied from internal compact flash to “I-Stick” memory device). No
additional software is required to view alarm or audit files.
Warning: Once files are deleted from FDC-2010-K5C storage devices, they are gone and cannot be retrieved.
Once again, do not edit, move or delete any other files from the internal compact flash card unless using the
FDC-2010-K5C “File Utilities”. The FDC-2010-K5C will not operate properly if you do so.
“Windows XP” and “Excel” are trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation.
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FTP \ WAN Setup :
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The FDC-2010-K5C has an embedded FTP Client application (File Transfer Protocol) allowing Historical Data File
transfer to an FTP Server via Local Area Network (LAN) (wireless or wired network).
When utilizing FTP all the saved Historical Data files (data log files or as described above under File Utilities “Data Files”)
may be transferred to the target FTP Server on demand (Backup Now) and/or automatically when selecting “Auto
Backup (2:00AM). If the FTP transfer fails an alarm log will be created; if “Delete Internal Data Files After FTP” is
selected the files will NOT be deleted until they are successfully transferred.
The setup fields require entry of the target FTP Server’s IP address (remote FTP server machine) and the Server
Directory (target directory on the Server) to transfer files. User name and password are required if the FTP server
requires same (typical) or left blank if the FTP server is setup for anonymous log ins; when used the User Name &
Password characters are entered with appropriate text characters but displayed on setup screen with asterisks (*).
When an FTP Server will be the target for more than one FDC-2010-K5C a directory for each FDC-2010-K5C must be
set up at the FTP server so each specific control system transfers Historical files to the appropriate directory at the FTP
remote Server.

The LAN may be local only (intranet) or world-wide-web (internet) if the LAN router is so configured. Details on FTP \
WAN (Wide Area Network) LAN setup are outside the scope of this manual; end users should review with their
respective Network Administrator to configure the appropriate network hardware & software to utilize the FDC-2010-K5C
embedded FTP Client functions.

When depressing the "Backup Now" or when an Auto Backup is begun the FTP transfer screen with progress bar will be
shown.
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Setup
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The “Setup” described below DOES NOT describe the OEM Pallet Heat-Treat configuration of the FDC-2010-K5C.
Refer to documentation provided by your vendor to the FDC-2010-K5C configuration relative to the features shown
directly below and/or request a copy of the “FDC-2010-K5C_Kiln_Heat-Treat_Config_Manual_Rev_2.1.doc”.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Configure temperature sensor input type: RTD or Type J Thermocouple.
Temperature control off Chamber sensor or off lowest temperature probe including pallet cores.
Heat control outputs: Relay/Analog Setup
Control Cycle Times [used with relay PID time proportioning output for Heat]
Burner Stage Setpoints
Vent control outputs
Pallet Setpoint with Analog Control Output
Edit Digital Inputs/Alarm Names: [Combustion Fan ON, Shutdown]
Edit Output Names [Heat, Alarm1, etc.]
Options Enable/Disable [enable Options – those disabled are grayed out in selection Views]
Alarm Delays/Outputs Disable [time delay (seconds) for an alarm condition before system registers an alarm to
minimize momentary alarm conditions that may not have really occurred.]
Optional Monitor Sensor Setup: [configure the number of Core and/or Monitor Temperature sensors]

The “Setup” menu from FDC-2010-K5C main menu structure provides access to the setup section of the FDC2010-K5C. The Setup selection allows for Kiln Settings

The Setup Screen “Views” menu returns the user to the main kiln view:

From the Kiln Settings menu can select Settings, Pallet, Email and Help

Settings:
Web Server / Modbus / VNC:

Temperature Alarm Settings:
Control Tuning:
IO Monitor:
Temp Input Alarm Delays:
Offline System Setup:

Settings for Modbus Slave Address (1-31), VNC Address, VNC password
enable/disable, VNC Device name, VNC device password, System IP address
(router defined) and enable/disable Web Server and VNC Server.
Settings for Temperature alarms.
Loop tuning for temp, vents and spray.
IO monitor for system inputs.
Delay settings for each temperature input before probe failure alarm occurs.
Access to offline system settings (Temp Units C/F, Setpoint Limits,
Force System Outputs, Data/Time, Help\Voice Assistance configuration, etc.)
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Settings selection
Web Server / Modbus / VNC System Settings:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
This screen is used to view the device IP address and to configure the following; Serial Modbus communications
address, VNC information, (Virtual Network Computing), enable/disable the embedded Web and VNC Servers.
The proprietary embedded VNC Server allows Remote Access to the system from PC type devices running standard
VNC Viewer software (freeware).
Device IP Address: If the FDC-2010-K5C is plugged into an Ethernet connection (FDC-2010-K5C ships configured for
“DHCP”), the IP address of the unit will be displayed. DHCP means “Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol”. This is a
term used when a device (FDC-2010-K5C) is connected to an Ethernet connection and the main system (router)
automatically assigns the IP address when the device (FDC-2010-K5C) is powered up. Review with your Network
Administrator IP addressing via DHCP or assigning a permanent IP address. The display MAC address may be viewed
from menu within the Touch Screen Calibration section; see page 87.
The Modbus Slave Address allows system address configuration when connecting more than one FDC-2010-K5C to a
PC supervisory software package; address changes are immediate. Data entry is between 1 and a maximum of 31.
The VNC Protect, VNC Add/Pwd, Device Name & Device Password are used to configure the proprietary embedded
VNC Server for Remote Access on a local area network (LAN) (wired or wireless). The LAN may be limited to the local
network environment (intranet) or if so configured by your Network Administrator access via the Internet. A standard
VNC Viewer (client) running on any PC may be remotely used for monitor and/or control of the system touch screen.
Viewer software offered by “RealVNC v4.x “and later versions work with our embedded proprietary VNC Server
(http://www.RealVNC.com)
VNC Protect is used to enable or disable VNC Security. If enabled the Device Password field must have a password
entered; from 1 to 20 password alphanumeric characters may be entered; the text characters are displayed during setup
but shown as asterisks (*) on screen view below.
Device Name is used to easily identify specific FDC-2010-K5C systems when viewing the device remotely. The Device
name is shown on the top of the displays window frame; leaving this field blank will result in the default name of “Device”
when the system is viewed utilizing VNC. Device name may have from 0 to 35 alphanumeric characters.
The VNC address is used to separate each FDC-2010-K5C or other computer(s) having a VNC Server on the network.
Each FDC-2010-K5C should have a unique VNC display address (1 through 255). The FDC-2010-K5C configures the
two digit codes to the VNC addressing protocol starting at port 5900; 0 = port 5900 through 255 = port 6155. For
additional information on VNC your Network Administrator should visit http://www.RealVNC.com
The “Web Server On” and “VNC Server On” buttons turns on or off the FDC-2010-K5C’s embedded Web and VNC
Servers; the Server’s are “on” when the button color is green. The Web Server page is Read Only and provides current
process values with alarm & event status while the VNC Server provides Remote Access capability utilizing a VNC
Viewer (RealVNC version 4.x and above). Both Servers are accessible via a local Intranet or Internet (World Wide Web)
wired or wireless routers and/or switches.
The "Save" button must be pressed any time changes are made to the fields on this screen.
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Sample Remote Access via a PC’s VNC Viewer (client) is accomplished by launching the remote PC’s VNC Viewer
and entering the FDC-2010-K5C’s IP address and configured password (if used). The addressing protocol will be
different if accessing via an Intranet or Internet.
Intranet Example: If the IP address assigned is 192.168.1.100 and the configured VNC Address is 0, from the PC’s VNC
Viewer address field enter “192.168.1.100:0” to access the device (5900 relates to address 0, 5901 to address 2, etc.
and note the single colon vs. double colon for internet access.)
Internet Example: Internet connection requires a qualified network System Administrator typically assign a permanent IP
address and specific port address to the FDC-2010-K5C; support on this action is beyond the scope of this manual.
If the IP address of the LAN Server is 192.168.1.100 and the configured VNC Address is 0 (port 5900 has been opened
& assigned to this specific FDC-2010-K5C) from the remote PC (outside of the site Servers LAN) in the VNC Viewer
address field enter “192.168.1.100::5900” to access the device (5900 relates to address 0, 5901 to address 2, etc. and
note the double colon). If you want access from within the same Server LAN follow the Intranet example above.

Graphic above depicts Internet connection with the double colon and full 5900 address vs single digit for Intranet
addressing
Shown below is a screen capture of how the VNC Viewer will display the FDC-2010-K5C on 19” PC screen.
The Views Menu header had just been clicked with the mouse causing the View menu to drop down.
The graphic below taken with XP Pro, PC’s running Vista can size the remote display to any size fitting the screen.
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To connect to the FDC-2010-K5C using Microsoft’s Internet Explorer:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
Local (Intranet) Connection: After the FDC-2010-K5C is connected to an Ethernet connection and the IP address is
assigned by the system, write down the IP address shown on the previous screen (page 77); use actual address show on
FDC-2010-K5C display).
Internet Connection: The network System Administrator may configure the appropriate network hardware (network
router) and software to assign appropriate router ports to allow Internet access to a specific FDC-2010-K5C web page.
The LAN setup is outside of the scope of this manual. After completing the appropriate network settings the System
Administrator would advise the IP address to access the appropriate web page.
Microsoft Internet Explorer or equivalent:
Start Internet Explorer from any PC on the local network. In the “Address” toolbar of Internet Explorer type:
Intranet: http://198.122.6.101/Orion.html (use actual IP address shown on your FDC-2010-K5C screen).
Internet: IP Address as provided by your Network Administrator appended by “/Orion.html” as shown above; i.e.
http://xxx.xxx.xx.xxx/Orion.html.
A page similar to shown below will be displayed and updated every 30 seconds automatically with new data from the
FDC-2010-K5C system. The specific page displayed, Kiln or Pallet Heat Treat, will be dependent upon which mode the
FDC-2010-K5C is currently running. All data is provided for “view only” access.
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Temperature Alarm Settings:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
Process high and deviation hi/low alarms are supported as well as a common Deadband setting for all alarm setpoints.
Deadband settings are “safe sided” which means the alarm will energize at the alarm setpoint and de-energize when the
temperature falls outside of the alarm setpoint + Deadband setting.
Press the desired field to make a change to the value.
Alarm Setpoint Limits
Process High Alarm settings maybe set between 0 and 999 degrees C or F.
Deviation High and Low Alarm settings may be set between 0 and 999 degrees C or F.
Alarm Deadband may be set between 1 and 100 degrees C or F.
Decimal point is always active for these settings.
Output Q10 activates on temperature alarm conditions.
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Control Tuning:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
Whether Control Tuning is used is dependent upon FDC-2010-K5C configuration. Refer to documentation provided by
the Manufacturer as to the FDC-2010-K5C configuration and/or request a copy of the “FDC-2010-K5C_Kiln_HeatTreat_Config_Manual_Rev_2.1.doc”.
Control tuning values for Temperature and Vents are displayed; the Vents values are not used in the Pallet Heat-Treat
only configuration. The Temperature Control Tuning parameters are the only active values when the FDC-2010-K5C is
configured as a Pallet Heat-Treat only.
Relay Output for Temperature Control: When configured for relay output as On/Off control, the PID values for
temperature should set at values of "0".
Analog Outputs for Temperature Control: When configured for analog 4-20mA output (non-relay control), PID tuning
values for temperature can be adjusted.
The "Offset" field for heat and spray is a dual function field dependent upon OEM control output configuration.
•

With proportional control this field will adjust the position of the proportional band above or below setpoint. This
offset action will only take place until the reset circuit repositions the proportional band. If Reset and Rate have
values of zero, the offset value will maintain the configured proportional band Offset position around setpoint.

•

With relay on/off control for heat the offset field will position the on/off output up to +- 80 degrees. This is useful
to stop overshoot by putting a negative number into the offset field.

Example - Offset with on/off control: Chamber set point is set for 100 degrees.
A value of -10 [negative 10] inserted in the offset field will turn the heat output off at 90 degrees allowing the temperature
to rise slowly up to set point and reduce overshoot. The heat output will turn back on at 90 degrees + the dead-band
setting set by the OEM in the Pallet Heat-Treat Configuration relay output “dead-band” field.
Proportional Band, Reset, Rate, Offset, Deadband & Vent deviation setpoint ranges shown below.
Proportional Band [PB]:
PB:
0.00 to 100.00 percent of scale (1,080F span)
Integral / Automatic Reset:
Reset: 0.00 to 2000.00 seconds
Derivative / Rate:
Rate: 0.00 to 300.00 seconds
Offset: Manual Reset for Proportional Heat, Spray & Vent:
–80.0 to 80.0 degrees C or F
Offset: on/off control:
–80.0 to 80.0 degrees C or F
DB (Deadband for heating/vents):
0.0 to 50.0 degrees C or F.
The Vent values are used when the FDC-2010-K5C is configured as a Kiln only or Combination Kiln Pallet Heat-Treat
control system and is operating in the Kiln mode.
Vent [Relay outputs] Setpoint Deviation:
0.0 to 300.0 degrees C or F
See Addendum A for additional information on PID and Offset settings.
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IO Monitor:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The IO monitor screen displays digital output status as well as additional kiln data. The output status section displays the
current position of all outputs/events in the system. The green LED indicates on/off status for each output. Variable
output values; heat, fan, vent and spray will only be displayed if configured in the system for variable type output control.
N/A appears if analog output is not used in the system as setup in Configuration mode.

Analog Input Alarm Delays:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The analog input alarm delay screen allows a user to enter the time delay before a probe failure alarm will indicate at the
FDC-2010-K5C alarm monitor. This delay is adjustable to allow the system to ignore probe alarm conditions as long as
they are less than the delay time entered in the delay time field.
Delay settings may be set between 0 and 100 seconds.
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Offline System Setup:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The Offline system setup mode allows the user to access the date\time functions, configure temperature
units\decimal point, setpoint limits, input offsets, force system outputs, configure Help language, enable/disable
Help voice and calibration of the touch screen.
This is an offline mode, which means it cannot be entered while a Kiln schedule is running. Real time data for
the Kiln is not collected while in the offline mode. All Kiln functions and control outputs are non-operational
while in the “offline mode”

The “Offline System Setup” menu item from FDC-2010-K5C setup menu structure provides access to the offline
setup section of the FDC-2010-K5C.
The Setup Screen “Views” menu returns the user to the main kiln online setup view:

The Offline Setup Screen “Setup” menu provides the following functions:

Offline
Temp Units \Decimal Select:
Setpoint Limits:
Input Offsets:
Force System Outputs:
Set Date/Time:
Touch Screen Calibration:
Help\Voice Assistance:
Exit Application:

Settings for temperature units and decimal point
Settings for min/max setpoint limits.
Settings for input offset calibration (DB, WB, MC probes).
Allows operator to force system outputs for troubleshooting.
Settings for system date and time
Calibrate touch screen.
Select Language for Help and enable\disable audio Help output (voice help)
Exit the Orion Kiln software and return to CE desktop.
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Temperature Units:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The Temperature Units display allows an operator to change the system temperature units between degrees “C” and
degrees “F” AND to assign a decimal position for all temperature values. The Factory default value is Deg F [Fahrenheit].
Press the appropriate button to change to the desired units, F or C; the button for the current unit setting will be
illuminated green with the changes taking effect immediately.
When changing from C/F or F/C the system automatically converts temperature values to the appropriate F/C with the
exception of Setpoint Limits described directly below. Setpoint Limits are set to default values of 0 and 500 whenever
temperature units are changed F/C or C/F.
Decimal Point selection allows for entry of “0” or “1”
After completing the decimal point selection hit the “Set” key to save and have the changes take effect.

Setpoint Limits:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The setpoint point limits display allows the operator to set the minimum and maximum setpoint limits for temperature
setpoints in the system; values from 0 to 500 may be entered. After entry of desired values press the “Set” button to
enter the values into internal memory.
These limits apply to the Chamber Setpoint setting only.
Note: Changing temperature units from F/C or C/F the system sets the Setpoint Limits to default value of 0 and 500.
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Input Offset:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The Input Offset screen allows the user to enter a calibration offset for each sensor attached to the FDC-2010-K5C.
Enter the appropriate sensor number to be reviewed and the screen will display the probe description and provide the
current temperature values and offset. Refer to temperature sensor wiring on page 17 to confirm sensor number &
function.
The actual sensor temperature and offset for each sensor is displayed.
Each time an offset value is entered, the updated temperature value (with offset) will be displayed.
Each system is calibrated at the factory and requires no offset. Only factory authorized personnel should access the
calibration screen. Input Offset’s may be set between –30 to +30.

Force System Outputs:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The force output screen is an offline function that provides factory personnel or maintenance the ability to manually
enable/disable outputs on the FDC-2010-K5C system. This feature is used only for trouble shooting during system
maintenance.
Analog output values for Heat, RH, Dmp [damper] & Fans are adjusted by pressing the field and entering a value.
Analog output testing is allowed only if system setup for analog type control output as set in the Configuration mode.
Relay outputs are energized/de-energized by clicking on the “check box” next to the output.
Pressing the “Update Relay Outputs Force” button will energize or de-energize the selected outputs.

Note: The appropriate Relay output description would be shown as configured by the OEM.
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Set Date\Time:
(Set Date/Time, Time Zone, DST Settings and enable National Time Service)
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)

All data files as well as other functions in the system require the correct date and time for proper operation.
The set date\time menu selection provides three different screen tabs, Set Time, Time Options & DST Settings. Each of
these settings should be completed before any operations are initiated from the FDC-2010-K5C display system.
Set Time Tab:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
Use the appropriate fields to set the date, time and day of the week; press the “Set Time” button to enter the data to
internal memory.

Time Options Tab:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
Time Zone: Select the Local Time Zone from the drop down menu.
NTS Server: The NTS (USA National Time Service) hosts several Servers providing the current time and date. If the
FDC-2010-K5C is connected to a LAN (Ethernet connection) with Internet access it can be configured to access the
selected NST server every day at 2:00AM to update its’ system time & date. To enable this feature select a NTS Server
from the drop down menu (13 different USA government sites) and check the “Enable NTS Clock”.
DO NOT enable the “Enable NTS Clock” if the FDC-2010-K5C is NOT connected via Ethernet to the Internet; if
configured and not connected to the Internet errors will occur and be logged.
Press the “Save” button to save & enter the data to internal memory.
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DST Settings Tab: (Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The "DST" tab provides the ability to set the start/end of daylight savings, as well as enable daylight savings operation for
the device. If you have selected a time zone that uses daylight savings under the "Time Options" tab, the daylight
savings option must be used for the correct time to be displayed.
Press the “Save” button to save & enter the data to internal memory.

Touch Calibration:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The FDC-2010-K5C provides the ability to calibrate the touch screen directly from the display interface.

To calibrate the touch screen:
Press the “Calibrate Touch” button. A “System Settings” dialog will appear with several tabs on the Windows dialog box.
Press the “Calibrate” button on the first tab. Follow the onscreen instruction to calibrate the touch screen by holding a
stylus or finger on the crosshair, until the cross hair moves to the new position. After all positions have been cycled, the
directions on the screen will display the following: “New calibration settings have been measured. Press enter key
to accept the new settings”. Press the screen to finalize the calibration.
There are other tabs on the “System Settings” dialog. Pressing the right arrow will scroll through the tabs. The tabs are
as follows:
“LCD Settings” Allows the user the turn off the backlight after a predetermined number of minutes. This acts as a
screen saver and will prolong the display life of the FDC-2010-K5C (30,000 hours under normal conditions).
“MAC Address” Do not make changes or modify this tab.
“Save” Since the FDC-2010-K5C is an embedded device (no hard disk or moving parts); changes to touch screen
calibration and LCD settings need to be saved to the Windows registry. Press the “Save Registry” button under the
“Save” tab after touch screen and LCD setting have been made.
“System Version” Displays the current system version.
“Set Serial Port” Do not make changes or modify this tab. Changes to this tab will stop the FDC-2010-K5C from
communicating to controllers on the FDC-2010-K5C link.
“Home Directory Change” Do not make changes or modify this tab.
“Contrast” The user can use the sliding bar to make adjustment s to the contrast of the display.
Important Note: Make sure to close the “System Settings” dialog by pressing the “OK” or “X”. The FDC-2010K5C will not restart runtime operations until the “System Settings” dialog box is closed. After the “System
Settings” dialog closes, the FDC-2010-K5C will display a message that the interface will resume normal
operations. Press Ok to resume normal operation.
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Help\Voice Assistance:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The FDC-2010-K5C offers content sensitive Help screens for virtually every screen view configurable to be displayed in a
choice of languages; English, Espanol (Spanish) or Francais (French). The system may also be configured to provide an
audio output of the Help screens played on external PC type speaker(s).

The Help\Voice Assistance screen allows the user to configure the displayed language (English, Spanish or French) and
to enable/disable Voice Assist. Voice Assist, when enabled, will automatically play and allow the operator to view the
appropriate screen while listening. The Voice Assist may be stopped prior to completion by selecting “Stop Play”.
Select the appropriate language button (default is English); the selected button will be illuminated green with the changes
taking effect immediately. To Activate/De-Activate Voice Assist depress the speaker icon; a Red X means the system is
De-Activated while no Red X means the system is activated.

Note on Voice Assist: System must be powered down for a minimum of 15 seconds prior to system power-up for Voice
Assist audio drivers to load properly. Refer to page 19 on Time Delay Relay time settings.
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Exit Application:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The Exit application screen allows the user to quit the FDC-2010-K5C runtime software and return to the CE.Net
operating system. This operation is not recommend with the exception of users who are in charge of configuration of the
system due to the danger of editing or removing files by accident.
Refer to the Security section, page 94 for information on security configurations to limit access to Operator, Supervisor
and/or Administrator level users.

If an operator or authorized user is allowed to exit the Kiln Application the default screen is shown below.
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Pallet selection
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)

Pallet Heat-Treat Drop Back Setpoint:
The drop back setpoint screen allows the user to enable and enter the drop back setpoint information. The drop back
setpoint (when enabled) will change the main chamber setpoint from its’ value at the start of the sterilize cycle, to the
drop back value after all 3 pallet probes reach the sterilize setpoint (sterilization begins). The Drop Back Value is
adjustable from 0 to 500 units.
The Drop Back Setpoint occurs after the delay time entered in seconds that all pallet probes were above Sterilization
setpoint. The time value is adjustable o to 9,999 seconds (0 to166 minutes/2.75 hours)
At the end of the sterilization cycle, the main chamber setpoint will be returned to the setpoint value at the beginning of
the sterilization cycle (time when operator presses “Start” button).

Pallet Heat-Treat Restart Time Delay:
The restart time delay screen allows the user to select a time delay before the sterilizer restarts it’s timing cycle. This
feature is used to make sure that all of the sterilizer probes maintain the sterilizer setpoint, for the complete sterilize time
entered by the user. If any sterilizer probe drops below the sterilizer setpoint for a time that is equal to or greater than
the time delay, the sterilize timer will be reset to “0” and the sterilizer cycle will be started from the beginning. Value
adjustable from 0 to 999 seconds.
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Pallet Heat-Treat Printer Options:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The Printer Options screen allows the user to select whether to use a local printer connected directly to the FDC-2010K5C system. When configured that the “USB Printer is Used” the FDC-2010-K5C system will automatically print each
sterilization cycle at the end of the cycle. FDC-2010-K5C can be connected to a standard “USB” inkjet printer (HP model
6540 or equivalent) via one of the standard USB host ports on the back of the FDC-2010-K5C interface. No drivers are
necessary; operation is “plug and play”. Refer to page 11 for details on printer function & operation.

When configured to auto print at end of the Sterilization cycle (USB Printer Used) a printout will look similar to the sample
shown below with data saved and printed every minute.
Note that the system will save the Start time and only save temperature data once system is in the Sterilization cycle (all
core sensors above Sterilization setpoint). The sample shown below has the same time for Start Heat Cycle and
Sterilization Cycle Data; Typically there would be 30+ minutes between the Start Heat Cycle & beginning of Sterilization
Cycle Data; temperature data from the Start Heat Cycle to the beginning of the Sterilization Cycle is not saved or printed.
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Email Settings
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)

Email settings allow the administrator or user to enter up to 30 user accounts to receive email/text message alarms. The
message sent will include the Alarm name as configured by your vendor.
The Email settings are entered and maintained within three different tabs as shown below.
Address Entry Tab: Provides manner to create email & SMS text message address file and configure for email and/or
SMS message upon alarm. A Contact Name, email address and text message address, (phone number and carrier), can
be entered.

Email Addresses Tab: Provides listing of email address’s and manner to delete Contact file information.

Email Settings: Provides fields for the main email server information. The network administrator will typically provide the
email server information. Only enter a user name and password if your email account requires it to send emails. The
"Subject" field will be the email header to the recipient when the email/text message is sent from the system so each
FDC-2010-K5C on a network can be identified.

A complete list of "SMS/cell" phone carrier addresses is available from the factory.
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Software Version
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The software version level can be viewed in the Setup Section, Help Drop down menu; select “About Orion Kiln”
Both the HMI (Human Machine Interface – color touch screen) and PLC (Control Module) firmware software versions will
be displayed.

Software Usage Note:
The selection, application or use of Future Design products or software is the purchaser or user's responsibility.
No claims will be allowed for any damages or losses, whether direct, indirect, incidental, special or
consequential.
In addition, Future Design reserves the right to make changes without notification to purchaser or user to
materials or processing that do not affect compliance with any applicable specification. Future Design Controls
makes no warranties when using Future Design’s FDC-2010-K5C system for Dry Kiln and/or Pallet Heat-Treat
application
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System Security:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The “Security” menu from the FDC-2010-K5C main menu structure provides access to the security section of the
FDC-2010-K5C.

The “Security” menu provides the following functions:
Setup:
Log On:
Log Off
Current User:
Change Password:

Provides access to security setup to add users, rights and options.
Log on a user if security is enabled.
Log off a user if security is enabled.
View the current user logged into the system.
Allows current user to change their password.

The FDC-2010-K5C security model provides an administrator with the tools to add up to 30 users to the system. Each
user must have a unique ID, full name and password. 3 levels of users are provided to include operator, supervisor and
administrator levels. Specific access rights can be assigned to each user level as well as password aging for each user.
Re-authentication is provided (if enabled) for any parameters that will change a control parameter, which could upset the
process (i.e. setpoint, tuning, etc).
Re-authentication requires that the logged in user must log in again before the process value (at the controller) will
actually be changed. This feature is provided for extra security. The following example will make re-authentication
clearer:
A supervisor logs on the system. The supervisor then steps away from the system to take a phone call but does
not log out before leaving. If another user tries to change the control setpoint on any loop the system will
require another login (by an authorized user for that level) before the control setpoint is actually changed. This
provides an extra level of protection to make the system more “tamper proof”.
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Add Users:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The “Add User” tab provides the ability to add up to 30 users to the system. Select the type of user from the drop down
list (Operator, Supervisor or Administrator). Press each field to add the user ID, full name and password (no spaces
allowed, 4-character minimum & 10 characters maximum). If the passwords do not match or the user ID is already used,
the FDC-2010-K5C will alert the user and not accept the entry. Click on the password aging checkbox if you wish to
enable password aging for this user. If password aging is enabled and the password has expired, a new password must
be entered by the user before that user can log into the system again.
Note: When using password aging and aging expires for a user, the user will be required to change their
password before access to the system is permitted. A user can change their password at any time (even if
aging is not used) by selecting “Change Password” from the main security menu.

View Users:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The “Users” tab provides the administrator the ability to view information on each user entered into the system.
Password information is not available. The user can be deleted from this tab and a new password for each user can also
be entered from this area.
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User Rights:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The “User Rights” tab provides the administrator the ability to assign rights to each user level (User, Supervisor and
Administrator). Select the user type from the drop down box and then enable or disable specific program functions
(rights) by selecting the checkbox next to the function. If the checkbox is selected, the user right will be enabled for the
user level currently being edited. The “Select All” and “Clear All” buttons will select or clear all rights in the “user rights”
list view. You must press the “Accept” button for each user level to save the selections for that user type, before
selecting another user type from the drop down list, or entries made will not be saved.
The FDC-2010-K5C is configurable as a Kiln only, Pallet Heat-Treat only and combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat
control system. When configured as either a Kiln or Pallet Heat-Treat only system the User Rights will include functions
that are unique to both the Kiln or Pallet Heat-Treat operation. Assigning rights to specific program functions that do not
exist in your configuration will have no effect. If uncertain refer back to the documentation provided by your vendor on
unit configuration and other appropriate sections of this manual.
Important Note: the user right for “Access Security” cannot be disabled for the administrator group. This is a
safety feature to make sure that any administrator with the proper userID and password can access security. If
the administrator losses his/her ID or password, there is no “back door” to the system and a new compact flash
card is required to resume normal system operation.
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Security Options:
(Pallet Heat-Treat only configuration)
The “Security Options” tab provides the administrator the ability to set the global security options.
Enter Number Of Days Before Password Renewal Is Required:
This is a global setting for all users. Password aging starts from the day the user is entered into the system.
Re-authenticate user during process changes:
This feature requires that the logged in user must log in again before the process value (at the controller) will actually be
changed.
Enable/Disable Audit Trail:
This is a global setting that turns the audit trail on or off. When the audit trail is turned on, all operator actions are written
to a daily log.
Enable/Disable Security:
This is the global setting that turns the FDC-2010-K5C security system on or off.
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FDC-2010-K5C Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat Control Operation
This section does not apply to Kiln only or Pallet Heat-Treat only configurations; refer to
documentation provided by your vendor on the configuration of your FDC-2010-K5C control.

FDC-2010-K5C (Main View) Runtime Menus:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)

The FDC-2010-K5C runtime menu system provides a familiar, easy to use interface while reducing screen “clutter” by
eliminating extra buttons required for navigation. Each series of interface screens will have their own series of menus
specifically focused on the tasks for the specific screen.
Shown above are the “top” level menus when the FDC-2010-K5C runtime first loads. A Help menu exist for
every screen but is not shown in the menu items above.
View Menu:
The “Views” menu provides navigation to all standard view screens. These include Main Kiln view, Pallet View, Drying
Schedules (Kiln function only), Monitor probes, Set Manual Outputs (Kiln function only) Real Time Trending, Alarm
Monitor, Alarm History and Audit Trail information.
Schedule Menu: (Kiln function only)
The Schedule menu provides access to schedule actions, edit and runtime views. From these screens a user can open,
save, edit or delete as well as download schedules to the FDC-2010-K5C series controller. The Run, Hold and Stop
drying schedule menu items will allow quick access to these functions if a schedule is already downloaded to the FDC2010-K5C controller.
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Setup Menu:
The setup menu provides access to system and controller setup options. These options include LAN settings, control
tuning, fan setup, temperature alarm settings, schedule recovery options, etc., as well as offline settings for date/time and
other configurable items.
Log Menu:
The log menu provides access to data log functions and the historical data viewer.
Security Menu:
The Security menu provides access security and user settings for the FDC-2010-K5C system.

The “print” Icon at the bottom right of the FDC-2010-K5C screen (taskbar) is used to initiate the print
function when connected to a USB printer (HP model 6540 or equivalent). If there is a print function for the
screen being viewed, the FDC-2010-K5C will prompt the user before printing the graphic, trend or report.
The FDC-2010-K5C interface might change colors during printing to prolong ink cartridge life (blue
backgrounds require more ink than white backgrounds). The Orion interface will be “locked” until the print function is
complete. If the printer is not connected or there is an error during printing, the FDC-2010-K5C will return the screen to
it’s original state and alert the user of the print problem. For additional information on print function refer to page 11.
Sample Menu Drop Down View
Shown below are sample Main View menu drop downs from both the Kiln and Pallet Heat-Treat operational modes of a
Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat FDC-2010-K5C configuration; note the View Menu is the same for both operational
modes.
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Data Views (View Menu from FDC-2010-K5C startup screen):
Main Kiln View:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The Kiln view is the DEFAULT view when system is powered with the following exception; if in the Kiln mode running a
schedule and power is lost and restored the Power on Reset configuration may put display in the “Drying Schedule” view;
refer to page 126 for information on Power on Reset configuration.
The Kiln view displays all important kiln information. Actual values for both dry bulbs and wet bulb are displayed as well
as the setpoints for each of these variables. Calculated values for EMC and %RH are shown; these values are derived
from the wet bulb and active dry bulb temperatures. (EMC = Equilibrium Moisture Content).
Information for schedule running, stage time information as well as options/events active will be listed at the bottom of the
display screen. Pressing the dry bulb or wet bulb setpoint fields will allow the user to change the current setpoint during
manual operation or when running a schedule a window will pop displaying the end Stage setpoint. Pressing the text line
to the right of the “Stage” field will allow the user to add time to a current schedule if the schedule is active and has been
put in hold. Vent and fans positions are also displayed. Text color for the fans will match the color of the current dry bulb
active (fans fwd/rev) and depressing the text “Fans” a window pops showing the time remaining for the Fan direction or
dwell. If the system is setup for analog vent/fan operation, pressing the fields allows the user to change the values during
manual or automated schedule operations. During an alarm condition the screen background will turn red to indicate to
the user that an alarm exists in the system.
The output values to the right of the setpoint fields are variable based on the percent output of heat or spray. When the
system configured for on/off control, these values will read 0 or 100% and correspond to the output relays being
energized or de-energized. When the system is configured for time proportioning or analog output control, these fields
will read the variable %output for both heat and spray control.
Ramping Setpoint Control:
When running in automatic schedule mode, the kiln controller will “ramp” dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures to the target
setpoints entered in the automatic schedule. During automatic schedule run, pressing the dry bulb and wet bulb setpoint
fields will display the target setpoint for the user. Whenever a Schedule is put into hold new target setpoints can be
entered by pressing the dry bulb/wet bulb setpoint fields and entering a new setpoint for each. The system will
recalculate the new ramp rate based on time remaining in the stage. Any time schedule time is added or subtracted
(while the schedule is in hold), new ramp rates will also be calculated based on the time adjustments made to the stage.
If the automated schedule is in a “soak” stage (current stage setpoints = last stage setpoints), changing the setpoints for
dry bulb and wet bulb will result in an immediate setpoint change (no ramp to setpoint). This is done so “soak” stages
can be modified without waiting for the complete stage to “ time out” before reaching the final setpoint. This offers
maximum flexibility for an operator since soak stages can be “long” and require several setpoint changes to maintain kiln
“load” requirements.

Note:
2.

When running an automatic schedule, changes to dry bulb/wet bulb, manual events and add/remove
time, can only be accessed when the schedule is put into hold. The schedule can then be “continued”
with manual changes remaining active until the next schedule stage is entered.
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Main Kiln View: EMC / %RH:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The Main Kiln View graphic on the preceding page also displays the values for EMC and %RH.
EMC refers to Equilibrium Moisture Content and is a measurement for the moisture content in wood. %RH refers to
Relative Humidity Percent. EMC and %RH displayed values are derived from the wet bulb and active dry bulb
temperatures.
For further detail on configuration refer to information provided by your vendor. Specific to EMC the FDC-2010-K5C may
be configured to offer control logic based upon EMC value. When so configured an EMC setpoint may be entered and
selected to be active within each stage of a Schedule; the EMC selection box to enable EMC setpoint is entered in the
schedule’s stage option screen. With EMC active for a specific stage, EMC control logic (global setting) allows either a
Stage alarm output or Advance to the next stage once EMC setpoint is achieved (falling below setpoint). For further
information on EMC control logic refer to this manual’s section on Schedules.

Pallet View
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
Upon system power up the default screen display is the Kiln view shown on the previous page. To run a Sterilization
cycle the operator must go to the Pallet view. The Pallet view is the main sterilizer view providing the user with all data
regarding each sterilization cycle. Chamber temperature set point, sterilize temperature setpoint, sterilize time and cool
time are all adjustable before the sterilization cycle is started. By pressing any of these fields, a numeric keypad will be
displayed to allow the user to enter the appropriate set point. Start/Stop buttons are used to start or stop the sterilization
cycle. Sterilizer status and time remaining for sterilization and cool are also displayed during the cycle. Sterilize and
Cool time may be set from 0-999 minutes.

Pallet view - End Cycle Mode:
The End Cycle Mode offers a drop down menu to configure next action, if any, after the Sterilization cycle is completed.
Stop Cycle: At the end of Sterilization process Stop the Cycle turning all control outputs off
Cont at Last DB/WB SP: (Continue at Last Dry Bulb and Wet Bulb Setpoints)
At the end of Sterilization process transfer to traditional Kiln operation and control functions with the last Dry & Web bulb
setpoints. The display will automatically change to the Main Kiln view.
Start Loaded Schedule: At the end of Sterilization process transfer to traditional Kiln operation and automatically start the
loaded Schedule. The display will automatically change to the Drying Schedule view (refer to Schedule section).
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Pallet Heat-Treat Cycle Information:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
When the “Start” button is pressed, the cycle information screen will be displayed. The user can enter information
regarding the sterilization cycle. This information will be saved to the internal data file stored in internal memory as well
as printed when the sterilization cycle is complete (if “USB” printing is enabled in setup). The information on this screen
can be left blank if not required by the user. Pressing the “Run” key will start the sterilization cycle. Up to 10 characters
may be used for File Name, Batch & Lot # and Operator.

Monitor Probes View:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The monitor probes view allows the operator to view 1 core probe (standard with Kiln system) and up to 6 additional
temperature sensors attached to the FDC-2010-K5C system. Temperature values will only be shown in the appropriate
Monitor Views when so configured; fields shown that have not been configured for sensors will read “N/A” to indicate “not
available”. The standard “Core” and optional Monitor temperature as configured are included in any historical data file
while running a Kiln Schedule and are “view only” when running a Pallet Heat-Treat Sterilization cycle. For further detail
on FDC-2010-K5C system configuration refer to information provided by your vendor.
Shown below is a brief summary of how Monitor Probes may be used in Schedule control logic (when running automatic
schedules).
A “core” setpoint field is available on every stage. When a “core” sensor & any additional “monitor” temperature inputs
are configured within a system, and a “core” setpoint value is entered, a Stage Advance will occur when the “Core” and
configured monitor sensors achieve the Core setpoint. Note: the monitor sensors to be included in the control logic are
user selectable per stage.)
The Stage Advance logic is selectable on achieving Core setpoint; on a temperature rise or cool down to Core Setpoint.
An automatic Stage Advance on Temperature Rise is useful during “sterilization” processes that require all temperature
probes be above a specific temperature before sterilization “time down” is allowed to begin/continue.
When the "Cool Down" stage option is selected the schedule will automatically advance to the next "stage" when all
probes (probes activated per stage are user selectable) are <= the "core" setpoint programmed for the stage. This is
useful during processes that require that all temperature probes be below a specific temperature before the schedule
automatically continues to the next stage.
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Add/Subtract Time View:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The “Add/Subtract Time” view allows an operator to add or subtract time to an existing stage within a running schedule
without changing the original schedule programmed into the system. Pressing the text to the right of the “Stage” field on
the main Kiln View accesses this screen (see Main Kiln View graphic page 100). This dialog can only be accessed if a
schedule is active and in hold. Enter the desired time by pressing the HH and MM fields and then press the “Done”
button. Any time the add/remove time feature is used a new ramp rate will be calculated (for dry bulb/wet bulb) for the
new time entered.
Adding Time - enter from 0-99 hours and 0-59 minutes.
Subtract Time - system limits maximum negative entry to the time remaining in the current stage with maximum of -99
hours and -59 minutes for each field. Example: if 35 minutes left in current stage the system would not allow hour entry
with an allowable range in minutes of -1 to -35 minutes.

Set Manual Outputs:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The Set Manual Outputs view allows an operator to manually control all system events/outputs while running in manual
or automatic schedule mode. Any combination of events can be selected as well as 6 customer designated event
outputs for custom use. Select the event to enable by checking the box and pressing the “Done Key” to enable the
output. Output changes made while in automatic schedule mode will not change the original schedule programmed into
the system.
Option screen #1

Option screen #2

The More Options button will display the remaining options (screen #2) allowed for selection in manual mode.
Note that MON1 – MON6, EMC Active, Stage Alarm and Cool Down are shaded out. This is because when used in the
manual mode these options are not applicable
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Real Time Trend:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The real time trend view displays temperatures for dry bulb 1 and 2, wet bulb and set points for both. Actual value and
setpoint can be viewed on the trend screen depending on selections made by the user in the trend setup. Trend zero,
span and time are adjustable for each trend. Dragging across the trend provides real time “zoom in” capability with
multiple zooms. After zooming, clicking on the X or Y-axis will display a menu to zoom back to normal or zoom out one
level at a time. Note: Monitor Probes cannot be viewed on the Real Time Trend.

Trend Setup:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The real time trend is adjustable for zero, span and trend time in minutes. Each trend stores up to 12 hours of data so
trend times can range from 4 minutes to 720 minutes (12 hours). The trend data is updated once a minute. Each time a
trend setup is changed, the FDC-2010-K5C will fill the trend with previous history and then operate in “real time” mode
with the current time settings. Specific process variables are also selectable for viewing by selecting the checkbox
associated with the process variable.

Alarm View:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The Alarm view displays all current alarms. Any time an alarm activates the background on all view screens will turn red
until the alarm is acknowledged. When an alarm is acknowledged, the backgrounds will return to their normal color but
the alarm will stay in the alarm grid. The alarm will only leave the grid when cleared by an operator. Only alarms that are
not currently active in the system can be cleared from the alarm grid.
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Alarm History:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The Alarm history view displays all alarms for any daily period for a year or longer (time based on storage usage for data
history). Each time an alarm is active in FDC-2010-K5C system, the alarm is written to a history file. History filenames
are listed as month_day_year. The history alarm grid displays alarm type, date and time for each alarm.
The “Open File” button will display an “open” dialog box where the user can select any alarm history file to
view.

Audit Trail View:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The Audit trail view allows the operator to view operator changes that have been made to the system. This function will
only operate if the security for the FDC-2010-K5C is enabled properly with users and their appropriate rights assigned to
the system. Pressing the “Open” button allows an operator to select an audit trail file for viewing. Audit trail filenames are
listed as month_day_year.

Email Audit and Alarm Files:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
Clicking on the Envelope on the top of the Alarm History and Audit Trail Viewer opens the email address book allowing
selection of up to 30 number of email addresses to send a copy of the opened Alarm or Audit file.

Note: Email on Alarm condition is also configurable; refer to page 138 Set Up / Email
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FDC-2010-K5C Kiln Schedules:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The “Schedules” menu from FDC-2010-K5C main menu structure provides access to the automated schedule
section of the FDC-2010-K5C (hundreds of Schedules with up to 99 Stages/Schedule).
Select “Edit/Run” to enter the schedule entry section of the software. The Run, Hold and Stop drying schedule
menu items at the main kiln view screen allows quick access to these functions if a schedule is already
downloaded to the FDC-2010-K5C controller.

The Schedule “Views” menu provides the following functions:

Main View:
Drying Schedule View:
Drying Schedule Entry:
Plot Drying Schedule:
Guar Soak Limits:

Returns user to Main Kiln view.
Display schedule view screen.
Display schedule entry screen.
Display schedule plot.
Display the global setpoints for DB/WB guaranteed soak.

The schedule “Edit” menu provides the following functions:

New Drying Schedule:
Insert Stage:
Delete Stage:
Copy Stage:
Paste Stage:
Open Drying Schedule:
Save Drying Schedule:
Save Drying Schedule As:
Delete Drying Schedule:

Clear all entries for new schedule generation.
Insert a stage to current schedule.
Delete the current stage from schedule.
Copy current stage data.
Paste current stage data.
Open drying schedule from compact flash.
Save drying schedule to compact flash.
Save drying schedule as different name.
Delete current drying schedule.
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The schedule “Run” menu provides the following functions:

Run Drying Schedule:
Hold Drying Schedule:
Stop Drying Schedule:
Stop to Edit Schedule:
Advance Next Stage:
Advance Prev Stage:

Start currently loaded drying schedule.
Hold drying schedule that is running; control & option outputs remain active.
Stop drying schedule that is running; all control & option outputs go to off.
Stop drying schedule to edit Schedule; all control & option outputs go to off.
Advance to next stage in currently running schedule.
Advance to previous stage in currently running schedule.

Advance to Next/Previous Stage with a Schedule Running: To Advance Next or Previous Stage with a Schedule
running you must first select “Stop to Edit Schedule” then the appropriate Advance to Next or Prev Stage menu selection.
Once the appropriate Stage is viewed select the “Run” Menu then “Run Drying Schedule” to Resume from the selected
Stage.
Advance to Next/Previous Stage with Schedule Loaded but not yet Started: The Advance Next or Prev menu
selections can be used as well as the Schedule Entry View [Schedule/Views/Drying Schedule Entry] to select the
appropriate Stage.
Schedule Control Using External Digital Inputs: Schedule start, stop, hold, advance next/previous stage can be
controlled via the 24VDC digital input referenced in the wiring section of this manual (Page 13). All of these inputs are
“momentary or single shot” which means when the input is energized, the function will be carried out and will not be
carried out again until the input is de-energized and then energized again. The best type of switch or button to use with
these inputs is designated as “momentary buttons”. Momentary buttons will automatically “de-energize” their contacts
when released by the operator.
Schedules operation may be initiated either by the operator using the above referenced menus or if so configured by the
Kiln OEM’s, by using a digital input from an external device(s) or event(s) from the FDC-2010-K5C. Refer to
documentation the Kiln OEM provided as to what external device(s) and/or event(s) will cause a schedule to be
controlled with remote contacts. Typically these external events could be lack of combustion fan ON, temperature alarms,
remote Manual Hold switch and/or an assortment of other variables or events. If FDC-2010-K5C Alarm conditions are
configured for remote schedule control these alarms may be viewed in the Alarm Monitor View.
See Pages 12 and 13for external inputs used for remote schedule control.
Adding / Subtracting Time from a Stage is possible from the “Drying Schedule Entry” view OR from the main Kiln View
- refer to graphic on page 103 - text shown below.
The “Add/Subtract Time” view allows an operator to add or subtract time to an existing schedule without changing the
original schedule programmed into the system. Pressing the text to the right of the “Stage” field on the main Kiln View
accesses this screen. This dialog can only be accessed if a schedule is running and in hold. Enter the desired time by
pressing the HH and MM fields and then press the “Done” button. Any time the add/remove time feature is used a new
ramp rate will be calculated (for dry bulb/wet bulb) for the new time entered.
Print
The “print” Icon at the bottom right of the FDC-2010-K5C screen (taskbar) is used to initiate the print
function when connected to USB printer (HP model 6540). The FDC-2010-K5C Kiln controller supports
printing of schedules in text and graphic format. This offers maximum flexibility by allowing an operator
to store schedules to internal memory (embedded with no moving parts) as well as print copies to meet
archiving requirements.
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Drying Schedule View:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The drying schedule view is the default view once a Schedule is started and provides the operator with all current data
related to the drying schedule that is currently running. This is a view only screen and does not allow the operator to
change parameters to the schedule that is running (setpoints, time etc.). To change parameters for the currently running
schedule, press the “views” menu and return to the main kiln screen. The schedule run info screen also displays the
current schedule running as well as the schedule loaded into the controller.

Schedule Entry Screen:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The schedule entry screen allows the user to enter, open and save schedules. Hundreds of schedules can be stored.
Each schedule allows up to 99 stages. Press the desired field to enter schedule data for dry bulb, wet bulb, core and
EMC (if so configured) set points for each stage. Core, EMC, vent and fan speed setpoint fields will only be displayed if
the kiln is so equipped and configured with these hardware options. If relay operation is configured for fans and vents,
settings for these options are available under the “Options” section for each stage.
Pressing the “Options” button provides the operator with all event selections for each stage of the schedule as well as
guaranteed soak options for dry bulb and wet bulb for each stage. The “Edit” menu provides copy, paste, insert and
delete functions to simplify schedule entry.
EMC Control Logic: When so configured an EMC setpoint may be entered and selected to be active within each stage of
a Schedule; the EMC selection box to enable EMC setpoint is entered in the schedule’s stage option screen. With EMC
active for a specific stage, EMC control logic (global setting) allows either a Stage alarm output or Advance to the next
stage once EMC setpoint is achieved (falling below setpoint).
Monitor Probe Control Logic options (when running automatic schedules):
A “core” setpoint field is available on every stage. When a “core” sensor & any additional “monitor” temperature inputs
are configured within a system, and a “core” setpoint value is entered, a Stage Advance will occur when the “Core” and
configured monitor sensors achieve the Core setpoint. Note: the monitor sensors to be included in the control logic are
user selectable per stage.)
The Stage Advance logic is selectable on achieving Core setpoint; on a temperature rise or cool down to Core Setpoint.
An automatic Stage Advance on Temperature Rise is useful during “sterilization” processes that require all temperature
probes be above a specific temperature before sterilization “time down” is allowed to begin/continue.
When the "Cool Down" stage option is selected the schedule will automatically advance to the next "stage" when all
probes (probes activated per stage are user selectable) are <= the "core" setpoint programmed for the stage. This is
useful during processes that require that all temperature probes be below a specific temperature before the schedule
automatically continues to the next stage.
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Stage Options:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
Stage options allow the user to select which options (control/event outputs) are required for each stage of the schedule.
The built in intelligence on the FDC-2010-K5C will automatically select or deselect options that are not allowed for certain
kiln options. This reduces errors when entering a schedule and makes it easier for a new operator to get familiar with the
FDC-2010-K5C system.
nd
When the "Cool Down" stage option (shown on 2 options page - not sample below) is selected and additional probes
are configured for temperature probes with a "core" setpoint programmed into an automatic schedule, the schedule will
automatically advance to the next "stage" when all probes (probes activated per stage are user selectable) are <= the
"core" setpoint programmed for the stage. This is useful during processes that require that all temperature probes be
below a specific temperature before the schedule automatically continues to the next stage. Probe usage combinations
are selectable per stage when entering an automatic schedule.

Note: Do not select the “Cool Down” option if you want the stage to advance when using a core setpoint and the
stage is required to advance when all core probes are >= to the core setpoint.
For additional information on Stage Advance based upon Options “Cool Down” and/or achieving Core temperature on
“Heat Increase”, refer to preceding section Schedule Entry Screen page 108 and/or to “Monitor Probe Review” page 102.
When the system is configured to allow EMC control logic the EMC setpoint is entered in the Schedule Entry screen AND
the “EMC Active” stage option (shown on 2nd options page) must be selected.
Below are sample views of the two default Option screens. Note that option description names are configurable; refer to
documentation provided by your vendor on your system’s Option names.
Schedule Options Screen #1

Schedule Options Screen #2

Notes:
DB Gar Soak and WB Gar Soak shown on sample Screen #2 refer to “Dry Bulb Guaranteed Soak” and “Wet Bulb
Guaranteed Soak”; for more information refer to page 111.
MON2 – MON6 shown on sample Screens #1 & #2 are shaded out. This is due to OEM configuration of the options.
OEM Configuration may not only change the option names but also if they are active; MON2 – MON6 are not active.
(MON = Monitor Temperature Sensor)
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Stage Recycle Settings:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The stage recycle settings screen allows the user to jump between different stages within the schedule. It can also be
referred to as a "looping" function. This is useful for repeating the same sequence of stages over and over again without
having to enter them into a schedule multiple times. It is valuable for providing the functionality to loop or repeat stages
based on user schedule requirements.
Notes:
Stage Recycle Count: Number of times to jump
Recycle To Stage Number: Number of step to jump to once current stage is complete
The primary use for a recycle is to jump back to the beginning of a schedule and repeat the same steps over again for a
predetermined number of times. If a schedule needs to be repeated 20 times (for example), the recycle function would
be use to accomplish this. To repeat the schedule 20 times, set up the recycle on the last stage for a "Recycle To Stage
Number" of 1 and a "Stage Recycle Count" of 19. The recycle stage tells the schedule to jump back to stage 1 upon the
completion of the last stage. The "Recycle Count" tells the schedule to jump back to stage 1 for a total number of 19
times. This means that upon the completion of the last stage, it will jump back to stage one 19 times. The reason the
"Stage Recycle Count" is one less than the desired 20 times is because it already completed the schedule once upon the
first jump from the last stage. Since it was done once in order to make the first jump, you only need to repeat the
schedule 19 times in order to get 20 cycles.
The schedule also has the ability to do nested looping. It has the ability to set up recycles on every stage throughout the
schedule. It even has the ability to jump forward, skipping stages, only to allow them later by other recycle stage
returning to the skipped steps. However, this can become confusing. Use caution with nested loops to prevent product
loss. The schedule may not operate as expected due to multiple jump paths within the schedule.
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Guaranteed Soak:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The Guaranteed Soak option allows the user to set a band for dry bulb and wet bulb. If during schedule run, the active
dry bulb temperature or wet bulb temperature falls outside of this band, the schedule will hold until the active dry bulb
temperature or wet bulb temperature is back within the band. The value entered for guaranteed soak is an "even sided"
band above and below the current schedule setpoint for dry bulb and wet bulb (IE: DB Guar Soak = 10 band is 10
degrees above and 10 degrees below selected DB or WB SP). The guaranteed soak values are "global" and apply to all
schedule stages where Guar Soak option was selected.
Guaranteed Soak may be useful during “sterilization” processes that require specific Soak time when temperatures are
above a specific temperature; any time the Dry or Wet bulbs are below the guaranteed soak limit the hold time would
stop until the temperatures were within specified range of setpoint.
The operation for guaranteed soak is enabled or disabled for dry bulb and wet bulb on a "per stage" basis by selecting or
de-selecting the option when configuring the stage options for each stage of the schedule.
The Guaranteed Soak values may be set from 0 to 100 units.

Drying Schedule Plot Screen:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The schedule plot screen will trend the current schedule (schedule that is currently open or being edited). Both X and Yaxis values will auto-scale to the highest values for each axis. The time axis will plot the total time in minutes for the
complete schedule.
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Schedule Start Screen:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The schedule start screen allows the user to enter batch, operator and lot number as well as select the stage the
schedule will start on. Up to 16 characters may be used for each field, Batch & Lot # and Operator. The Batch, Operator
and Lot # can be left empty if non-applicable and will not be included in the data file.
The Lot # text will be included as part of the saved history file name [data log file].
As example a Schedule named “Four Oak Cherry” with Lot# 1222AD88D (sample graphic below) the historical data file
shown below would be saved as: “FourOakCherry_1222AD88D_month-date-year-time.csv”
The Batch # text will be saved in a top row field within the saved Historical Data File (historical files are saved as .csv
format); once exported the historical data file may be viewed using Microsoft Excel or equivalent.
The delayed start fields allow an operator to delay to start of the schedule by entering “HH: MM” values; values may be
set from 0-99 hours and from 0-59 minutes.
Press the “Start Schedule” button to start the schedule or the “Cancel” button to cancel schedule start.
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FDC-2010-K5C Data Logging (Historical Data Files):
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The “Data” menu from FDC-2010-K5C main menu structure provides access to the data logging section of the
FDC-2010-K5C.

The Datalog “Edit” menu provides the following functions:

Open History File:
Delete History File:
File Utilities:
FTP \ WAN Setup:

Open a history file for review and/or to email.
Allows the user to delete the currently loaded history file.
Allows the user to access file utility functions (copy, erase files).
Allows FTP file transfer of Historical Data files Detail via LAN; refer to page 120.

The “Delete History File” function does not affect data from a schedule file that is running, only the current
history file loaded for review.

The Datalog “DataLogging” menu provides the following functions:

Data Log Information:
History Plot Time Setup:
History Plot Channel Setup:
Plot History Data:
View Averages Report:

Display main data log screen with status of logger.
Selection of time frame for history review.
Selection of data file points for history review.
Plots historical data after time and point are selected.
Displays time weighted average report for all sensors selected.
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Main Data log screen:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The FDC-2010-K5C will log data to its internal CF card for a period of several years. Applicable to both Kiln and Pallet
Heat-Treat operations, the data for each variable is written to the log at a fixed interval based on the setting entered in
the “Days before new file is started” field (1440 readings max per file). A new file will be generated automatically when
the file time frame is completed. “Data log to disk rates” are determined by the total length of the file entered by the user,
configurable from 1 to 31 days. “Data log to disk” rates are equal in minutes to the number of days entered in the field
“Days before a new file is started”: i.e. 1 day = data log to disk at one minute intervals, 31 days = data log rates to disk at
31 minutes intervals. IMPORTANT: Days before new file is started applies to both Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat operations.
Kiln operations: the operator can select to automatically log on startup, which automates the data logging process when
the unit is powered up. In this mode the unit is always logging data when powered. “Log On Sched Run” can also be
selected which starts and stops the logger automatically whenever a schedule is started. Logging will be stopped when
the schedule is completed. “Log on Startup” and “Log On Sched Run” cannot be selected at the same time.
File names are automatically generated using the following protocol:
“Log on Startup”: Files are automatically named with the “m_d_y_h_m_s.csv” format (date-time stamp).
“Log On Sched Run”: Files are automatically named the “Schedule name_Lot text (if entered)_m_d_y_h_m_s.csv”
The main logging screen will display the current data file name if system logging is enabled as well as the currently
loaded file name if a historical file is loaded. To start the log, press the “Logging On” button. Any time logging is enabled,
the “Logging On” button will be green. To stop the logger, press the “Logging Off” button.

Pallet Heat-Treat Sterilization cycles: the data log file is automatically started when the operator depresses the “Start”
button on the main Pallet Heat-Treat screen. From the Data Logging menu the main logging screen will display the
current data file name if system logging is enabled as well as the currently loaded file name (Data File Loaded is:), if a
historical file is loaded. Filename, batch and lot number will be displayed if entered by an operator during the start of a
sterilization cycle.
After the operator depresses the “Start” button File names are automatically generated using the following protocol:
Filename and/or Lot# are assigned by operator: “filename_Lot#(if entered)_m_d_y-h_m_s.csv” (date-time stamp)
No filename or Lot# assigned by operator: ““m_d_y_h_m_s.csv” format (date-time stamp).
NOTE: The “Days before new file is started” described in the first paragraph is important. Typically Pallet Heat-Treat
Sterilization process should save data every minute; this requires a setting of 1-day in the “Days before new file is
started” field. To check/configure this field start in the default View - Kiln View and select “Log” to access the above
screen to confirm or configure field to 1-day.
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The System Data Logging screen directly above is seen when in the Pallet View then select Log.
.

Email Historical Data Files:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
Clicking on the Envelope on the top of the Alarm History and Audit Trail Viewer opens the email address book allowing
selection of up to 30 number of email addresses to send a copy of the opened Historical Data file.

History Plot Time Setup:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The History Plot Setup allows the user to select any time frame (zoom in/out) to view historical data. A historical data file
must be loaded (using the Edit\Open History File menu item) before data can be plotted. The History Plot Setup screen
displays the start and end time for the currently loaded file in hours and minutes (24-hour clock). Use the start/end
sliders to select a time span for historical viewing. The FDC-2010-K5C will alert the user if the selected time frame is
outside of the data file limits or if end plot time is before the start plot time. The minimum time for plotting data is 5
minutes.
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History Plot Channel Setup:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The History Plot Channel Setup allows the user to plot up to 8 channels of data simultaneously. Any point from the data
file can be selected along with the color for each channel to be plotted. Use the drop down boxes to select a channel for
the plot and the color for the channel. Press the “Add Point” button to add the point to the current list of historical plot
channels. The “Clear All” button will clear the list of all points so a new group can be added for plotting.
Note: The standard 4th temperature input, “Core” and any optional Monitor sensors configured to be active in the Kiln will
automatically be included in all Historical Data files. However, Historical Data files created when the system is operating
th
in the Pallet Heat-Treat mode will NOT include the Kin’s 4 input Core or any of the Monitor temperature values.
The Drop Down box shown on the lower left corner allows selection of decimal point for the Plot History Data x-axis.
Decimal point selection offers: None, 1, 2 and 3 with the default being 1 decimal point.

Plot History Data:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The “Plot History Data” screen plots the data from the currently opened history file. If a file has not been opened or data
points have not been assigned to a plot, the FDC-2010-K5C will alert the user to correct the problem. X and Y-axis
scales are set to “auto-scale” based on current values for each plot so no user interface is required.
The “cursor” Icon (small trend icon with vertical bars) displays a vertical data cursor that can be dragged (from the bottom
of the cursor) from left to right in the trend area. When this vertical cursor is dragged, the trend labels at the top of the
screen change to the actual values that correspond to the point the vertical cursor line is positioned. This feature makes
it very easy to “zero in” on any actual value within the trend plot. Press the “cursor” icon again will make the trend cursor
disappear. The icon acts as a “toggle” button to show/hide the data cursor.
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View Averages Report:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The “View Average Report” provides a text report that displays the average, min and max value over time for each
channel selected in the “History Plot Channel Setup” screen. Averages are calculated for the period of time selected
in the “History Plot Time Setup” screen. The report supplies the average, min and max value for each channel over
time as well as the combined average for all channels selected.
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File Utilities:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
A quick note about data and setup files: Data and setup files (Schedules, Alarm History and Audit files) need some
maintenance every now and then. After a period of time, storage devices fill up and files require backup or file deletion
when no longer needed. The “File Utilities” section of the FDC-2010-K5C interface provides all the functionality required
for maintaining the internal compact flash card. The internal compact flash card should not be removed from the FDC2010-K5C interface. Any change to compact flash directory structure (moving or deleting files with a PC) will cause the
FDC-2010-K5C interface to stop operating and a new compact flash card will need to be ordered. Never move or delete
the directories unless using the internal FDC-2010-K5C file utilities.
The Data Log Files, Schedules, Alarm History and Audit directories are saved to the internal compact flash card (not the
USB I-Stick device) plugged into the back of the FDC-2010-K5C interface. Never unplug the compact flash card when
the FDC-2010-K5C is powered up.
The “File Utilities” screen allows the user to copy or erase files from the internal compact flash card. Complete file
directories for all FDC-2010-K5C file types can be copied to the USB “I-Stick” or erased from the internal compact flash
card. Complete status for file functions as well as progress bar status is displayed for the operator during copy/erase
operations. The FDC-2010-K5C also allows schedules to be imported from the “I-Stick” device. Schedules must be
exported from an FDC-2010-K5C device to I-stick first, before this function can be used. The software will look for
“Schedule” directories for import and alert the user if none exist on the “I-Stick” inserted into the FDC-2010-K5C
Note: “File Utilities” can be accessed while data logging is running. If the operator needs to back up or delete
files from the system, a large number of files could take considerable time to backup to I-Stick, and then deleted
from the internal storage card. The file utilities screen will be “locked” during file transfer so plan the timing
appropriately when access to other screen functions is not required. When data logging is running, the current
data log file will not be copied or deleted while using the file utility functions. This protects the current file and
makes sure that the data file is complete before being copied or erased from internal memory.
1) To copy files to the USB I-Stick:
1.1) Check the checkbox next to “Copy To I-Stick”.
1.2) Press the specific button that represents the file type to copy (Schedules, etc.).
1.3) All files from directory will be copied with progress status displayed to user.
2) To erase files from internal compact flash:
2.1) Check the checkbox next to “Delete From Internal Storage”.
2.2) Press the specific button that represents the file type to erase (Schedules, etc.).
2.3) All files from directory will be erased with progress status displayed to user.
3) To copy files to I-Stick and then erase files from internal compact flash:
3.1) Check “Delete From Internal Storage” and “Copy To I-Stick” checkboxes.
3.2) Press the specific button that represents the file type to copy/erase (Schedules, etc.).
3.3) All files from directory will be copied and then erased with progress status displayed to user.
4) To import schedules from the USB I-Stick:
4.1) Press the “Import Schedules” button
4.2) The user will be prompted for schedule transfer and then a dialog box will appear listing the schedule directories for
transfer. If no schedule directories exist, the user will be alerted that the I-Stick does not contain schedule directories
with an “empty” dialog box. If the user selects a directory that does not contain schedules, the user will be prompted that
the directory does not contain schedules. Schedule directory names exported from the FDC-2010-K5C are in the format
“Schedules_mm_dd_yyyy-hh_mm_ss”. Schedules exported from the KilnView PC software are in the format “PcSched_
mm_dd_yyyy-hh_mm_ss”.
NOTE: Schedules created with KilnView Software MUST be compatible with Orion Version CF build for proper upload of
schedules.
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When files are being copied to the I-Stick storage device, a directory for each file type will be created to store the copied
files. The directory structure is as follows:
Schedule files directory:
Alarm files directory:
Audit files directory:
Data files directory:

Schedules_mm_dd_yyyy-hh_mm_ss
Alarm Files_mm_dd_yyyy-hh_mm_ss
Audit Files_mm_dd_yyyy-hh_mm_ss
Data Files_mm_dd_yyyy-hh_mm_ss

The reason for using the date and time as part of the directory name is to make sure the user can track the date and time
of the file transfer. If a user transfers a file type more than once in a single day the files will be grouped logically by time.
The “Plug and Play” I-Stick USB memory device holds all of FDC-2010-K5C data files. These data files are in a directory
named “Data Files” and are in a “.csv” format. These files can be opened directly with Microsoft Excel or any program
that opens a comma separated file format. You can copy or empty the “Data Files” directory by simply plugging in the
USB “I-Stick” in a PC’s USB host port. This device then becomes like any removable disk attached to the computer and
can be manipulated as once while plugged into the PC. The I-Stick requires no drivers when using Windows XP
operating system. The FDC-2010-K5C Data Viewer program is a free Windows accessory program that allows users to
view, plot and print data files and is available from Future Design or any manufacturer that markets the FDC-2010-K5C
product.
Note: Data, Alarm and Audit files are written in a “.csv” format and can be opened directly with excel after the “IStick” is inserted into the PC (after files are copied from internal compact flash to “I-Stick” memory device). No
additional software is required to view alarm or audit files.
Warning: Once files are deleted from FDC-2010-K5C storage devices, they are gone and cannot be retrieved.
Once again, do not edit, move or delete any other files from the internal compact flash card unless using the
FDC-2010-K5C “File Utilities”. The FDC-2010-K5C will not operate properly if you do so.
“Windows XP” and “Excel” are trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation.
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FTP \ WAN Setup:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The FDC-2010-K5C has an embedded FTP Client application (File Transfer Protocol) allowing Historical Data File
transfer to an FTP Server via Local Area Network (LAN) (wireless or wired network).
When utilizing FTP all the saved Historical Data files (data log files or as described above under File Utilities “Data Files”)
may be transferred to the target FTP Server on demand (Backup Now) and/or automatically when selecting “Auto
Backup (2:00AM). If the FTP transfer fails an alarm log will be created; if “Delete Internal Data Files After FTP” is
selected the files will NOT be deleted until they are successfully transferred.
The setup fields require entry of the target FTP Server’s IP address (remote FTP server machine) and the Server
Directory (target directory on the Server) to transfer files. User name and password are required if the FTP server
requires same (typical) or left blank if the FTP server is setup for anonymous log ins; when used the User Name &
Password characters are entered with appropriate text characters but displayed on setup screen with asterisks (*).
When an FTP Server will be the target for more than one FDC-2010-K5C a directory for each FDC-2010-K5C must be
set up at the FTP server so each specific control system transfers Historical files to the appropriate directory at the FTP
remote Server.

The LAN may be local only (intranet) or world-wide-web (internet) if so configured.
Details on FTP \ WAN (Wide Area Network) LAN setup are outside the scope of this manual; end users should review
with their respective Network Administrator to configure the appropriate network hardware & software to utilize the FDC2010-K5C embedded FTP Client functions.

When depressing the "Backup Now" or when an Auto Backup is begun the FTP transfer screen with progress bar will be
shown.
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Kiln Setup:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The “Setup” described below DOES NOT describe the OEM Kiln configuration of the FDC-2010-K5C.
Refer to documentation provided by the Kiln Manufacturer as to the FDC-2010-K5C configuration relative to the features
shown directly below and/or request a copy of the “FDC-2010-K5C_Kiln_Heat-Treat_Config_Manual_Rev_2.1.doc”.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heat & Spray control outputs: Relay/Analog Setup
Control Cycle Times [used with relay PID time proportioning output for Heat and/or Spray]
Edit Option Names [selectable outputs/events for each Stage or Manual control; i.e. Heat, Spray, Fans Reverse,
Fans Forward, Fans Auto, Vent Auto, etc.]
Edit Digital Inputs/Alarm Names: [Combustion Fan ON, Schedule Hold, Shutdown Kiln]
Edit Output Names [Heat, Fan Output 1, Equalize, Alarm1, etc.]
Options Enable/Disable [enable Options – those disabled are grayed out in selection Views]
Alarm Delays/Outputs Disable [time delay (seconds) for an alarm condition before system registers an alarm to
minimize momentary alarm conditions that may not have really occurred.]
EMC, Core and optional Monitor Sensor Setup: [configure the number of Core and/or Monitor Temperature
sensors]
Core Temperature Advance Delay: [time delay in seconds the Core Temperature values must achieve their
respective setpoints before allowing a Stage Advance.]

The “Setup” menu from FDC-2010-K5C main menu structure provides access to the setup section of the FDC2010-K5C.

The Setup Screen “Views” menu returns the user to the main kiln view:

The Setup Screen “Settings” menu provides the following functions:

Settings:
Web Server / Modbus / VNC:

Fan Direction Setup:
Temperature Alarm Settings:
PC Remote/Local Mode:
Schedule Recovery:
Control Tuning:
IO Monitor:
Temp Input Alarm Delays:
Offline System Setup:

Settings for Modbus Slave Address (1-31), VNC Address, VNC password
enable/disable, VNC Device name, VNC device password, System IP address
(router defined) and enable/disable Web Server and VNC Server.
Settings for fan direction time and dwell timing.
Settings for Temperature alarms.
Settings PC control or Orion local control of schedules, setpoints, etc.
Settings Schedule recovery during power loss.
Loop tuning for temp, vents and spray.
IO monitor for system inputs.
Delay settings for each temperature input before probe failure alarm occurs.
Access to offline system settings (Temp Units C/F, Setpoint Limits,
Force System Outputs, Data/Time, Help\Voice Assistance configuration, etc.)
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Web Server / Modbus / VNC System Settings:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
This screen is used to view the device IP address and to configure the following; Serial Modbus communications
address, VNC information, (Virtual Network Computing), enable/disable the embedded Web and VNC Servers.
The proprietary embedded VNC Server allows Remote Access to the system from PC type devices running standard
VNC Viewer software (freeware).
Device IP Address: If the FDC-2010-K5C is plugged into an Ethernet connection (FDC-2010-K5C ships configured for
“DHCP”), the IP address of the unit will be displayed. DHCP means “Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol”. This is a
term used when a device (FDC-2010-K5C) is connected to an Ethernet connection and the main system (router)
automatically assigns the IP address when the device (FDC-2010-K5C) is powered up. Review with your Network
Administrator IP addressing via DHCP or assigning a permanent IP address. The display MAC address may be viewed
from menu within the Touch Screen Calibration section; see page 133.
The Modbus Slave Address allows system address configuration when connecting more than one FDC-2010-K5C to a
PC supervisory software package; address changes are immediate. Data entry is between 1 and a maximum of 31.
The VNC Protect, VNC Add/Pwd, Device Name & Device Password are used to configure the proprietary embedded
VNC Server for Remote Access on a local area network (LAN) (wired or wireless). The LAN may be limited to the local
network environment (intranet) or if so configured by your Network Administrator access via the Internet. A standard
VNC Viewer (client) running on any PC may be remotely used for monitor and/or control of the system touch screen.
Viewer software offered by “RealVNC v4.x “and later versions work with our embedded proprietary VNC Server
(http://www.RealVNC.com)
VNC Protect is used to enable or disable VNC Security. If enabled the Device Password field must have a password
entered; from 1 to 20 password alphanumeric characters may be entered; the text characters are displayed during setup
but shown as asterisks (*) on screen view below.
Device Name is used to easily identify specific FDC-2010-K5C systems when viewing the device remotely. The Device
name is shown on the top of the displays window frame; leaving this field blank will result in the default name of “Device”
when the system is viewed utilizing VNC. Device name may have from 0 to 35 alphanumeric characters.
The VNC address is used to separate each FDC-2010-K5C or other computer(s) having a VNC Server on the network.
Each FDC-2010-K5C should have a unique VNC display address (1 through 255). The FDC-2010-K5C configures the
two digit codes to the VNC addressing protocol starting at port 5900; 0 = port 5900 through 255 = port 6155. For
additional information on VNC your Network Administrator should visit http://www.RealVNC.com
The “Web Server On” and “VNC Server On” buttons turns on or off the FDC-2010-K5C’s embedded Web and VNC
Servers; the Server’s are “on” when the button color is green. The Web Server page is Read Only and provides current
process values with alarm & event status while the VNC Server provides Remote Access capability utilizing a VNC
Viewer (RealVNC version 4.x and above). Both Servers are accessible via a local Intranet or Internet (World Wide Web)
wired or wireless routers and/or switches.
The "Save" button must be pressed any time changes are made to the fields on this screen.
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Sample Remote Access via a PC’s VNC Viewer (client) is accomplished by launching the remote PC’s VNC Viewer
and entering the FDC-2010-K5C’s IP address and configured password (if used). The addressing protocol will be
different if accessing via an Intranet or Internet.
Intranet Example: If the IP address assigned is 192.168.1.100 and the configured VNC Address is 0, from the PC’s VNC
Viewer address field enter “192.168.1.100:0” to access the device (5900 relates to address 0, 5901 to address 2, etc.
and note the single colon vs. double colon for internet access.)
Internet Example: Internet connection requires a qualified network System Administrator typically assign a permanent IP
address and specific port address to the FDC-2010-K5C; support on this action is beyond the scope of this manual.
If the IP address of the LAN Server is 192.168.1.100 and the configured VNC Address is 0 (port 5900 has been opened
& assigned to this specific FDC-2010-K5C) from the remote PC (outside of the site Servers LAN) in the VNC Viewer
address field enter “192.168.1.100::5900” to access the device (5900 relates to address 0, 5901 to address 2, etc. and
note the double colon). If you want access from within the same Server LAN follow the Intranet example above.

Graphic above depicts Internet connection with the double colon and full 5900 address vs single digit for Intranet
addressing
Shown below is a screen capture of how the VNC Viewer will display the FDC-2010-K5C on 19” PC screen.
The Views Menu header had just been clicked with the mouse causing the View menu to drop down.
The graphic below taken with XP Pro, PC’s running Vista can size the remote display to any size fitting the screen.
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To connect to the FDC-2010-K5C using Microsoft’s Internet Explorer:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
Local (Intranet) Connection: After the FDC-2010-K5C is connected to an Ethernet connection and the IP address is
assigned by the system, write down the IP address shown on the previous screen (page 122); use actual address show
on FDC-2010-K5C display).
Internet Connection: The network System Administrator may configure the appropriate network hardware (network
router) and software to assign appropriate router ports to allow Internet access to a specific FDC-2010-K5C web page.
The LAN setup is outside of the scope of this manual. After completing the appropriate network settings the System
Administrator would advise the IP address to access the appropriate web page.
Microsoft Internet Explorer or equivalent:
Start Internet Explorer from any PC on the local network. In the “Address” toolbar of Internet Explorer type:
Intranet: http://198.122.6.101/Orion.html (use actual IP address shown on your FDC-2010-K5C screen).
Internet: IP Address as provided by your Network Administrator appended by “/Orion.html” as shown above; i.e.
http://xxx.xxx.xx.xxx/Orion.html.
A page similar to shown below will be displayed and updated every 30 seconds automatically with new data from the
FDC-2010-K5C system. The specific page displayed, Kiln or Pallet Heat Treat, will be dependent upon which mode the
FDC-2010-K5C is currently running. All data is provided for “view only” access.
Note: Sample screen below is for Kiln; refer to page 79 for Pallet Heat-Treat sample screen that would be served
while the FDC-2010-K5C is operating in the Pallet Heat-Treat Sterilization mode.
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Fan Direction Setup:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The fan direction setup screen allows an operator to set the forward/reverse and dwell time for the fans. Press the
desired field to make a change to the value.
Fan Time may be set between 0 and 999 minutes.
Dwell Time between 0 and 32,700 seconds [545 minutes / 9.08 hours].

Temperature Alarm Settings:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
Dry Kiln Operation
The temperature alarm settings screen allows an operator to set alarm points for both dry bulb and wet bulb. The Dry
Bulb alarm function applies to whichever Dry Bulb is active with the active Dry Bulb dependent upon Fan Direction.
Process high and deviation hi/low alarms are supported as well as a common Deadband setting for all alarm setpoints.
Deadband settings are “safe sided” which means the alarm will energize at the alarm setpoint and de-energize when the
temperature falls outside of the alarm setpoint + Deadband setting. Press the desired field to make a change to the
value.
Pallet Heat-Treat Operation
When the system is running in the Pallet Heat-Treat control mode the alarm setpoint values entered for the Dry Bulb
apply to Chamber Temperature. The system does not monitor Wet Bulb input or enable Wet Bulb alarm function when
running in the Pallet Heat-Treat control mode.
Alarm Setpoint Limits
Process High Alarm settings maybe set between 0 and 999 degrees C or F.
Deviation High and Low Alarm settings may be set between 0 and 999 degrees C or F.
Alarm Deadband may be set between 1 and 100 degrees C or F.
Decimal point is always active for these settings.
Q10 activates on ALL alarm conditions below.
Q0 (on Control Module) activates on Dry Bulb Dev. Hi/Lo alarm only.
Q1 (on Control Module) activates on Wet Bulb Dev. Hi/Lo alarm only.
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PC Remote/Local Mode:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The FDC-2010-K5C control system can operate in local or PC remote mode. When running in PC remote mode, the
remote PC can control the setpoints for dry bulb, wet bulb, fans, vents and all kiln manual output events through PC
rd
based SCADA software (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) offered by 3 party software vendors.
While in remote mode, the Orion interface will not allow the operator to change any of these parameters from the front
touch screen since the remote PC is in control of all manual/schedule operations.
While in local mode, the operator has control over all setpoints as well as automatic schedule operations from the front
touch screen interface.
Future Design Controls does not and will not authorize use of KilnView PC software when the FDC-2010-K5C is
configured as a Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat system. Refer to page 10 for limitations

rd
Note: The Pallet Heat-Treat control mode is not accessible from “KilnView or other 3 party PC Supervisory
software.

Schedule Recovery:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The schedule recovery screen allows the user to set the startup state of the kiln in the event of a power failure while a
schedule is running. When programmed for “Continue”, if the power out time value has not been exceeded, the schedule
will continue upon power up. If the time has been exceeded, the kiln will power up in the “Off” state with all control
outputs off. Select the desired state (checkbox) and press the “Set” button to enter the value into memory. Press the
time field to change the time exceeded value.
Note: When a schedule is NOT running and a power down/up sequence occurs the Kiln Control will return with the same
setpoints and output/events active as when the power was lost.
Note: If a schedule stays in Hold regardless of power recovery configuration, refer to OEM configuration provided by the
installer. Digital inputs may be used to place a Schedule in Hold; i.e. combustion blower must be “on” for Schedule to
Run.
Time exceed value for schedule may be set between 0 and 1800 minutes [30 hours]
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Control Tuning:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
Whether Control Tuning is used is dependent upon FDC-2010-K5C configuration. Refer to documentation provided by
the Kiln Manufacturer as to the FDC-2010-K5C configuration and/or request a copy of the “FDC-2010-K5C_Kiln_HeatTreat_Config_Manual_Rev_2.1.doc”.
Control tuning values for temperature, vents and spray are displayed.
Dry Kiln Configuration: The Kiln control can be equipped and configured to control each of these process variables using
relay or analog outputs.
Pallet Heat-Treat configuration: The Temperature Control Tuning parameters are the only active values when system is
running in the Pallet Heat-Treat control mode; Vents & Spray values are not used in the Pallet Heat-Treat mode.
However, the values shown for Vents & Spray, depending upon system configuration, may become active when the
FDC-2010-K5C is in the Kiln mode. Therefore know your system configuration and use caution when making changes to
active & inactive fields.
Relay Output for Temperature and Vent Control: When configured for relay output as On/Off control, the PID values for
temperature and spray should set at values of "0".
Relay Output(s) for Vent Control: When configured with one or more relay outputs for the Vent setpoints (1 through 3)
can be adjusted as a deviation from wet bulb value. As the wet bulb temperature increase above each of the 3 setpoints,
relay outputs for vent 1, 2 and 3 will be energized.
Analog Outputs for Temperature, Spray and/or Vents: When configured for analog 4-20mA output (non-relay control),
PID tuning values for temperature, vents and spray can be adjusted.
If variable vent control is configured in the system, the setpoint deviations for relay vent control [as shown in graphic
below] will dynamically change to PID settings for vents. When using on/off control for heat and spray, PID values should
be left at 0 so the relay outputs do not proportion based on the entered PID settings.
The "Offset" field for heat and spray is a dual function field dependent upon OEM control output configuration.
•
With proportional control this field will adjust the position of the proportional band above or below setpoint. This
offset action will only take place until the reset circuit repositions the proportional band. If Reset and Rate have
values of zero, the offset value will maintain the configured proportional band Offset position around setpoint.
•

With relay on/off control for heat or spray the offset field will position the on/off output up to +- 80 degrees. This
is useful to stop overshoot by putting a negative number into the offset field.

Example - Offset with on/off control: Dry bulb set point is set for 100 degrees.
A value of -10 [negative 10] inserted in the offset field will turn the heat output off at 90 degrees allowing the temperature
to rise slowly up to set point and reduce overshoot. The heat output will turn back on at 90 degrees + the dead-band
setting set by the OEM in the Kiln’s Configuration relay output dead-band field.
Proportional Band, Reset, Rate, Offset, Deadband & Vent deviation setpoint ranges shown below.
Proportional Band [PB]:
PB:
0.00 to 100.00 percent of scale (1,080F span)
Integral / Automatic Reset:
Reset: 0.00 to 2000.00 seconds
Derivative / Rate:
Rate: 0.00 to 300.00 seconds
Offset: Manual Reset for Proportional Heat, Spray & Vent:
–80.0 to 80.0 degrees C or F
Offset: on/off control; Heat and Spray:
–80.0 to 80.0 degrees C or F
Deadband for heating/vents and Spray:
0.0 to 50.0 degrees C or F.
Vent [Relay outputs] Setpoint Deviation:
0.0 to 300.0 degrees C or F
See Addendum A for additional information on PID and Offset settings.
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IO Monitor:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The IO monitor screen displays digital output status as well as additional kiln data. The output status section displays the
current position of all outputs/events in the system. The green LED indicates on/off status for each output. Variable
output values; heat, fan, vent and spray will only be displayed if configured in the system for variable type output control.
Analog outputs show NA unless active for system. This is setup in the Configuration mode.

Analog Input Alarm Delays:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The analog input alarm delay screen allows a user to enter the time delay before a probe failure alarm will indicate at the
FDC-2010-K5C alarm monitor. This delay is adjustable to allow the system to ignore probe alarm conditions as long as
they are less than the delay time entered in the delay time field.
Delay settings may be set between 0 and 100 seconds.
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Offline System Setup:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)

The Offline system setup mode allows the user to access the date\time functions, adjustment of temperature
units and calibration of the touch screen. This is an offline mode, which means it cannot be entered while a Kiln
schedule or a Pallet Heat-Treat cycle are running. Real time data for the Kiln or Pallet Heat-Treat is not collected
while in the offline mode. All Kiln or Pallet Heat-Treat functions are non-operational while in the “offline mode”

The “Offline System Setup” menu item from FDC-2010-K5C setup menu structure provides access to the offline
setup section of the FDC-2010-K5C.
The Setup Screen “Views” menu returns the user to the main kiln online setup view:

The Offline Setup Screen “Setup” menu provides the following functions:

Temp Units \Decimal Select:
Setpoint Limits:
Input Offsets:
Force System Outputs:
Set Date/Time:
Touch Screen Calibration:
Help\Voice Assistance:
Exit Application:

Settings for temperature units and decimal point
Settings for min/max setpoint limits.
Settings for input offset calibration (DB, WB, MC probes).
Allows operator to force system outputs for troubleshooting.
Settings for system date/time, enable/set Daylight Savings and auto time setting via
Ethernet LAN to government NTS server.
Calibrate touch screen.
Select Language for Help and enable\disable audio Help output (voice help)
Exit the Orion Kiln software and return to CE desktop.
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Temperature Units:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The Temperature Units display allows an operator to change the system temperature units between degrees “C” and
degrees “F” AND to assign a decimal position for all temperature values. The Factory default value is Deg F [Fahrenheit].
Press the appropriate button to change to the desired units, F or C; the button for the current unit setting will be
illuminated green with the changes taking effect immediately.
Note: When changing from C/F or F/C the system automatically converts temperature values to the appropriate F/C with
the exception of Setpoint Limits described directly below. Setpoint Limits are set to default values of 0 and 500 whenever
temperature units are changed F/C or C/F.
Decimal Point selection allows for entry of “0” or “1”
After completing the decimal point selection hit the “Set” key to save and have the changes take effect.

Setpoint Limits:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The setpoint point limits display allows the operator to set the minimum and maximum setpoint limits for temperature
setpoints in the system; values from 0 to 500 may be entered. After entry of desired values press the “Set” button to
enter the values into internal memory.
Kiln Operation: These limits apply to all manual settings for dry bulb and wet bulb setpoints; these limits do NOT effect
setpoints entered and run within a Schedule.
Pallet Heat-Treat Operation: These limits apply to the Chamber Setpoint setting only.
Note: For both the Kiln and Pallet Heat-Treat control modes changing temperature units from F/C or C/F the system sets
the Setpoint Limits to default value of 0 and 500.
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Input Offset:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The Input Offset screen allows the user to enter a calibration offset for each sensor attached to the FDC-2010-K5C.
Enter the appropriate sensor number to be reviewed and the screen will display the probe description and provide the
current temperature values and offset. Refer to temperature sensor wiring on page 18 to confirm sensor number &
function.
The actual sensor temperature and offset for each sensor is displayed.
Each time an offset value is entered, the updated temperature value (with offset) will be displayed.
Each system is calibrated at the factory and requires no offset. Only factory authorized personnel should access the
calibration screen. Input Offset’s may be set between –30 to +30.

Force System Outputs:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The force output screen is an offline function that provides factory personnel or maintenance the ability to manually
enable/disable outputs on the FDC-2010-K5C system. This feature is used only for trouble shooting during system
maintenance.
Analog output values for Heat, RH, Dmp [damper] & Fans are adjusted by pressing the field and entering a value.
Analog outputs are only active if setup in system. This is set in the Configuration mode if applicable to system.
Relay outputs are energized/de-energized by clicking on the “check box” next to the output.
Pressing the “Update Relay Outputs Force” button will energize or de-energize the selected outputs.

Note: The appropriate Relay output description would be shown as configured by the OEM.
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Set Date\Time:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
(Set Date/Time, Time Zone, DST Settings and enable National Time Service)
All data files as well as other functions in the system require the correct date and time for proper operation.
The set date\time menu selection provides three different screen tabs, Set Time, Time Options & DST Settings. Each of
these settings should be completed before any operations are initiated from the FDC-2010-K5C display system.
Set Time Tab:
Use the appropriate fields to set the date, time and day of the week; press the “Set Time” button to enter the data to
internal memory.

Time Options Tab:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
Time Zone: Select the Local Time Zone from the drop down menu.
NTS Server: The NTS (USA National Time Service) hosts several Servers providing the current time and date. If the
FDC-2010-K5C is connected to a LAN (Ethernet connection) with Internet access it can be configured to access the
selected NST server every day at 2:00AM to update its’ system time & date. To enable this feature select a NTS Server
from the drop down menu (13 different USA government sites) and check the “Enable NTS Clock”.
DO NOT enable the “Enable NTS Clock” if the FDC-2010-K5C is NOT connected via Ethernet to the Internet; if
configured and not connected to the Internet errors will occur and be logged.
Press the “Save” button to save & enter the data to internal memory.
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DST Settings Tab: (Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The "DST" tab provides the ability to set the start/end of daylight savings, as well as enable daylight savings operation for
the device. If you have selected a time zone that uses daylight savings under the "Time Options" tab, the daylight
savings option must be used for the correct time to be displayed.
Press the “Save” button to save & enter the data to internal memory.

Touch Calibration:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The FDC-2010-K5C provides the ability to calibrate the touch screen directly from the display interface.

To calibrate the touch screen:
Press the “Calibrate Touch” button. A “System Settings” dialog will appear with several tabs on the Windows dialog box.
Press the “Calibrate” button on the first tab. Follow the onscreen instruction to calibrate the touch screen by holding a
stylus or finger on the crosshair, until the cross hair moves to the new position. After all positions have been cycled, the
directions on the screen will display the following: “New calibration settings have been measured. Press enter key
to accept the new settings”. Press the screen to finalize the calibration.
There are other tabs on the “System Settings” dialog. Pressing the right arrow will scroll through the tabs. The tabs are
as follows:
“LCD Settings” Allows the user the turn off the backlight after a predetermined number of minutes. This acts as a
screen saver and will prolong the display life of the FDC-2010-K5C (30,000 hours under normal conditions).
“MAC Address” Do not make changes or modify this tab.
“Save” Since the FDC-2010-K5C is an embedded device (no hard disk or moving parts); changes to touch screen
calibration and LCD settings need to be saved to the Windows registry. Press the “Save Registry” button under the
“Save” tab after touch screen and LCD setting have been made.
“System Version” Displays the current system version.
“Set Serial Port” Do not make changes or modify this tab. Changes to this tab will stop the FDC-2010-K5C from
communicating to controllers on the FDC-2010-K5C link.
“Home Directory Change” Do not make changes or modify this tab.
“Contrast” The user can use the sliding bar to make adjustment s to the contrast of the display.
Important Note: Make sure to close the “System Settings” dialog by pressing the “OK” or “X”. The FDC-2010K5C will not restart runtime operations until the “System Settings” dialog box is closed. After the “System
Settings” dialog closes, the FDC-2010-K5C will display a message that the interface will resume normal
operations. Press Ok to resume normal operation.
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Help\Voice Assistance:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The FDC-2010-K5C offers content sensitive Help screens for virtually every screen view configurable to be displayed in a
choice of languages; English, Espanol (Spanish) or Francais (French). The system may also be configured to provide an
audio output of the Help screens played on external PC type speaker(s).

The Help\Voice Assistance screen allows the user to configure the displayed language (English, Spanish or French) and
to enable/disable Voice Assist. Voice Assist, when enabled, will automatically play and allow the operator to view the
appropriate screen while listening. The Voice Assist may be stopped prior to completion by selecting “Stop Play”.
Select the appropriate language button (default is English); the selected button will be illuminated green with the changes
taking effect immediately. To Activate/De-Activate Voice Assist depress the speaker icon; a Red X means the system is
De-Activated while no Red X means the system is Activated.

Note on Voice Assist: System must be powered down for a minimum of 18 seconds prior to system power-up for Voice
Assist audio drivers to load properly. Refer to page 19 on Time Delay Relay time settings.
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Exit Application:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The Exit application screen allows the user to quit the FDC-2010-K5C runtime software and return to the CE.Net
operating system. This operation is not recommend with the exception of users who are in charge of configuration of the
system due to the danger of editing or removing files by accident.
Refer to the Security section, page 140 for information on security configurations to limit access to Operator, Supervisor
and/or Administrator level users.

If an operator or authorized user is allowed to exit the Kiln Application the default screen is shown below.
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Pallet selection
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The Pallet Menu applies to settings applicable to Pallet Heat-Treat control mode only.

Pallet Heat-Treat Drop Back Setpoint:
The drop back setpoint screen allows the user to enable and enter the drop back setpoint information. The drop back
setpoint (when enabled) will change the main chamber setpoint from its’ value at the start of the sterilize cycle, to the
drop back value after all 3 pallet probes reach the sterilize setpoint (sterilization begins). The Drop Back Value is
adjustable from 0 to 500 units.
The Drop Back Setpoint occurs after the delay time entered in seconds that all pallet probes were above Sterilization
setpoint. The time value is adjustable o to 9,999 seconds (0 to166 minutes/2.75 hours)
At the end of the sterilization cycle, the main chamber setpoint will be returned to the setpoint value at the beginning of
the sterilization cycle (time when operator presses “Start” button).

Pallet Heat-Treat Restart Time Delay:
The restart time delay screen allows the user to select a time delay before the sterilizer restarts it’s timing cycle. This
feature is used to make sure that all of the sterilizer probes maintain the sterilizer setpoint, for the complete sterilize time
entered by the user. If any sterilizer probe drops below the sterilizer setpoint for a time that is equal to or greater than
the time delay, the sterilize timer will be reset to “0” and the sterilizer cycle will be started from the beginning. Value
adjustable from 0 to 999 seconds.
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Pallet Heat-Treat Printer Options:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The Printer Options screen allows the user to select whether to use a local printer connected directly to the FDC-2010K5C system. When configured that the “USB Printer is Used” the FDC-2010-K5C system will automatically print each
sterilization cycle at the end of the cycle. FDC-2010-K5C can be connected to a standard “USB” inkjet printer (HP model
6540 or equivalent) via one of the standard USB host ports on the back of the FDC-2010-K5C interface. No drivers are
necessary; operation is “plug and play”. Refer to page 11 for details on printer function & operation.

When configured to auto print at end of the Sterilization cycle (USB Printer Used) a printout will look similar to the sample
shown below with data saved and printed every minute.
Note that the system will save the Start time and only save temperature data once system is in the Sterilization cycle (all
core sensors above Sterilization setpoint). The sample shown below has the same time for Start Heat Cycle and
Sterilization Cycle Data; Typically there would be 30+ minutes between the Start Heat Cycle & beginning of Sterilization
Cycle Data; temperature data from the Start Heat Cycle to the beginning of the Sterilization Cycle is not saved or printed.
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Email Settings
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)

Email settings allow the administrator or user to enter up to 30 user accounts to receive email/text message alarms. The
message sent will include the Alarm name as configured by your vendor.
The Email settings are entered and maintained within three different tabs as shown below.
Address Entry Tab: Provides manner to create email & SMS text message address file and configure for email and/or
SMS message upon alarm. A Contact Name, email address and text message address, (phone number and carrier), can
be entered.

Email Addresses Tab: Provides listing of email address’s and manner to delete Contact file information.

Email Settings: Provides fields for the main email server information. The network administrator will typically provide the
email server information. Only enter a user name and password if your email account requires it to send emails. The
"Subject" field will be the email header to the recipient when the email/text message is sent from the system so each
FDC-2010-K5C on a network can be identified.

A complete list of "SMS/cell" phone carrier addresses is available from the factory.
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Software Version
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The software version level can be viewed in the Setup Section, Help Drop down menu; select “About Orion Kiln”
Both the HMI (Human Machine Interface – color touch screen) and PLC (Control Module) firmware software versions will
be displayed.

Software Usage Note:
The selection, application or use of Future Design products or software is the purchaser or user's responsibility.
No claims will be allowed for any damages or losses, whether direct, indirect, incidental, special or
consequential.
In addition, Future Design reserves the right to make changes without notification to purchaser or user to
materials or processing that do not affect compliance with any applicable specification. Future Design Controls
makes no warranties when using Future Design’s FDC-2010-K5C system for Dry Kiln and/or Pallet Heat-Treat
application
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System Security:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The “Security” menu from the FDC-2010-K5C main menu structure provides access to the security section of the
FDC-2010-K5C.

The “Security” menu provides the following functions:
Setup:
Log On:
Log Off
Current User:
Change Password:

Provides access to security setup to add users, rights and options.
Log on a user if security is enabled.
Log off a user if security is enabled.
View the current user logged into the system.
Allows current user to change their password.

The FDC-2010-K5C security model provides an administrator with the tools to add up to 30 users to the system. Each
user must have a unique ID, full name and password. 3 levels of users are provided to include operator, supervisor and
administrator levels. Specific access rights can be assigned to each user level as well as password aging for each user.
Re-authentication is provided (if enabled) for any parameters that will change a control parameter, which could upset the
process (i.e. setpoint, tuning, etc).
Re-authentication requires that the logged in user must log in again before the process value (at the controller) will
actually be changed. This feature is provided for extra security. The following example will make re-authentication
clearer:
A supervisor logs on the system. The supervisor then steps away from the system to take a phone call but does
not log out before leaving. If another user tries to change the control setpoint on any loop the system will
require another login (by an authorized user for that level) before the control setpoint is actually changed. This
provides an extra level of protection to make the system more “tamper proof”.
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Add Users:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The “Add User” tab provides the ability to add up to 30 users to the system. Select the type of user from the drop down
list (Operator, Supervisor or Administrator). Press each field to add the user ID, full name and password (no spaces
allowed, 4-character minimum & 10 characters maximum). If the passwords do not match or the user ID is already used,
the FDC-2010-K5C will alert the user and not accept the entry. Click on the password aging checkbox if you wish to
enable password aging for this user. If password aging is enabled and the password has expired, a new password must
be entered by the user before that user can log into the system again.
Note: When using password aging and aging expires for a user, the user will be required to change their
password before access to the system is permitted. A user can change their password at any time (even if
aging is not used) by selecting “Change Password” from the main security menu.

View Users:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The “Users” tab provides the administrator the ability to view information on each user entered into the system.
Password information is not available. The user can be deleted from this tab and a new password for each user can also
be entered from this area.
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User Rights:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The “User Rights” tab provides the administrator the ability to assign rights to each user level (User, Supervisor and
Administrator). Select the user type from the drop down box and then enable or disable specific program functions
(rights) by selecting the checkbox next to the function. If the checkbox is selected, the user right will be enabled for the
user level currently being edited. The “Select All” and “Clear All” buttons will select or clear all rights in the “user rights”
list view. You must press the “Accept” button for each user level to save the selections for that user type, before
selecting another user type from the drop down list, or entries made will not be saved.
The FDC-2010-K5C is configurable as a Kiln only, Pallet Heat-Treat only and combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat
control system. When configured as either a Kiln or Pallet Heat-Treat only system the User Rights will include functions
that are unique to both the Kiln or Pallet Heat-Treat operation. Assigning rights to specific program functions that do not
exist in your configuration will have no effect. If uncertain refer back to the documentation provided by your vendor on
unit configuration and other appropriate sections of this manual.
Important Note: the user right for “Access Security” cannot be disabled for the administrator group. This is a
safety feature to make sure that any administrator with the proper userID and password can access security. If
the administrator losses his/her ID or password, there is no “back door” to the system and a new compact flash
card is required to resume normal system operation.
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Security Options:
(Combination Kiln & Pallet Heat-Treat System)
The “Security Options” tab provides the administrator the ability to set the global security options.
Enter Number Of Days Before Password Renewal Is Required:
This is a global setting for all users. Password aging starts from the day the user is entered into the system.
Re-authenticate user during process changes:
This feature requires that the logged in user must log in again before the process value (at the controller) will actually be
changed.
Enable/Disable Audit Trail:
This is a global setting that turns the audit trail on or off. When the audit trail is turned on, all operator actions are written
to a daily log.
Enable/Disable Security:
This is the global setting that turns the FDC-2010-K5C security system on or off.
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Troubleshooting the System
My system is not working:
Most of the settings for FDC-2010-K5C are fixed to make system setup easier.
If the system is not communicating here are some tips to get it going.
1.) Check and make sure the CA-2011-8 cable (interface from FDC-2010-5C display to PLC) is connected from the
FDC-2010-S5C display to the PLC mini-din port. These connections can only be connected one can and cannot be
mixed up.
2.) Check to make sure all output wiring matches the wiring diagram for the appropriate control outputs; check the
wiring section of this manual starting on page 12.
3.) Make sure the system is powered with a “24VDC” power supply with at least 1amp of current. The Power Supply
24VDC 60 watt: [PS5R-SD24 24VDC/60Watt] provided with each system servers this purpose – confirm it is wired
correctly.
4.) If using digital alarm inputs, make sure the input wiring matches the wiring diagram for the digital inputs; check the
wiring section of this manual starting on page 121.
5.) If the unit is connected to a local HP printer and not printing confirm the following:
•
•
•

•

Confirm the proper “USB” cable is connected between the printer and the FDC-2010-K5C interface.
Confirm the printer is powered, loaded with paper and the proper print cartridges and connected to the FDC2010-K5C interface.
Confirm the printer was NOT connected via USB to the FDC-2010-K5C until AFTER the FDC-2010-K5C is
powered up and in “runtime” mode. If the printer was connected via USB prior to system boot, disconnect the
printer and re-connect after which a dialog box will pop requesting the printer driver name, hit the “X” in the
upper right corner of the dialog box (not OK, hit “X”) and the system will be ready to print.
Confirm “Printer Enable” is selected in the Configuration mode.

6.) If temperatures are not reading correctly, make sure the proper sensor type is wired to the system (T/C or RTD) and
all connections are made correctly. T/C and RTD can be wired incorrectly which could allow initial temperature
readings to display, but they will not operate correctly.
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FDC-2010-K5C Order Matrix
FDC - 2010- K5C 1

1
Optional Analog Input and Output
0: None

Base System Includes:
FDC-2010 5.7” TFT CE Color Touch Screen with a combined
Kiln-Sterilizer (KS-K5C) Application software on a 1 GB CF
card and one 1GB I-Stick memory Card
•

Power Supply 24VDC 60 watt: [PS5R-SD24 24VDC/60Watt]

•

CPU Control Module with 6 digital outputs, 8 digital inputs
and components below.

1: One Analog Input module with 2 analog inputs
and one configurable linear 4-20mA output.

o
o
o
o
o
o

2: Two Analog input modules: each has 2
analog inputs and one linear 4/20ma output
3: Three Analog input modules: each has 2
analog inputs and one linear 4/20ma output
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Part Number and Price Examples below- see p.2 for notes
FDC-2010-K5C-0
Kiln Only Systems:
4 temperature inputs: 1 wet bulb, 2 dry bulbs and 1 core
temperature sensor.

o

CPU Control Module
[FC5A-D16RS1]
8 digital 24VDC Input Module
[FC4A-N08B1]
RS485 Modbus 2 wire connector
[FC4A-HPC3]
64KB Memory Cartridge
[FC4A-PM64]
Real Time Clock Module
[FC4A-PT1]
Time Delay Relay & Socket
[GE1A-C10MA110 / SR2P-06]
Connecting Cable - Display to CPU Control Module
8-foot length
[CA-2011-8]

Low Frequency Ferrite Beads for each Analog Input:
[LFBead-240-2282-ND]

•

Base System Temperature Inputs:

[FC4A-L03AP1]

Sterilizer Only System:
FDC-2010-K5C-0
4 temperature inputs: 1 main chamber and 3 pallet probes

Two input modules each with 2 RTD or J t/c inputs and one OEM
configurable linear 4-20mA output (total 4 –inputs & 2 – outputs). The
input type is a global setting for RTD or Type J thermocouple. (F or C)

Note: Kiln & Sterilizer only control systems (additional sensors)
Three additional temperature input modules (6 inputs) may be
specified: Kiln-only configurable as core sensors: Sterilizer
only as “monitor only”. Part number with 2 additional modules
(4 additional inputs: FDC-2010-K5C-2

•

Combination Kiln-Sterilizer FDC-2010-K5C-2
Contains a total of 8 temperature inputs: (5 are monitor/core
sensors.)
•
Kiln Function: 1 wet bulb, 2 dry bulbs and 5
core/monitor probes for use when running as kiln.
o Kiln action may use Core sensors (5 total)
as monitor and/or with Core control logic
during kiln drying schedules.
•
Sterilize Function: 3-Pallet sensors for Sterilizer logic
control and 1of the 2 remaining core sensors may be
used as monitor only, allowing system a total of 4core temperature sensors.
o Sterilize action uses Dry bulb #1 &2 as
chamber temperature sensor based upon
fan direction.
System with Maximum of 10 Temperature sensors
The last digit in the matrix can provide 2-additional
temperature inputs for a total of 10 temperature sensors.
•
Part number with 10 temperature inputs:
o FDC-2010-K5C-3
•
Kiln Only (not configured as a combination unit)
o Inputs 1,2 & 3 are DB1, DB2 and Wet bulb
respectively.
o The inputs 4 thru 10 can be used as monitor
or core sensors via control logic functions.
•
Sterilizer Only (not configured as combination unit)
o Inputs 1, 2, 3, and 4 are main chamber
sensor and pallet 1 –3 input sensors.
o Inputs 5 thru 10 are monitor only points.
•
Combination Kiln-Sterilizer;
o When selected to run as kiln inputs 4-10 can
be used as monitor or core type sensors
depending on control logic.
o When selected to run as sterilizer inputs 5, 6
& 7 are for pallet sensing. Input uses DB1 &
DB2 for main chamber control. The
remaining inputs are monitor only.
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Base System Analog Outputs: Two analog [4-20mA]
outputs OEM configurable for Heat, Spray, Vent PID
control, Fan control and/or retransmission of Dry & Wet
bulb setpoints or temperature values.
o

•

•

•

One linear analog output with each analog RTD input
card [2 RTD inputs].
[FC4A-L03AP1]

Relay Outputs: Control, Alarm & Event Relays total 22
relays. Refer to Manual for control outputs, alarms, etc.
o

6 Relays on CPU Control Module

o

16 Relays on Relay Module

o

When linear PID outputs are not used; Heat and
Spray control have 1 relay each, Vent has 3
relays for single to three-stage vent control and
Fan has two relay outputs [Forward & Reverse].

[FC4A-R161]

Digital Inputs: Quantity 15 - 24VDC normally open digital
inputs. [8 on CPU and 7 on FC4A-N08B1 Digital Input Module.]
o

Digital Inputs can be named and a time delay
may be configured before input is recognized as
closed.

o

Up to 5 Digital Inputs may be configured to turn
on or off any of the up to 25 Events configured
for each Stage or in the manual Control Mode.

o

An Alarm is logged and Relay Q10 is energized
anytime a configured digital alarm input is closed
or temperature sensor failure occurs.

Optional Temperature Inputs/Analog Outputs (FC4A-LO3AP1)
o Total of 6 optional analog inputs maximum
[3 modules with two inputs and one output each
per module] with 5 analog outputs maximum.
(Base system includes 2-modules: allowing 4
inputs and 2 analog outputs as standard.

OEM Configuration:
o Analog Outputs configurable for PID control or
retransmission of Kiln only Dry/Wet bulb setpoint
and/or temperature values.
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FDC-2010-K5C Order Matrix
Order Matrix Notes
Note – Order Codes 0 through 3:
Configurable Analog Outputs [4-20mA]:
The two analog outputs provided as standard when configured as a Kiln Control or Combination Kiln Pallet Heat-Treat control, and
up to three optional analog outputs [5 maximum] are each configurable as one of the following: (note: Pallet Heat-Treat only
configuration has no analog outlook configuration – refer to manual)
PID Control Output for Heat, Spray and/or Vent
Fan Control output set as a percent output.
Retransmission of active Kiln Dry Bulb, Wet Bulb or Sterilizer chamber setpoint and/or temperature values. If the control
system is a combination Kiln-Sterilizer while in Sterilize function the Sterilizer’s Chamber and Kiln Dry Bulb #1 are the
same sensor.

Options:
ISTICK-PANEL: USB Panel Mount Adapter for Memory I-Stick or Printer Connection
ISTICK-4X-CVR: Nema 4X USB Panel Mount Adapter
KilnView Software: PC communication to Orion Control System (CONSULT FACTORY FOR DELIVERY)
SNA-10A: RS232 to RS485 Converter connects PC RS232 Serial connection to Orion RS485
DB9M-DB9F-6ft: Cable [6 ft] to connect SNA10A to PC serial port
Printer:

HP 6540 or equivalent inkjet printer

Low Frequency Ferrite beads (qty 2):

[LFBead-240-2282-ND]

High Frequency Ferrite Beads (qty 2):

[HFBead-240-4279-ND]

Low Frequency beads are included for each analog input to provide additional protection for electrical “Noise” typically created
by Variable Speed Drives.
High Frequency Ferrite beads are optionally available.
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FDC-2010-K5C display interface specifications
(5.7” TFT display):
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FDC-2010-K5C interface ports (RS485, USB and Ethernet)

Note: The FDC-2010-K5C only uses the wiring for RS232 communications. Do not use or attach any of the other
pins on this connector.

The USB Master ports (2) are used to attach the “Plug and Play” I-Stick memory device. The “I-Stick” can be
connected to either port.
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FDC-2010-K5C Display Drawings:
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Main CPU Specifications:
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Main CPU DC Input Specifications:
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Main CPU AC/DC Output Specifications:
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Digital Input Card Specifications:
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Analog Input Card Specifications:
The two Analog Input Cards supplied as standard each accept two RTD or Type J thermocouple inputs and one OEM
configurable 4-20mA output.
Module Part # FC4A-LO3AP1

Note: Refer to the FDC-2010-K5C OEM Configuration Manual for additional information on 4-20mA output configuration.
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Analog Input Card Specifications:
The two Analog Input Cards supplied as standard each accept two RTD or Type J thermocouple inputs and one OEM
configurable 4-20mA output.
Module Part # FC4A-LO3AP1

Note: Refer to the FDC-2010-K5C OEM Configuration Manual for additional information on 4-20mA output configuration.
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Analog Input Card Specifications
The two Analog Input Cards supplied as standard each accept two RTD or Type J thermocouple inputs and one OEM
configurable 4-20mA output.
Module Part # FC4A-LO3AP1
Optional Analog Input Cards have two linear 4-20mA inputs and one OEM configurable 4-20mA output: Part # FC4A-LO3A1

Note: Refer to the FDC-2010-K5C OEM Configuration Manual for additional information on 4-20mA output configuration.
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16 Point AC Relay Output Card Specifications:
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RS485 Communications Specifications:
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Power Supply 24VDC 60-Watt Specifications
[PS5R-SD24 24VDC/60Watt]
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Power Supply 24VDC 60-Watt Specifications
[PS5R-SD24 24VDC/60Watt]
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Time Delay Relay Specifications
[GE1A-C10MA110 with DIN Rail Mounting Adapter SR2P-06]
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Time Delay Relay Specifications
[GE1A-C10MA110 with DIN Rail Mounting Adapter SR2P-06]
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Ferrite Beads for Low Frequency [standard] and optional High Frequency electrical noise
[“LowFreqBead” and optional “HiFreqBead”]
[Steward Part #s: Low Freq = 240-2282-ND and High Freq = 240-2079-ND]
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Addendum A – Proportional Control Tuning and On/Off Settings, page
1 of 3.
1) Control Tuning [PID] applies to proportional control outputs and involves adjusting the
following parameters:
Proportional Band is abbreviated as PB
Integral is abbreviated as Reset.
Derivative is abbreviated as Rate.
Note: Control Tuning and/or proportional control are typically abbreviated as “PID Control.”
Offset or Manual Reset shifts proportional band around setpoint - refer to section 2.1 below.
Deadband [also known as Hystersis] – applies to On/Off Control – refer to section 3.2 below.
1.1) Proportional Band
Proportional Band: Adjustable 0.00% to 100.00% of Span.
Too much or little proportional band will result in poor control performance – see “P Action” graphic on next page.
Note: Proportional Band Setting of 0.00% = on/off control – see section 3.
Analog Input Type:
RTD Pt

Temperature Range
Range Span
-100.0 to 500.0C and -148.0 to 932.0F 600C and 1,080F

Example: proportional band of 10% for an RTD C input = 60 degree C proportional band.
1.2) Integral / Reset
Reset: Adjustable in seconds [0.0 to 2000.0 seconds].
0 seconds = no reset
The higher the value, the longer the reset time for proportional band offset by reset circuit [an integration factor].
Too much or little rate will result in poor control performance – see “I Action” graphic on next page.
1.3) Derivative / Rate
Rate: Adjustable in seconds. (0.0 to 300.0 seconds)
0 seconds = no rate.
The higher the rate value the faster the process will respond to upset changes.
Too much or little rate will result in poor control performance – see “D Action” graphic on next page.
1.4) Offset / Manual Reset
Offset: Adjustable plus/minus 80.0 degrees.
Typically used with Integral & Rate functions turned off (values of zero [0]). When the process temperature settles at
a value above or below setpoint Offset can be used to adjust the position of the proportional band above or below
setpoint. With Reset & Rate active this offset action will only take place until the reset circuit automatically repositions
the proportional band. If Reset & Rate are inactive [values of zero], the offset value will maintain proportional band
Offset position around setpoint
1.5) Cycle Time
Cycle Time: Adjustable 0 to 300 seconds.
Cycle time is the complete duty cycle of the relay output On/Off time. Default is set at 10 seconds.
Cycle Time Example: A cycle time of 10 seconds would perform when controlling at 50% output as 5 seconds “on”
and 5 seconds “off” duty cycle.
Typically shorter cycle time provides better control; however relay life is accelerated at shorter cycle times.

2) Control Tuning Notes
2.1) Proportional only Control - Reset & Rate both set to 0.00
FDC-2010-K5C Kiln Control configured for Proportional output only [Reset & Rate set to 0.0] the Proportional Band is
“one-sided”; i.e. as temperature increases the percent output will decrease to 0% at setpoint. Without “Reset” or
“Offset” the process value will likely settle at a value below setpoint.
“Offset” manually shifts the proportional band [% output] around setpoint with the intended result that process value
equals setpoint. Utilizing Proportional only control without Reset or Rate but with Offset is a good strategy if the load
conditions are the same through all process control conditions; typical conditions for hard wood dry kilns. Refer to
section 1.4.
When tuning with Proportional Band only [Reset & Rate set to 0], enter a proportional band value that controls the
process at a stable process value without oscillation. Prior to using Offset this stable process value will likely not be
equal to setpoint. Once process value has maintained a steady state OFFSET may be adjusted to shift the
proportional band to allow process value to equal setpoint.
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Addendum A – Proportional Control Tuning and On/Off Settings, page
2 of 3.
2.2) Proportional Control with Reset and Rate – full PID control
For process control systems that have various load conditions utilizing all three PID parameters may help to maintain
process variable at the setpoint values without operator action.
Reset [Integral] will automatically move the PB to the required % output to maintain process value. It is best to allow
at least 20+ minutes between adjustments made to any PID setting.
Rate [Derivative] should only be used if an adjustment to output is required for fast changing systems.
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Addendum A – Proportional Control Tuning and On/Off Settings, page
3 of 3.
3) On/Off Control Offset and Deadband
When the Proportional Band is set to Zero (0.0) the outputs become “safe-sided” On/Off outputs.
The following adjustments apply to On/Off Control: Deadband and Offset.
3.1) Deadband: adjustable 0 to 50 degrees. Deadband example – heating control relay will open [turn off heat] at
setpoint and close [turn on heat] x.x degrees below setpoint dependent upon Deadband value entered. [Deadband is
also known as Hysteresis.]
3.2) Offset: adjustable plus or minus 80 degrees. Offset example – with an offset value of –4 the relay actuation point
is shifted 4 degrees below indicated setpoint.
Example of Deadband and Offset:
Heating application: relay closed = calling for heat; relay open = turns off heat.
Deadband Value of 2
Offset Value of –4 [negative 4]
Setpoint = 100; with temperature increasing relay opens [turns off heat] at 96 (Offset of –4) and would close [turn on
heat] 94 (Deadband of 2).

4) Graphic & Control Tuning Specifications

Proportional Band, Reset, Rate, Offset, Deadband & Vent deviation setpoint ranges shown below.
Proportional Band [PB]:
PB:
0.00 to 100.00 percent of scale (1,080F span)
Integral / Automatic Reset:
Reset: 0.00 to 2000.00 seconds
Derivative / Rate:
Rate: 0.00 to 300.00 seconds
Offset: Manual Reset for Proportional Heat, Spray & Vent:
–80.0 to 80.0 degrees C or F
Offset: on/off control; Heat and Spray:
–80.0 to 80.0 degrees C or F
Deadband for heating/vents and Spray:
0.0 to 50.0 degrees C or F.
Vent [Relay outputs] Setpoint Deviation:
0.0 to 300.0 degrees C or F
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FUTURE DESIGN SOFTWARE LICENSE FOR FDC- 2010-K5C Kiln Sterilizer Control System
Future Design Controls Windows CE based Orion display and Control Module (Idec PLC) software (listed as
“SOFTWARE” in the rest of this document) is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well
as other intellectual property laws and treaties. The SOFTWARE is licensed at no charge to the end user when all
components, including but not limited to the Control Module (Idec PLC components) and CE Color Touch Screen
display are purchased from Future Design Controls. All ownership and rights remains with Future Design Controls.
I. LICENSE GRANT. This LICENSE grants you the following rights:
A.

You may use Future Design’s SOFTWARE with Future Design Controls products or products marketed by
Future Design Controls only. Products are considered Future Design Controls products (and products marketed
by Future Design Controls) when the sale or shipment originates from our main headquarters in Bridgeview, IL or
one of our authorized office locations.

Products purchased from Future Design Controls distributors or OEM's with brand labels other than Future Design
controls are not considered Future Design Controls products and cannot be used with Future Designs
SOFTWARE. Using Future Design's SOFTWARE with any other manufacturer (or distributor) of hardware is a
violation of this license and applicable copyright laws. The SOFTWARE is considered in "use" when it is
installed into permanent or temporary memory (e.g. CE display unit/PLC, or other storage device)
B.

Solely with respect to electronic documents included with the SOFTWARE, you may make a copy (either in
hardcopy or electronic form), provided that the software is not resold without the knowledge and acceptance of
terms by Future Design Controls.

II. TITLE; COPYRIGHT. All title and copyrights in and to the SOFTWARE (including but not limited to any images,
photographs, animation, video, audio, music, text and "applets" incorporated into the SOFTWARE), the
accompanying printed materials, and any copies of the SOFTWARE are owned by Future Design Controls or its
suppliers. The SOFTWARE is protected by copyright laws and international treaty provisions. Therefore, you must
treat the SOFTWARE like any other copyrighted material, except that you may either (A) make one copy of the
SOFTWARE solely for backup or archival purposes or (B) install the SOFTWARE on each system purchase from
Future Design Controls (CE display/PLC) provided you keep the original solely for backup or archival purposes. You
may not copy the printed materials accompanying the SOFTWARE.
III. ADDITIONAL RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS.
A. Reverse Engineering, De-compilation, and Disassembly: You may not reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble
or modify the SOFTWARE (CE display software and/or Control Module (PLC) code).
B.

No Separation of Components. The SOFTWARE is licensed as a single product and the software programs
comprising the SOFTWARE may not be separated for use on any hardware not supplied by Future Design
Controls.

C.

Rental. You may not rent or lease the SOFTWARE.

D. Software Transfer. You may NOT transfer any of your rights under this LICENSE.
E.

Termination. Without prejudice to any other rights, Future Design Controls may terminate this LICENSE if you fail
to comply with the terms and conditions of this LICENSE. In such event, you must destroy all copies of the
SOFTWARE and agree not to modify/distribute the software or download to any hardware not purchased from
Future Design Controls.

F. The selection, application or use of Future Design products or software is the purchaser or user's responsibility.
No claims will be allowed for any damages or losses, whether direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential. In
addition, Future Design reserves the right to make changes without notification to purchaser or user to materials or
processing that do not affect compliance with any applicable specification. Future Design Controls makes no
warranties when using Future Design Controls SOFTWARE system.

Software Usage Note:
The selection, application or use of Future Design products or software is the purchaser or user's
responsibility. No claims will be allowed for any damages or losses, whether direct, indirect, incidental,
special or consequential.
In addition, Future Design reserves the right to make changes without notification to purchaser or user to
materials or processing that do not affect compliance with any applicable specification. Future Design
Controls makes no warranties when using Future Design’s FDC-2010-K5C system for Dry Kiln and/or Pallet
Heat-Treat application
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Warranty:
Future Design Controls products described in this brochure are warranted to be free from functional defects
in material and workmanship at the time the products shipped from Future Design Controls facilities and to
conform at that time to the specifications set forth in the relevant Future Design Controls manual, sheet or
sheets for a period of one year after delivery to the first purchaser.
Future Design Controls FDC-2010 products are warranted to be free from functional defects in materials and
workmanship at the time the products shipped from Future Design Controls facilities and to conform at that
time to the specifications set forth in the relevant Future Design Controls manual, sheet or sheets for a
period of one year after delivery to the first purchaser for use.
There are no expressed or implied Warranties extending beyond the Warranties herein and above set forth.
Limitations: Future Design Controls provides no warranty or representations of any sort regarding the
fitness of use or application of its products by the purchaser. Users are responsible for the selection,
suitability of the products for their application or use of Future Design Controls products.
Future Design Controls shall not be liable for any damages or losses, whether direct, indirect, incidental,
special, consequential or any other damages, costs or expenses excepting only the cost or expense of repair
or replacement of Future Design Control products as described below.
Future Design Controls sole responsibility under the warranty, at Future Design Controls option, is limited to
replacement or repair, free of charge, or refund of purchase price within the warranty period specified. This
warranty does not apply to damage resulting from transportation, alteration, misuse or abuse.
Future Design Controls reserves the right to make changes without notification to purchaser to materials or
processing that do not affect compliance with any applicable specifications.

Return Material Authorization:
Contact Future Design Controls for Return Material Authorization Number prior to returning any product to
our facility.

P.O. Box 1196 – Bridgeview, IL 60455 – Phone 888.751.5444 – Fax 888.307.8014
http://www.futuredesigncontrols.com
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